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INTRODUCTION
 
The Lunar Module Reaction Control Subsystem (LM RCS) performs the
 
following functions:
 
a. 	Provides small thrust impulses to stabilize the Lunar Module.
 
b. 	Provides necessary thrust impulses to control the vehicle attitude
 
and translation movements during-hover, rendezvous, and docking
 
maneuvers.
 
c. 	Provides necessary thrust impulses to accomplish the Lunar
 
Module - Command Service Module separation maneuver.
 
d. 	Provides necessary thrust impulses to accomplish accelerations
 
for ullage and settling for the ascent and descent propellant
 
storage tanks as required.
 
The complete LM RCS consists of two similar and independent systems,
 
identified as system A and system B. Each system consists of a pressurized
 
helium storage and distribution system, hypergolic propellant storage and
 
distribution system, and eight rocket engines. The LM RCS test was con­
ducted with both systems A and B.
 
The primary objectives of this test program were to define the general
 
operational characteristics of the LM RCS under simulated altitude con­
ditions and to obtain performance data on individual subsystem components.
 
Specific areas of investigation were:
 
a. Determination of the hydraulic transients resulting from various 
operational modes and the effects of these transients on engine 
performance. 
b. Evaluation of various RCS priming techniques. 
c. Evaluation of the LM RCS compatibility with the Caution and 
Warning Subsystem (CWS). 
d. Determination of propellant consumption as a function of pulse 
width and/or pulse mode. 
e. Determination of the oxidizer to fuel mixture ratios for the 
mission duty cycles. 
f. Evaluation of the capability of the subsystem to successfully per­
form simulated mission duty cycles. 
g. Evaluation of subsystem performance during contingency and failure 
modes. 
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h. 	Evaluation of the rocket engine cluster heater system and thermal
 
insulation blanket.
 
i. 	Determination of the magnitude and effects of regulator overshoot.
 
j. 	Evaluation of the thrust chamber assembly (TCA) failure detection
 
pressure switches.
 
k. 	Evaluation of the propellant quantity measuring system,
 
The LM RCS test was conducted by the Propulsion Test Section, Thermo­
chemical Test Branch, Propulsion and Power Division, in response to a re­
quest from the Auxiliary Propulsion and Pyrotechnics Branch (ref. i).
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TEST ARTICLE DESCRIPTION
 
The test article was a complete IM RCS with all qualified components
 
except the combustion chamber pressure switches. Most of the subsystem
 
components and all propellant lines were previously used in tests on the
 
HR-3 design verification test (DVT) subsystem at the Marquardt Corporation's
 
(TMC) Magic Mountain Test Facility. The results of these Marquardt tests
 
are documented in reference 2.
 
The HR-3 DVT subsystem was disassembled and shipped to MSC after com­
pletion of testing at Magic Mountain. The shipment included the entire
 
IM RCS and the test frame (ref. 3) in a disassembled condition. The sys­
tem A tankage module was shipped via Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corp­
oration (GAEC) where post-test functional tests were conducted.
 
After receipt at MSC, the individual components were acceptance tested
 
to verify conformity with the operational requirements of the applicable
 
GAEC specifications. Acceptance tests also included proof tests and clean­
liness checks of the propellant tanks. Engine repairs were performed as
 
required. The propellant manifold, propellant injection pressure, and
 
engine chamber pressure transducers were calibrated at MSC. Acceptance
 
test results are recorded in references 4, 5, and 6.
 
After acceptance testing, the components and tubing were individually
 
cleaned to the level N requirements specified in reference 7 and moved to
 
the class 100 cleanroom at building 36, NASA/MSC, where subsystem assembly
 
was performed. After assembly, the propellant distribution system was
 
flushed with freon TF and verified clean to the requirements specified in
 
reference 8. Figure 1 is a photograph of the complete test article assem­
bly 	in the cleanroom.
 
On September 27, 1967, the assembled subsystem was transported to the
 
subsystems chamber (SSC) in building 353 of the Thermochemical Test Area.
 
The IM RCS was installed in the subsystems chamber and verified dry in
 
accordance with the requirements outlined in reference 9. Support and 
servicing equipment were then installed as shown schematically in figure 2. 
Figure 3 illustrates the complete IM RCS installation relative to the Lunar 
Module structure and includes the engine numbering code which will be used 
in this document. 
During the process of subsystem assembly, the HR-3 DVT configuration
 
was modified and updated as required to meet specific test objectives and
 
to incorporate the latest changes to flight subsystems. Deviations from
 
the original HR-3 DVT configuration as tested at Marquardt included the
 
following:
 
a. 	Propellant quantity measuring devices (PQMD) were installed in
 
each helium tank.
 
b. 	The mechanical fittings at the helium inlets to the propellant
 
tanks-were disconnected and capped to facilitate checkout oper­
ations (fig. 4).
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c. 	The propellant tank mounting brackets were modified and the tanks
 
were mounted on load cells (fig. 5) for propellant quantity meas­
urements.
 
d. 	Propellant inlet pressure transducers (16) and drain lines (16)
 
were installed in the y-block fittings (fig. 6). The eight
 
flight-type propellant inlet pressure transducers in system A were
 
replaced with Kistler model 601A pressure transducers.
 
e. 	Propellant temperature transducers (16) were installed in the
 
fittings originally occupied by the propellant injection pressure
 
transducers (fig. 6).
 
f. 	The system A, quad IV, fuel cluster isolation valve LSC 310-403-204,
 
S/N 0048, was replaced with a new valve, LSC 310-403-206, S/N 214.
 
g. 	The fuel interconnect valves LSC 310-403-204, S/N 0044; and LSC
 
310-403-204, S/N 0055 were replaced with valves LSC 310-403-103,
 
S/N 0026; and LSC 310-403-204, S/N 0051.
 
h. 	Propellant manifold pressure transducers P-13, P-14, P-15, and
 
P-16 were replaced with Kistler model 601A pressure transducers.
 
i. 	One flight-type thruster heater, LSC 310-601-11, was installed on
 
each system A engine, and one flight-type thruster heater,
 
LSC 310-601-12, was installed on each system B engine (fig. 7).
 
j. 	A propellant filter (Marquardt P/N 229494) was installed in each
 
engine injector valve.
 
k. 	The engine injector head assemblies were modified as shown in figure
 
8 to accomodate both a pressure switch and a pressure transducer.
 
1. 	The L-605 nozzle extensions were removed from all but the down­
firing engines (fig. 7).
 
M. 	The eight system B engine chamber pressure transducers were
 
replaced with Taber model 185 pressure transducers (fig. 7).
 
n. 	A pressure switch, LSC 310-651-3, was installed in each of 15
 
engine injector heads. Engine IV D/2 was equipped with a backup
 
pressure switch manufactured by Electro-Optical Systems. 
o. 	 A partial cluster insulation blanket and shield assembly, 
LSK 280-11127-1, was installed on the cluster III downfiring 
engine (fig. 9).
 
p. 	Flight-type arc suppression circuitry was installed on each engine
 
(fig. 10).
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A complete test article schematic is included in figure 2, and all com­
ponents and instrumentation are identified in appendix C, Equipment List.
 
Figures 11 and 12 are photographs of sections of the LM RCS after instal­
lation in the subsystems chamber.
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TEST PROGRAM
 
Phase I - Pretest Operations 
The objectives of this phase of the program were to assemble, check
 
out, and load the LM RCS. Assembly of the subsystem included acceptance
 
testing of individual components, cleanroom buildup, and cleanliness
 
verification. Checkout was then performed to verify the operational cap­
ability of the subsystem and all auxiliary test equipment immediately prior
 
to subsystem testing. Propellant and helium loading operations were per­
formed to prepare the subsystem for hot-firing and to evaluate the EM1 and
 
1M3 	manifold priming techniques.
 
Phase II - Baseline Performance Duty Cycles
 
Phase II of the test program was designed to bleed-in each engine and
 
to observe nominal performance characteristics for the subsystem components
 
during subsystem operation at altitude. The bleed-in firings were also
 
used as a final validation of the data acquisition system operation. The
 
baseline duty cycles prformed are included in appendix A, Engine Firing
 
Record and Run Chronology.
 
Phase III - Mission Duty Cycles
 
The objective of this portion of the program was to run simulated
 
LMl and lunar mission duty cycles utilizing both Primary Guidance Navigation
 
and Control System (PGNCS) and.Abort Guidance System (AGS) firing modes.
 
The propellant distribution system operated in the normal mode during the
 
mission duty cycles; that is, crossfeed and interconnect valves were closed.
 
Representative portions of the following simulated missions were performed:
 
a. 	LMl - Mission phase 7 - separation 
b. 	IM1 - Mission phase 9 - first Descent Propulsion System (DPS) burn
 
c. 	IM1 - Mission phase 11 - second DPS burn, fire-in-the-hole (FITN),
 
and first Ascent Propulsion System (APS) burn
 
d. 	LM1 - Mission phase 13 -!second APS burn
 
e. 	Lunar Mission - abort from hover
 
f. 	Lunar Mission - coelliptic sequence initiation
 
g. 	Lunar Mission - coelliptic delta height
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h. 	Lunar Mission - trasfer point initiation
 
i. 	Lunar Mission - midcourse corrections
 
Simulations a through d (above) utilized the PGNCS mode and e through i
 
utilized the AGS mode. Individual engine firing summaries are included in
 
appendix A.
 
Phase IV - Special Duty Cycles 
This portion of the program included various special duty cycles
 
designed to accomplish specific test objectives and evaluate subsystem
 
performance when subjected to worst case duty cycles. Areas of special
 
interest in this phase included:
 
a. 	Hydraulic transient effects (normal and crossfeed modes)
 
b. 	Pressure switch evaluation
 
c. 	Propellant consumption and oxidizer-fuel (0/F) mixture ratio
 
duty cycles
 
d. 	Mission duty cycle performance in crossfeed mode
 
e. 	Failure modes
 
f. 	Pulse widths of less than minimum impulse
 
g. 	Baseline performance with manual (direct) coils
 
h. 	Manual coil maneuvers
 
i. 	High-low voltage effects
 
j. 	 Effects of short pulses on injector temperature 
k. 	Cluster insulation evaluation
 
A summary of the duty cycles performed in this phase is included in
 
appendix A.
 
Phase V - Post-test Checkout and Decontamination
 
The objectives of this portion of the program were to determine com­
ponent performance after completion of the test program described above 
and to decontaminate the LM RCS for storage. As the result of facility 
scheduling problems, only very limited post-test component checks were
 
performed. A partial subsystem decontamination was performed immediately
 
after the completion of the test program; however, a complete decontam­
ination was not performed until 4-1/2 months later.
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TEST PROCEDURE
 
Phase I - Pretest Operations 
Component acceptance tests.- Since the HR-S DVT components had been
 
previously used in the Magic Mountain testing, it was considered necessary
 
to conduct partial acceptance tests on the components before initiating
 
test article buildup. Acceptance tests were conducted on the tankage mod­
ule components, propellant filters, and propellant latch valves as described
 
in reference 4. Static calibration checks were performed on the propellant
 
manifold, propellant injection, and engine chamber pressure transducers to
 
verify specification compliance. Engine acceptance tests were conducted
 
as delineated in references 5 and 6.
 
Cleanroom buildup and cleanliness verification.- After completion of
 
the components acceptance tests, all components and tubing were individually
 
cleaned to the level N requirements specified in reference 7. The hardware
 
was then moved into the class 100 cleanroom, building 36, NASA/MSC, where
 
buildup and cleanliness verification were performed. Cleanliness verifica­
tion of the assembled IM RCS was accomplished by flushing freon TF through
 
the propellant manifolds and obtaining and analyzing samples for particu­
late matter until two successive samples from each outlet met the require­
ments specified in reference 8. Samples were then taken and analyzed for
 
nonvolatile residue according to reference 8.
 
Buildup and cleanliness verification were accomplished in two steps.
 
Samples were extracted from the propellant manifolds at the cluster isola­
tion valve outlets before the filters and cluster tubing were installed.
 
Samples were then extracted at the engine inlet fittings (Dynatubes) after
 
the filters and cluster tubing were installed. In both of the above cases
 
the flush fluid was admitted through the service couplings with the main
 
shutoff valves closed. The helium pressurization systems were not verified
 
clean since they were sealed and kept intact after testing at TMC.
 
Prior to transfer of the assembled EM RCS to the test chamber the
 
crossover section between the tankage modules was removed and the tube
 
ends were sealed. Instalfation of the LM ECS in the subsystem chamber
 
and dryness verification procedures are delineated in reference 9.
 
Subsystem checkout.- Subsystem checkout was initiated November 13,
 
1967, with the IM RCS test article and support equipment configured as
 
shown in figure 2. Subsystem checkout was accomplished in accordance
 
with references 10 and 11. Within the limitations of the available support
 
equipment, the checkout procedures conformed to GAEC Operational Checkout
 
Procedures OCP-GF-3OO8, OCP-GF-31022, and OCP-GF-31031 (refs. 12, 13, and
 
14). During helium component checkouts, the helium panels were isolated
 
from the propellant tanks by mechanical fittings as shown in figure 4.
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Proof test of the high pressure helium systems (upstream of the 
regulators) and leak checks of the entire helium pressurization systems
 
were simultaneously performed on the system A and system B tankage mod­
ules. The helium tanks and all plumbing upstream of the regulators were 
pressurized to 3600 psig and maintained at that pressure for 5 minutes 
for proof testing. Pressurization of the helium tanks resulted in pres­
surization of the low pressure helium systems (below the regulators) to
 
lockup pressure since the helium initiation squib valves had been previ­
ously activated. The low pressure helium systems were not subjected to
 
proof pressure at this time since they had been pressurized to 300 psig
 
during acceptance testing as described in reference 4.
 
Following proof pressure testing, the helium tank pressures Tere
 
reduced to 1500 psig for leak checking. Leak checks were performed on all
 
brazed joints, disconnect couplings, mechanical fittings, et cetera, in
 
the helium system with Leak Tec solution.
 
Regulator checkouts were conducted on the primary and secondary 
stages of the system A and system B regulator assemblies. Flowrates were 
maintained by a regulated helium source at the helium fill couplings 
(D-1 and D-34) and a metering hand valve at the low pressure helium 
couplings (D-9 and D-42). Flowrates were measured with an orifice type 
flowmeter (Foxboro) installed in line with the metering hand valve. Regu­
lator stages were deactivated as required by pressurizing the reference 
ports with 50 psig GHe. 
Overall check valve assembly cracking and reseating differential
 
pressures were measured by admitting GHe at the high pressure helium
 
couplings (D-2 and D-35) and observing flow through a volumetric leak
 
detector (VLD) attached to the helium vent couplings (D-16, D-17, D-49,
 
and D-50). Pressures were measured with a 0-50 psia gage attached to
 
the low pressure helium couplings. Overall check valve assembly reverse
 
leakages were determined by admitting GHe at the helium vent couplings
 
and monitoring for leakage at the low pressure helium couplings with a VLD.
 
Relief valve checkouts were accomplished in the following manner.
 
The relief valve inlets were pressurized to 180 psig GHe and burst disc
 
leakages measured for 30 minutes with a VLD attached at the relief valve
 
couplings (D-14, D-15, D-48 and D-47). Believing and reseating pressures
 
and relief valve leakages were determined by monitoring a VLD attached to
 
the relief valve vent ports while simultaneously pressurizing the relief
 
valve inlets and couplings. Bleed valve closing and opening pressures
 
were determined during the above pressurization cycles by monitoring the
 
VLD attached to the vent ports.
 
The helium supply lines were connected to the propellant tanks at the 
Gamah fittings before initiating the propellant system component checkouts
 
(fig. 4).
 
Propellant tank bladder leakages were determined by attaching a VLD to
 
the appropriate helium vent coupling and maintaining an internal pressure
 
of 10 ± Ypsig'GHe through the propellant bleed couplings (D-18, D-19, D-51,
 
and D-52).
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Reverse leakage checks were performed on the main shutoff valves by
 
pressurizing the propellant manifold to 180 psig GHe and measuring leak­
age rates with a VLD at the bleed couplings. Proof pressure tests were
 
performed on the propellant manifolds by pressurizing them to 270 ± 5 psig
 
GHe with the main shutoff valves closed. The pressure was then decreased
 
to 180 psig and leak checks performed on all brazed joints and mechanical
 
fittings with Leak Tek solution.
 
Cluster isolation valve leak tests were performed by pressurizing
 
the propellant manifolds to 200 psig GHe and measuring leakage rates with
 
a VLD attached to the appropriate y-block drain line. Crossfeed and
 
ascent interconnect valve leakages were also measured at 200 psig.
 
The injector valves were cycled utilizing both the automatic and
 
direct (manual) coils at nominal operating voltage (23-24 V dc) and
 
25 psig GHe inlet pressures. Valve voltage traces were obtained through
 
the Data Acquisition System (DAS) in order to verify engine wiring and
 
valve response times.
 
Pressure switch checkouts were performed by slowly evacuating and
 
pressurizing the engine combustion chambers through a throat plug. The
 
pressures at which the switches opened and closed were measured by simul­
taneously monitoring the oscillograph recorder and a test gage installed
 
in the vacuum line.
 
Thruster heater checkouts were conducted by applying voltage to the
 
heaters and monitoring the injector head and cluster temperatures through
 
the DAS until heater cycling occurred.
 
Engine gas flow checkout was conducted in accordance with refer­
ence 11. Basically, the engine gas flow test was used to determine the
 
relative flow capacities of each RCS engine. Regulated GN2 was admitted
 
to the system A fuel service coupling through the orifice flow control
 
panel as shown in figure 2. The crossfeed valves were opened and a gage
 
(G-3) was attached to the fuel service coupling in system B to measure 
manifold pressure. The engine IV D/2 fuel valve was opened and the pres­
sure regulated until G-3 had stabilized to 40.00 ± 0.05 psia and G-1, 
G-2, and G-3 were recorded. The engine IV S/4 fuel valve was then opened 
and the engine IV D/2 fuel valve closed. Readings were again taken after 
stabilization. This process was repeated until values had been recorded 
for all system A fuel valves. A similar procedure was utilized for the 
remaining fuel and oxidizer valves. 
After completion of the engine gas flow checkout, forward leakage
 
checks were performed on all engine injector valves with 100 psig GN2.
 
System loading.- The propellant and helium tanks were loaded in
 
accordance with reference 15.
 
Two priming methods were evaluated for propellant manifold loading.
 
The system A propellant manifolds were primed by the LM3 method and the
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system B manifolds by the LM1 method. Both techniques involved evacuating
 
the propellant lines downstream of the main shutoff valves and performing
 
the 	priming operation with the helium system pressurized with 50 psia GHe.
 
The 	helium systems were vented upstream of the check valves to simulate a
 
system with squib valves intact. In the L1 method the manifolds were
 
primed to the engine valves in one step by opening the main shutoff valves
 
(MSOV's) with the isolation valves (TPIV's) open, whereas in the LM3 method,
 
the 	manifolds were primed in a two step operation by first opening the
 
MSOV's with the TPIV's closed and then opening the TPIV's to complete the
 
priming to the engine valves.
 
After propellant manifold loading was accomplished, the helium tanks
 
were loaded according to the standard flight loading envelope to the
 
following conditions:
 
System A, 3130 psia at 800 F
 
System B, 3140 psia at 84 F
 
This step pressurized the low pressure system to regulator lockup since the
 
squib valves had been previously activated.
 
NOTE
 
Phases II, III, and IV were the hot-firing portion of
 
the test program (ref. 16). The following general pro­
cedures were utilized for all runs during these phases
 
unless otherwise specified:
 
a. 	All engine firings were controlled by a
 
programm6d firing tape
 
b. 	Injector valve voltage was maintained at 
23-24 V ac 
c. 	Analog and digital recorders were sequenced
 
to start 10 seconds prior to run initiation
 
and stop 5 seconds after run termination
 
d. 	The Electro-Instrument (El) printer and
 
Esterline Angus (EA) recorders ran continu­
ously except during prolonged periods of
 
inactivity
 
e. 	All firings were performed at pressure-altitudes
 
in excess of 97 000 feet and at ambient tempera­
ture
 
$. 	Subsystem valve positions (except engine
 
valves) were manually controlled
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g. 	Red-line parameters were monitored by digital
 
cathode ray tube (CRT) display and strip chart
 
recorders
 
h. 	Real time oscillograph records were produced
 
during each run for "quick-look" evaluation
 
of system performance
 
i. 	Pertinent operational parameters were manually
 
recorded before and after each run to provide
 
the test conductor a real time view of subsys­
tem operation
 
j. 	The normal propellant distribution system con­
figuration was utilized (crossfeed and inter­
connect valves closed)
 
k. 	Hydraulic and temperature stabilization was
 
allowed between runs
 
1. 	Engine firings were observed on four closed
 
circuit television monitors (one monitor and
 
camera per cluster); two of the cameras were
 
recorded on video tape
 
Phase II - Baseline Performance Duty Cycles
 
Bleed-in firings.- One bleed-in firing of 1-second duration was per­
formed on each of the IM RCS engines in order to verify engine and system
 
operation and to remove any gas bubbles which may have been trapped in the
 
propellant lines during the priming procedures. These firings were also
 
used to evaluate the priming techniques.
 
Baseline single engines.- Baseline single engine firings were performed
 
on all 16 thrusters as recorded in appendix A (runs II-A-2-17 through
 
11-A-2-192).
 
Phase III - Mission Duty Cycles 
Simulated mission duty cycles were performed for the periods of major
 
activity in the LM1 mission and the lunar abort from hover mission. Ex­
cerpts from the I12!and lunar mission duty cycles performed are shown in
 
figures 13 through 20. These trilevel traces, which were obtained from
 
the engine firing program tapes, indicate the electrical on times for each
 
engine for duty cycles representative of the various mission phases.
 
The 	LMI duty cycles and the lunar mission duty cycles were obtained
 
from mission simulations described in references 17 and 18, respectively.
 
Specific run numbers and run times are recorded in table I. These simu­
lations were based on a nominal LMI mission and a lunar abort from hover
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case with no engine or component failures. Grumman Aircraft Engineering
 
Corporation data tapes from the above mentioned simulations were used to
 
generate the program tapes required to control engine firings. Long
 
ullage runs were omitted due to facility limitations.
 
The LM! simulation utilized the PGNCS, and the lunar abort from hover
 
simulation utilized the AGS. Additional information concerning the simu­
lations may be found in references 17 and 18.
 
Phase IV - Special Duty Cycles
 
Hydraulic transient effects (normal and crossfeed modes).- Special
 
duty cycles designed to produce dynamic interactions in the LM RCS which
 
should represent worst case hydraulic conditions were performed as re­
corded in appendix A (runs IV-B-l-1 through IV-B-10-10 and IV-C-2-1
 
through IV-C-lO-9). These duty cycles were based on maneuvers which might
 
be performed in the PGNCS mode and included two, four, six, and eight
 
engine operation. Identical duty cycles were performed in both the normal
 
and 	crossfeed configurations for comparison purposes.
 
Pressure switch evaluation.- Special duty cycles designed to evaluate
 
pressure switch performance for minimum impulse firings, short off times,
 
and simulated oxidizer cold flows were performed as shown in appendix A
 
(runs IV-D-l-1 through IV-D-5-6). Identical duty cycles were performed on
 
three engines equipped with flight-type pressure switches and on the engine
 
equipped with a special backup switch (engine IV D/2). The engine IV D/2
 
pressure switch was designed to switch at 23 psia instead of the normal
 
3-10.5 psia. Injector valve voltages of 20-21, 23-24, and 27-28 V dc were
 
utilized to evaluate the effects of valve voltage on switch performance
 
characteristics. Pressure switch performance was also determined from
 
several other phases of the test program in addition to these special
 
duty cycles.
 
Propellant consumption and O/F ratio duty cycles.- Special duty cycles 
designed to define the relationship between propellant consumption and 
oxidizer to fuel mixture ratio and pulse duration were executed on one 
engine in each system as shown in appendix A (runs IV-E-1 through IV-E-13).
 
Injector valve voltage was maintained at 23-24 V do and propellant quan-.
 
tities were determined from the propellant tank load cells.
 
Mission duty cycle performance in crossfeed mode.- The 1M1 mission
 
phase 11 (second DPS burn - FITH - first APS burn) simulated duty cycle 
was 	repeated in the crossfeed mode utilizing the system A propellant
 
supply (run IV-F-lA in appendix A). 
Failure modes.- Duty cycles designed to simulate the following failure
 
modes were performed (appendix A, runs IV-G-2-2 through IV-G-6-6):
 
a. 	 Cluster isolation valve pair closure as the result of an 
engine "on" failure. 
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b. Inadvertent fuel cluster isolation valve closure.
 
Isolation valve actuations were performed manually from the control con­
sole.
 
Pulse widths of less than minimum impulse.- These duty cycles con­
sisted of two pulses of less than design minimum impulse followed by a
 
20-msec pulse. Off times between the pulses were 2.5 seconds in order to
 
simulate AGS commands. Pulse widths of h, 6, 7, 8. 9, and 10 msec were
 
performed on engines IV S/4 and II F/l as shown in appendix A
 
(runs IV-H-l-1 through TV-H-2-12).
 
Baseline performance with manual coils.- Baseline single engine fir­
ings were performed on engines IV S/4 and I U/13 utilizing the manual coils
 
as recorded in appendix A (runs IV-I-16 through 20 and 61 through 65).
 
Manual coil maneuver.- Manual coil duty cycles designed to simulate
 
+ roll, + pitch, and + yaw maneuvers in both two- and four-jet logic were
 
performed as shown in appendix A (runs IV-J-1 through 11).
 
High-low voltage effects.- The lunar mission transfer point initia­
tion duty cycle was repeated with the injector valve voltage set at 27-28
 
and 20-21 V dc (runs IV-K-land IV-K-2 in appendix A).
 
Effects of short pulses on injector temperature.- Duty cycles as des­
cribed in runs IV-L-l-1 through 6 and IV-L-2-1 through 6 in appendix A 
were performed on the engine with flight-type cluster insulation 
(engine III D/6, fig. 9) and an uninsulated engine (engine I D/lh). The
 
pulse duration for the firings was maintained at 17 msec (PGNCS normal
 
minimum impulse duration) and off times were varied in an attempt to
 
establish the duty cycle which produced the maximum injector head cooling
 
rate.
 
Cluster insulation evaluation.- A 20-second steady state firing was
 
performed on an uninsulated downfiring engine (engine I D/14) to establish
 
baseline information. The firing was followed by a 10-pulse series of
 
17 msec on and 183 msec off when the maximum injector head soakback temp­
erature was reached. The same duty cycles were then performed on a down­
firing engine (engine III D/6) on which flight-type cluster insulation had
 
been installed (fig. 9). Run-descriptions are included in appendix A
 
(runs TV-M-l-1 and IV-M-2-2).
 
Phase V - Post-test Checkout and Decontamination
 
At the completion of Phase IV, the IM RCS propellant tanks and propel­
lant manifolds were drained of propellants and purged with ambient tempera­
ture GHe. The propellant manifolds were than vacuum dried by opening SV-106
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and SV-308 (fig,.2) and allowing the SSC steam system to evacuate the
 
manifolds to 2.5 mm Hg. The IM RCS was then pressurized to the following
 
pressures with GHe for temporary in-place storage:
 
System A helium, 25 psia
 
System B helium, 25 psia
 
System A and B fuel feed systems, 38 psia
 
System A and B oxidizer feed systems, 38 psia
 
The post-test component checkouts were deleted from the program
 
because of facility scheduling problems; however, the IM RCS remained
 
in the SSC for LM1 post-flight support.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
 
Phase I - Pretest Operations 
Component acceptance t~sts.- Results of the partial tankage module
 
component acceptance tests are included in reference 4. The limited ac­
ceptance tests performed indicated that all the major components in the
 
tankage modules were operating within specification and the modules were
 
considered acceptable for the IM RCS subsystem test. Cleanliness verifi­
cation tests revealed that all propellant tanks except the system B oxi­
dizer tank complied with the required cleanliness specification (ref. 8)
 
as received. The system B oxidizer tank was only slightly out of spec­
ification and was, therefore, utilized without further cleaning.
 
Results of the propellant inline filter acceptance tests, which
 
consisted of a differential pressure test and a visual inspection, were
 
all within specification.
 
The propellant latch valve acceptance tests revealed that many valves
 
did not operate within specification on receipt from TMC. Acceptance test
 
data are recorded in reference 4 and table II. Further discussion of the
 
latch valve deficiencies is included later in this section.
 
Inspection of the HR-3 DVT propellant feed system tubing revealed a
 
reddish-brown deposit or residue on the brazed joints in the oxidizer
 
tubing. This residue could not be removed by a detergent solution;
 
however, a passivation solution consisting of a diluted nitric acid did
 
remove the residue.
 
Analysis of a residue buildup similar to this, which occurred on the
 
PA-1 LM RCS test article at the White Sands Test Facility (WSTF), is
 
included in the report on TTA Test No. 2T999, "Lunar Module Reaction
 
Control System Plumbing (PA-1)". The report (ref. 19) concluded that the
 
deposits consisted largely of iron, with a small amount of nickel, which
 
seems to indicate corrosion in the area of the oxidizer brazed joints.
 
Calibration checks on the propellant manifold, propellant injection,
 
and engine chamber pressure transducers indicated that all the transducers
 
were linear; however, some of the slopes from a plot of pressure versus
 
voltage output had shifted slightly out of specification. This shift was
 
especially prevalent on the engine chamber pressure transducers. The trans­
ducers were considered acceptable for use on this test since they were
 
linear and repeatable and, therefore, compatible with the DAS.
 
Thruster acceptance tests revealed that fuel injector valve S/N 140,
 
from engine assembly SIN 1013, leaked in excess of specification limits;
 
consequently, a new valve seat assembly was installed. In general, the
 
engines were dirty, with an overall poor appearance on arrival at MSC.
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After partial disassembly, cleaning, and checkout, they were acceptable for
 
test operation. All 16 engines were retrofitted with engine inlet filters
 
and new orifices just prior to installation on the LM RCS. Subsequent to
 
retrofit, water calibrations were performed on eight of the engines to deter­
mine the effects of the addition of the filters and new orifices. In general,
 
the addition of engine inlet filters reduced the water flowrates through
 
both the fuel and oxidizer valves; however, all the water flowrates measured
 
after the filters were installed remained within the allowable limits of
 
percent of the preburn flowrates recorded in the engine log books. The over­
all O/F ratios were probably reduced since the addition of filters reduced
 
the oxidizer valve water flovrates more than the fuel valve water flowrates.
 
The face of injector head S/N 1003 was severely pitted around the main doublets
 
as shown in figure 21. The injector head was replaced with injector head
 
S/N 0007. Complete engine acceptance test results are included in references
 
5 and 6.
 
During checkout operations, several leaks were discovered in the stem
 
area of the propellant ground half couplings. The couplings had been re­
furbished during the HR-3 DVT testing at TMC. All 16 couplings were returned
 
to the manufacturer for refurbishment and complete checkout prior to test
 
initiation.
 
Cleanroom assembly and cleanliness verification.- The entire propellant
 
distribution system downstream of the main shutoff valves was verified clean
 
to the requirements specified in table iI of reference 8. During the process
 
of cleanliness verification, it was necessary to maintain a high freon flow­
rate in order to obtain a valid sample. Samples obtained at a low flowrate
 
(less than 1 gpm) appeared much cleaner than samples obtained at a flowrate of
 
3-5 gpm. Consequently, all particulate samples were obtained while the effluen
 
vas flowing into the sample bottle at a rate of 3-5 gpm. In general, achieving
 
acceptable cleanliness levels was a difficult operation.
 
System dryness was verified to the following levels:
 
Component Concentration (ppm)
 
A-50 <100
 
N204 <100
 
freon < 25
 
IPA < 25
 
H20 < 25 
System checkout.- Proof tests of the high pressure helium systems
 
were successful. No leakage was observed during leak checks of the brazed
 
joints, disconnect couplings, mechanical fittings, et cetera, in the
 
helium pressurization systems.
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The results.of the regulator checkouts are included-in table IIT.
 
The system A primary regulator exhibited low outlet pressure at the high
 
flowrate, and the system A secondary regulator exhibited low outlet pres­
sure at both the high and low flowrates. These values were only slightly
 
out of specification and were within the accuracy of the instrumentation.
 
In addition, the propellant tank ullages were not simulated in the flow
 
tests. The system B primary regulator outlet pressure oscillated between
 
178.4 and 179.3 psig at a frequency of approximately one Hz when subjected
 
to the high flowrate. However, these values were within the specification
 
limits. The above flow pressure conditions were not considered detrimental
 
to successful completion of the test program.
 
The results of the check valve cracking and reseating checks are
 
shown below. All values were within specification limits except for the
 
second check of the system A fuel check valve. All check valve reverse
 
leakages were within specification limits.
 
Measurement Spec. CV 110 CV 109 CV 210, CV 209 
identification limits sys. A, sys. A, sys. B, sys. B, 
oxid. fuel oxid. fuel 
Overall crack­
ing pressure,
 
psid
 
Check no. 1 3 ± 1 3.96 2.16 3.89 3.19
 
Cheek no. 2 3 ± 1 3.81 1.61 3.74 3.14
 
Overall reseating
 
pressure, psid
 
Check no. 1 None 2.81 0.56 2.09 1.38
 
Check no. 2 None 2.81 0.16 2.39 1.59
 
Reverse leakage 2.5 0 0 0 0
 
at 0.6 ± 0.1
 
psid, scc/30 min
 
Reverse leakage 1.25 0 0 0 0
 
at 18o +
0 psid,
 
scc/15 min
 
Relief valve checkout results are summarized in table IV. The
 
system A oxidizer relief valve produced anomalous results in three areas.
 
The bleed valve did not completely seat until a pressure of 170 psig was
 
reached. In addition, the second relief pressure check and the first and
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second reseat pressure checks produced slightly out of specification
 
readings; however, three subsequent checks were made with acceptable
 
and repeatable values. Also, after reseat was reached on the relief
 
valve assembly, leakage continued at about 7 see/min until the pressure
 
was decreased to approximately 203-206 psig. No explanation is offered
 
for the anomalous performance other than the previous testing at Magic
 
Mountain and the extended storage period. The anomalous conditions were
 
not considered detrimental to successful completion of the test program.
 
The burst disc in the system A fuel relief valve was inadvertently rup­
tured during leak and functional testing.
 
Results of the propellant bladder leakage checks were as follows:
 
Tank Specification limits Measured leakage,
 
scc/15 mina
 
System A oxidizer 143 scc/15 min
 
Check no. 1 92
 
Check no. 2 100
 
System A fuel 120 see/15 min
 
Check no. 1 110
 
Check no. 2 105
 
System B oxidizer 143 scc/15 min
 
Check no. 1 80
 
Check no. 2 82
 
System B fuel 120 scc/15 min
 
Check no. 1 80
 
Check no. 2 80
 
aTwo consecutive samples must be within 10 scc of each other to
 
insure stabilization.
 
As can be seen from the above results, all bladder leakage rates
 
were within specification limits; however, the system A fuel bladder
 
leakage test was repeated six times before two acceptable rates within
 
± 10 sec of each other were obtained. This seems to indicate that gas
 
was trapped between the bladder and the tank shell at the beginning of
 
the test.
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The 	main shutoff valve leakage rates were all within specification as
 
shown in table II. During the propellant manifold leak check, several
 
small leaks were detected in mechanical fittings. These were repaired by
 
retorquing or seal replacement. The results of all propellant latch valve
 
leakage checks are recorded in table II. Table II also includes leakage
 
rates on the valves as they were redeived from TMC following the HR3-DVT
 
test and latch currents after cycling at 24 V de.
 
The following observations were made during propellant latch valve
 
checkouts:
 
a. 	Position indicator switch failures occurred on latch valves
 
no. 222 and no. 219.
 
b. 	The position indicator switch produced an open indication at all
 
times when voltage was applied to the valve. A closed indication
 
was produced only when the valve was closed and no voltage was
 
applied. This characteristic was common to all valves.
 
c. 	Fifty percent of the valves leaked at rates in excess of the
 
specification limit. Variations in leakage rates between
 
consecutive leak checks were as large as several thousand
 
scc/15 min if cycling had occurred in the interim.
 
d. 	The valves were received at MSC with an average of only 32 days
 
propellant exposure and an average of 45 actuations; therefore,
 
the number of valves which did not meet leakage specifications
 
in acceptance testing seemed high.
 
e. 	Two valves (no. 130 and no. 226) which exhibited extremely high
 
leakage rates during acceptance testing were corrected to ac­
ceptable limits by cleaning, but this approach was unsuccessful
 
on the seven other cluster isolation valves with high leakage
 
rates.
 
f. Initial leak checks of valves no. 120 and no. 122 on the test
 
stand indicated that they were out of specification. This was
 
corrected by removing tube loads which were inadvertently induced
 
during system assembly. This corrective process was also applied
 
to valve no. 220 with no significant change in leakage rate. It
 
is possible that some of the cluster isolation valves which
 
leaked at a higher rate after subsystem assembly than before were
 
influenced by excessive tube loading. The cluster isolation
 
valve mounting brackets were modified during valve installation
 
in an attempt to prevent tube loading.
 
g. 	All but three of the valves checked had latch currents which were
 
above the recently established acceptable level of 0.85 amps.
 
Latch current is defined as the minimum current required to actuate
 
the valve from the open to closed position or vice versa.
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h. 	Valve LSC 310-403-204, S/N oo48 was returned to the manufacturer 
for failure investigation after gold particles were observed in 
the valve effluent. 
During the injector valve checkouts, it was discovered that the
 
flight-type arc suppression circuitry as shown in figure 10 increased the
 
indicated valve response times and suppressed the transient associated
 
with voltage removal. Automatic coil signature traces were obtained by
 
recording the induced voltage across the direct coils. Figure 22 contains
 
sample automatic coil traces from engine II D/10 comparing voltage traces
 
with and without the arc suppression network installed. These traces in­
dicate that the arc suppression network had no appreciable effect on the
 
valve opening times; however, the network did increase the fuel and oxid­
izer valve closing times by about 1.5 and 2.0 msec, respectively. Con­
sequently, the effective engine on time should be increased accordingly
 
for a given electrical on time.
 
The results of the pressure switch checkouts are shown in table V.
 
Pressure switch S-156 did not operate, and switch S-154 did not open with­
in specification limits. Switching pressures varied slightly as a function
 
of the pressurization rate. Switch S-151 was a special backup switch devel­
oped by the Instrumentation and Electronics Systems Division of MSC and was
 
designed to switch at a higher pressure than the flight-type switches.
 
During heater checkout, the heaters would'not heat the engines above
 
approximately 90 - 1000 F at atmospheric pressure because of convective
 
cooling; therefore, the checkout was completed at altitude. At altitude
 
(130 000 feet) all heaters operated according to specification. It should
 
be noted that the clusters were not insulated with flight-type blanket and
 
shield assemblies and only one heater per engiiie was used instead of the
 
two 	normally used in flight. Figure 23 illustrates the warmup period for
 
a sample heater from each cluster. The clusters were insulated from the
 
cluster mounts by phenolic strips in order to prevent excessive heat con­
duction into the heavy aluminum cluster mounts. During the heater check­
out, one phenolic strip was missing from cluster III; therefore, the
 
heaters on cluster III did not warm up as rapidly as the other clusters.
 
This is shown by the slower temperature increase of engine III F/7 in
 
figure 23. This situation was corrected before the start of hot-firing
 
by installing the missing insulation. The warmup depicted in figure 23
 
was 	performed at altitude after the heaters had been on for 1-1/2 hours
 
at sea level resulting in an initial temperature of 90 - l000 F. Direct
 
extrapolation of the curves in figure 23 to ambient temperature indicates
 
a total warmup time of approximately 2 hours for the test configuration.
 
Results of the engine gas flow checkout are shown in table VI and
 
figures 24, 25, 26, and 27 which illustrate the relationship between
 
flow pressures and the pretest water flowrates.
 
The system B water flowrates were obtained from TMC data before engine
 
filter installation, and the system A water flowrates were obtained from
 
MSC data generated after engine filters were installed. This arrangement
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was necessary since only the system A engines were water calibrated after
 
filter installation. The above mentioned figures indicate a distinct
 
inverse relationship between gas flow pressure and water flowrate. The
 
engine IV U/1 fuel valve seat was replaced at MSC because of excessive
 
leakage; therefore, MSC water flowrate was used for engine IV U/1 on
 
figure 25. None of the engines appeared to have significant flow obstruc­
tions, but the engine II F/11 oxidizer flow was marginal based on the ac­
ceptance band used for flight vehicles.
 
All engine injector valves exhibited zero leakage with 100 psig
 
GN2 inlet pressure.
 
System loading.- The following table is a summary of the propellant
 
quantities loaded and a comparison with nominal mission values:
 
Fuel A Fuel B Oxid A Oxid B
 
Propellant quantities 101.7 104.2 204.1 204.2
 
loaded, lbs
 
Nominal mission 103.5 103.5 203.7 203.7
 
quantities, lbs
 
Comparative propellant manifold pressure histories for the two
 
priming techniques are shown in figures 28 and 29. These figures clearly
 
indicate that no pressure levels occurred in either method which would
 
damage the propellant lines or components. In addition, the first firings
 
from each system produced chamber pressure and hydraulic characteristics
 
indicative of normal ignition with the absence of gas bubbles.
 
Phase II - Baseline Performance Duty Cycles
 
Bleed-in firings.- The bleed-in firings produced no evidence of gas
 
bubbles and indicated nominal performance on all engines with the ex­
ception of engine III U/5. The engine III U/5 chamber pressure indicated
 
reduced performance (90 psia steady state). This anomaly was attributed
 
to a problem in the DAS and not the engine (see Appendix E).
 
Baseline single engines.- Sample baseline engine performance and
 
hydraulic conditions are included in appendix B for engines IV D/2,
 
iv s/4, II F/ll, and I U/13 (runs II-A-2-28 through II-A-2-158). Figures
 
30, 31, and 32 illustrate the variation in engine inlet hydraulic con­
ditions for single 50 msec pulses at various engine locations. Engines
 
located at comparable positions in system A and system B were plotted
 
on the same figure to permit direct comparison. As expected, the major
 
characteristics of the inlet pressure fluctuations for these engines were
 
similar. The following general observations can be made from figures
 
30, 31, and 32:
 
a. The oxidizer natural frequency was approximately 21 Hz.
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b. 	The fuel natural frequency was approximately 28 Hz.
 
c. 	The fuel recovery time (time required after valve opening to
 
regain initial pressure) for the engines located farthest
 
from the tankage modules (engines IV D/2, I D/14, II U/9,
 
and III S/8) was an average of 19 msec. The fuel recovery
 
time for the engines located nearest the tankage module (en­
gines I U/13 and IV u/1) was an average of 8 msec.
 
d. 	The oxidizer recovery time for the engines located farthest
 
from the tankage modules was an average of 25 msec. The oxid­
izer recovery time for the engines located nearest the tankage
 
module was an average of 11 msec.
 
e. 	In several cases, harmonic frequencies appeared to be super­
imposed on the natural frequency.
 
f. 	Minimum pressures following valve opening ranged from 97 to 127
 
psia for fuel and from 95 to 116 psia for oxidizer.
 
g. 	Maximum pressures following valve closing ranged from 244 to 264 psia
 
for fuel and from 250 to 276 psia for oxidizer.
 
Figures 33, 34, and 35 include sample oscillogras illustrating engine
 
and feed system characteristics for baseline pulses of 17, 50, and 100 msec
 
on engine IV D/2.
 
Pressure waves of varying amplitudes were transmitted across the cross­
feed valves from the propellant system in which the engine was firing to the
 
other propellant system., This phenomenon can be readily observed from the
 
data recorded for system B manifold pressure in appendix B. Special tests
 
(runs SP-2 and SP-3 in appendix A) were performed to determine if this tran­
fer resulted from the crossfeed valve poppet lifting partially off its seat
 
and transferring fluid into the other system. On one system, the main shut­
off valves were closed and then an engine was pulsed to reduce the manifold
 
pressures. On the other system, an engine was then pulsed in an attempt to
 
transfer propellant to the low pressure system. The oxidizer manifolds were
 
"soft" 
(little reaction to valve motion), and the fuel manifolds were "hard"
 
(significant reaction to valve motion) during the special tests. No in­
crease in pressure was detectable in the low pressure system for either pro­
pellant. This test was repeated, reversing the systems, with a similar lack
 
of detectable propellant transfer. The wave transfer mechanism, therefore,
 
seemed to be through bellows flexures in the crossfeed valves.
 
Table VII is a summary of system performance characteristics during
 
the baseline firings. Chamber pressure rise times for the engines nearest
 
the tankage module (engines II F/ll and I U/13) were significantly shorter
 
than for the more distant engines (engines IV D/2 and IV S/4). The
 
chamber pressure rise times (time to 75 percent of steady state Pc minus
 
ignition delay) were 10.2, 9.7, 8.6, 8.4 msec for engines IV D/2, IV s/4,
 
II F/ll, and I U/13, respectively. The propellant feed system transients
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were of greater magnitude on the more distant engines. Minimum and maximum
 
fuel inlet pressures for these single engine firings were 86 and 310 psia.
 
Minimum and maximum oxidizer inlet pressures were 71 and 324 psia. In gen­
eral, the manifold pressure extremes were about 10 to 60 psia less than the
 
inlet pressure extremes, and the oxidizer transients were more severe than
 
the fuel transients.
 
Figures 36, 37, 38, and 39 illustrate baseline engine performance
 
(integrated chamber pressure) as a function of pulse width. The normal
 
linear relationship was observed for all engines. Variations from engine
 
to engine were small with engine II F/ll exhibiting the highest performance
 
for the four sample engines. Baseline data used for analysis purposes
 
included runs II-A-2-23 through 37, II-A-2-55 through 59, II-A-2-132
 
through 136, and II-A-2-154 through 158.
 
Phase III - Mission Duty Cycles
 
The LM RCS successfully completed the simulated L1 and lunar abort
 
from hover mission duty cycles. The mission duty cycles provided an
 
excellent system test since both the AGS and PGNCS modes were simulated.
 
The LM1 mission phase 13 run was aborted after 7 minutes 50 seconds
 
because of overheating of the altitude test chamber.
 
General observations from the 1141 mission duty cycle indicated that
 
the prevalent minimum impulse firing duration was 17 msec with a minimum
 
firing duration of 15 msec. This is assumed to be representative of the
 
PGNCS operation. PGNCS operation was consistent with the design pulse
 
frequency limit of 5 pulses/second (fig. 13).
 
The abort from hover duty cycles were often extremely active.
 
Because of facility constraints on free air temperature and vacuum
 
pressure, only limited portions of the various mission phases could be
 
fired; however, the portions were selected to be representative of the
 
periods of major activity. The upfiring engines were deactivated in
 
the midcourse correction simulation because the test cell pressure
 
exceeded the 10 mm Hg red-line for upfiring operation. The lunar mission
 
coelliptic sequence initiation duty cycle included periods in which each
 
of the four down-firing engines was pulsed at a 30 to 45 percent duty cycle
 
(fig. 17). Figures 19 and 20 include periods of extreme activity on all
 
16 engines. Cases were observed in which as many as eight engines were
 
firing simultaneously (fig. 16).
 
Many engine commands of less than minimum impulse (13 msec) were
 
observed during the lunar mission duty cycles. A maximum of 19 con­
secutive engine commands of less than 13 msec duration were observed on
 
engine II U/9 during the coelliptic delta height simulation (run III-B-3-1).
 
The duration of these 19 pulses ranged from 1 to 4 msec. In most cases
 
the short pulses occurred as isolated pulsed on a particular engine;
 
however, in some cases they occurred on a vertical engine immediately
 
before startup or immediately subsequent to shutdown of the opposing
 
vertical engine. While the short pulses did not damage the RCS engines,
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they could have caused the LM Caution and Warning System to indicate a
 
failed thruster since only seven consecutive engine commands of less than
 
80 msec with no corresponding indication of ignition are required to
 
signal a failure. Because the AGS design limited the off times between­
short pulses to a minimum of 1 to 2 seconds, engine damage due to fuel
 
cold flows (which sometimes were the result of short pulses) was prevented.
 
This off time was probably sufficient to allow the propellants in the
 
chamber to vaporize between pulses; however, the short firings associated
 
with a firing on the opposing thruster as mentioned above were not
 
subject to a minimum off time. Apparent nominal pulses were sometimes
 
interrupted by short off times on the order of 0 to 10 msec duration.
 
Sample engine commands illustrating the above anomalies are included in
 
figures 16 through 20.
 
Refer to appendix A for a summary of the total pulses and total on
 
time for each engine during the simulated mission duty cycles (runs
 
III-A-l-1 through III-A-4-1 and IiI-B-1-1 through III-B-5-1). Table I 
is a record of the simulation run numbers and run times performed in 
this test program. Sample engine and system performance characteristics 
are included in appendix B for engines IV D/2, IV S/4, II F/ll, and I U/13.
 
Figures 36, 37, 38, and 39 are comparisons of sample mission duty cycle
 
engine performance with baseline performance. From these figures, it
 
can be seen that integrated chamber pressure was generally slightly less
 
for the mission duty cycle firings than for the baseline firings. This
 
is probably the result of the more extreme hydraulic transients and lower
 
feed pressures associated with multiple engine firings. The linear
 
relationships shown in figures 36, 37, and 39 were derived using the
 
least-squares technique. The standard deviations for the relationships
 
shown ranged from 0.105 to 0.395 psia-seconds for the mission duty cycle
 
firings and from 0.0701 to 0.168 psia-seconds for the baseline firings.
 
Deletion of the most extreme data point in figure 39 would probably
 
result in P more realistic relationship.
 
Table VIII is a summary of engine performance during the simulated
 
mission duty cycle runs. Ignition delays and times required to attain
 
75 percent of steady state chamber pressure compare favorably with base­
line data (table VII).
 
Table IX is a comparison of the propellant feed system characteristics
 
for the various mission phases. This table is based on sample pulses from
 
the four engines chosen for analysis and recorded in appendix B. Using
 
manifold pressures as the criterion, the mission duty cycle hydraulic tran­
sients appeared to be slightly more severe than the baseline transients.
 
It should be noted that the effects of helium saturation have not been
 
considered in this table. This may account for the somewhat smaller
 
extremes experienced during the lunar mission duty cycle simulation which
 
was performed near the end of the test program (appendix A).
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Phase IV - Special Duty Cycles 
Hydraulic transient effects.- Table X contains a comparison of per­
tinent engine operating characteristics for the baseline, hydraulic effects
 
in normal mode, and hydraulic effects in crossfeed mode duty cycles. This
 
table, which was tabulated from sample pulses from engines IV D/2, IV D/4,
 
and I U/13, indicates slightly lower performance in the crossfeed mode
 
than in the normal mode. The crossfeed mode average performance was 10.6
 
percent less than baseline, and the normal mode average performance was
 
8.2 percent less than baseline. Engine performance in the crossfeed mode
 
was as much as 48 percent less than baseline for 17 msec pulses. The
 
average differences in ignition delay and chamber pressure rise time were
 
insignificant; however, chamber pressure rise times were significantly
 
increased in the runs in which four engines in the same system were sim­
ultaneously started. The time required to reach 75 percent of steady state 
chamber pressure was a maximum of 34.6 msec on the first pulse on engine 
iU/13 in run IV-B-2-4. Figure 40 illustrates this characteristic for 
engines TV D/2, IV S/4, III S/8 and I U/13 starting simultaneously in the 
normal mode. Engines IV D/2 and IV s/4 required 31 and 32.4 msec, respec­
tively, to attain 75 percent of steady state chamber pressure. This ­
characteristic was not repeated when the identical duty cycles were per­
formed in the crossfeed mode using the system A tankage module. Apparently,
 
the additional manifold aided feed pressure recovery for this,particular
 
duty cycle. It should be noted that the engines chosen for analysis
 
were all in the system used for propellant supply during the crossfeed mode
 
runs.
 
Figures 41, 42, and 43 are comparisons of engine performance (using
 
integrated chamber pressure as the performance measurement) during the
 
baseline and hydraulic effects duty cycles. These plots are based on
 
randomly selected sample pulses from three engines chosen to be represent­
ative of the system. As can be seen from the curves, integrated chamber
 
pressure was consistently lower during the hydraulic transient effects
 
duty cycles at all pulse widths in both the normal and crossfeed modes.
 
Crossfeed mode performance was consistently lower than normal mode per­
formance.
 
Figures hO and 44 through 47 are sample oscillograms which are in­
dicabive of engine and system performance characteristics during the
 
normal mode hydraulic transient effects duty cycles. It should be noted
 
that the parameters associated with only two engines of the programmed
 
four or eight engine duty cycles are included in the oscillograms.
 
Table IX provides a comparison of the propellant feed system char­
acteristics during the hydraulic transients effects duty cycles with
 
other portions of the test program. This table indicates that the ex­
tremes experienced during these duty cycles were more severe than those
 
experienced in other portions of the test program; however, the difference
 
between the crossfeed and normal modes appears to be insignificant. This
 
is probably true since only pressures in system A, which was utilized as
 
the propellant supply during the crossfeed mode, were analyzed. More
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variation would probably be observed if the system B hydraulic character­
istics were analyzed.
 
The hydraulic effects duty cycles were performed successfully by
 
the test article. The hydraulic pressure transients created in the pro­
pellant system during the programmed "worst case" duty cycles produced
 
significant effects on engine performance and feed pressure amplitudes;
 
however, no engine or feed system damage was observed.
 
Pressure switch evaluation.- A summnary of pressure switch per­
formance during baseline and special pressure switch evaluation duty
 
cycles is included in table XI. Pressure switch closing time is defined
 
as the time from engine electrical on to switch closure; pressure switch
 
opening time is the time from engine electrical off to switch opening;
 
and pressure at switch opening is the engine chamber pressure at the
 
time of switch opening.
 
Anomalies and questionable performance observed in pressure switch
 
operation included:
 
a. 	Four switch failures occurred during the program.
 
Switch no. Engine no. Failure mode Run no. Total firings
 
S-253 IV U/I Closed II-A-2-19 16
 
S-256 III D/6 Open IV-L-l-6 625
 
S-257 II U/9 Closed II-A-2-112 31 
S-156 II D/l0 Closed failed in checkout
 
Switch S-156 on engine 10 indicated a "failed on" condition during
 
system checkout but worked intermittently during the test program.
 
b. 	Pressure switch opening times ranged from 30 to 74 msec for the
 
flight-type switches summarized in table XI. Consequently, en­
gine electrical off times of less than the above values did not
 
permit the switches to open between pulses.
 
c. 	The backup switch (S-151) setting was too high to provide a
 
sufficient signal for proper CWS operation at pulse widths of
 
less than approximately 12 msec (fig. 48).
 
d. 	Switch oscillations were often observed during a pulse as the
 
result of chamber pressure fluctuations during buildup or decay
 
periods (fig. 49).
 
e. 	Oxidizer cold flows of 100 msec produced firing indications
 
(switch closure) on two out of three pressure switches tested
 
(figs. 50 and 51). Therefore, a fuel injector valve failed closed
 
or an oxidizer injector valve failed open could occur without im­
mediately being detected by the CWS.
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Chamber pressures were in the 7.5 to 8.5 psia range. The closing
 
pressure switches had switching pressures slightly below these
 
values, and those not closing, slightly above. A series of 10
 
oxidizer cold flows at 75 msec on and 125 msec off on two engines
 
only produced switch actuations on the first pulse. This indicated
 
that the oxidizer cold flows cooled the combustor and injector
 
head resulting in lower chamber pressures. It should be noted
 
- that although oxidizer could react with the engine post shutdown 
residue, the chamber pressure does not appear to have been in­
fluenced because the indicated chamber pressure increased very 
gradually and remained stable until valve closure - no abrupt
 
reactions were noted.
 
f. 	Seven short pulses of 17 msec subsequent to a simulated fuel
 
cluster isolation valve closure produced ignition indications;
 
consequently, a fuel cluster isolation valve could inadvertently
 
close without being immediately detected (fig. 52).
 
The pressure switches utilized on this test were not flight qualified
 
switches; however, the operating limits and characteristics were identical
 to flight switches. Flight qualified switches are equipped with a backup
 
shoulder behind the Belleville washers (disk spring). Three of the four
 
failed switches have been forwarded to GAEC for failure analyses.
 
Results of the special tests on pulses of less than minimum impulse
 
(appendix A, runs IV-H-l-1f through 6 and IV-H-2-7 through 12) indicated
 
that the switches would actuate at a minimum oulse duration of 7 msec.
 
Of course, this value is a function of the presence of ignition and the
 
switching levels of the individual pressure switches.
 
Propellant consumption and 0/F ratio duty cycles.- Results of these
 
duty cycles showing the relationship betreen propellant consumption and
 
0/F mixture ratio and pulse duration are included in figures 53 and 54.
 
The two engines selected for this study should approximate the system
 
extremes since engine III D/6 is near the system B tankage module and
 
engine IV D/2 is the most distant engine from the system A tankage module
 
(fig. 3). In addition, the system B manifold pressure was about 3 psi
 
higher than the system A manifold pressure.
 
Figure 53 indicates that the LM RCS 0/F mixture ratio was slightly
 
less than was experienced in engine qualification testing for pulse widths
 
greater than 20 msec. This can be partially attributed to the injector
 
valve voltage which was 27 V dc during qualification testing.
 
At pulse widths of less than 20 msee, the O/F mixture ratio began
 
to increase with decreasing pulse width to a value of 1.95 at 14 msec.
 
This is a significant departure from the previous single engine test
 
results. The apparent reason for this phenomenon was the presence of an
 
extremely soft oxidizer system and a hard fuel system during the pro­
pellant consumption duty cycles. Figures 55, 56, and 57 illustrate this
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propellant condition for the baseline manual coil runs performed imme­
diately after the propellant consumption duty cycles. The entire 0/F
 
ratio curves shown in figure 53 were probably affected. It should be
 
noted that the oxidizer propellant feed system became gradually "softer"
 
as the test program progressed because of apparent helium ingestion.
 
Figure 54 is a plot of propellant consumed as a function of electrical
 
on time for engines III D/6 and IV D/2. These curves are almost identical
 
to engine qualification data. Engine III D/6, which was closer to the pro­
pellant module and fed by a higher propellant pressure, had higher propellant
 
consumption than engine IV D/2.
 
Mission duty cycle performance in crossfeed mode.- Table XII is a com­
parison of system performance during a simulated mission duty cycle for
 
normal and crossfeed operation. Identical pulses were randomly selected
 
from each mode to provide the data shown in the table; consequently, all
 
performance parameters should be directly comparable.
 
As can be seen from the table, the total impulse for the crossfeed
 
mode was slightly higher than for the normal mode. This result is con­
sistent for the four sample engines chosen for analysis. These four
 
engines were all located in the system with the active tankage module.
 
No significant variations between the two modes were noted for the
 
ignition delay and the time required to attain 75 percent of steady state
 
chamber pressure. In summary, it appears that there were no significant
 
variations between the crossfeed and normal mode performance for the sim­
ulated mission duty cycle performed. The IMRCS successfully performed
 
the simulated mission duty cycle in the c-ossfeed mode.
 
Failure modes.- The simulated engine "on" failures resulting in
 
cluster isolation valve closure were completed with no problems. Figure 58
 
is an oscillogram illustrating the system conditions during a simulated
 
failure of engine IV D/2. The abrupt decrease in chamber pressure and
 
propellant inlet pressure correspond to cluster isolation valve closure.
 
The manifold pressure fluctuations occurring every 250 msec were caused
 
by engine II F/ll which was firing at a duty cycle of 50 msec on and 200
 
msec off. The apparent fluctuations'in propellant inlet pressure which
 
occur after isolation valve closure were the result of transducer shift and
 
should be disregarded.
 
Figure 52 is an oscillogram illustrating system conditions during the
 
simulated inadvertent fuel cluster isolation valve closure. The decrease
 
in fuel propellant inlet pressure (P-19) corresponds to fuel cluster iso­
lation valve closure. The duty cycle was designed for fuel cluster isolation
 
valve closure to occur at the end of the 2 second firing in engine IV S/4;
 
however, closure did not occur until after the first pulse of a programmed
 
series of seven 17 msec pulses. Ignition occurred on the six remaining
 
pulses accompanied by a pressure switch indication; consequently, this
 
particular failure mode would not have been detected by the CWS.
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An indication of momentary combustion instability occurred during
 
the 2 second firing in engine IV S/4. Since the previous firing on this
 
engine was the simulated engine "on" failure described above, a small
 
gas bubble may have been trapped in the propellant lines while the engine
 
valves were open and the cluster isolation valves closed. From previous
 
history, it is known that gas bubbles can produce combustion instability.
 
Pulse widths of less than minimum impulse.- Figure 59 is an oseillo­
gram comparing system performance for pulse widths of 4, 6, and 7 msec on
 
engine IV S/4. As can be seen from the figure, the 4 msec pulse width
 
produced no reaction in the fuel or oxidizer manifolds; the 6 msec pulse
 
width produced an indication of fuel valve opening with no ignition, and
 
the 7 msec pulse produced an indication of both fuel and oxidizer valve
 
opening with ignition. The 7 msec pulse also produced an indication of
 
ignition on the engine IV S/4 pressure switch. Unfortunately, the en­
gine IV S/4 injector valve voltage traces were recorded erroneously on
 
these runs, precluding an accurate determination of the injector valve
 
voltage characteristics. Engine II F/ll produced the same results as en­
gine IV s/4; that is, ignition first occurred on a 7 msec pulse.
 
The engines successfully completed the short pulse width duty cycles
 
without damage or failure. The duty cycles performed in this block were
 
supplemented by the short pulses in the lunar mission duty cycles as pre­
viously mentioned. Again it appears that the long minimum off times in
 
the AGS design alloTed sufficient time for vaporization of the raw fuel
 
between pulses which caused fuel cold flows, or the fuel accumulation
 
was insufficient to cause problems.
 
Baseline performance with manual coils.- Sample results of the base­
line single engine firings utilizing the manual (or direct) coils are in­
cluded in appendix B (runs IV-I-16, 17, 18 and IV-I-61, 62, 63). Figures 60
 
and 61 include a comparison of baseline performance using the automatic
 
and manual coils for engines IV S/4 and I U/13, respectively. These figures
 
indicate that the decrease in performance in the manual mode is almost
 
constant for the pulse widths shown. This is the result of a constant
 
decrease in effective pulse duration caused by the slower manual coil
 
opening response; therefore, the performance for all pulse widths would be
 
decreased by this constant amount.
 
Figures 55, 56, and 57 are sample oscillograms of 30, 50, and 100 msec
 
pulses, respectively, in the manual mode on engine IV S/4. A comparison
 
of these figures with the automatic coil baseline firings on engine IV D/2
 
(figs. 33, 34, and 35) clearly illustrate the "softer" hydraulic conditions.
 
The "softer" feed system was probably the result of both helium ingestion
 
in the propellants and large helium ullage in the propellant tanks.
 
Manual coil maneuvers.- Based on real-time observations, no problems
 
were encountered in these simulated maneuvers. Data from these runs were
 
not reduced.
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High-low voltage effects.- Appendix B contains a tabulation of pertinent
 
system operating characteristics for identical pulses randomly selected from
 
the high-low voltage duty cycle (runs IV-K-1 and IV-K-2). Comparable data for
 
the nominal voltage case are included for run III-B-4-1. The following table
 
illustrates the effects of voltage variation on engine performance for two
 
sample engines (IV D/2 and IV S/4) during the simulated transfer point initi­
ation duty cycle.
 
Injector valve Ignition delay, Time to 75 Integrated 
Run no. voltage, V dc Description msec percent Pc, Pc, 
msec psia-sec 
IV-K-1 27-28 Maximum 10.5 21.3
 
Average 10.1 19.8 5.22 at
 
avg. 
Minimum 9.5 18.6 pulse
 
width of
 
59 msee
 
IT-B-4-i 23-24 Maximum 11.7 22.4 
Average 11.2 20.6 5.13 at
 
avg. 
Minimum 10.8 19.2 pulse
 
width of
 
59 msec
 
IV-K-2 20-21 Maximum 13.2 24.0
 
Average 11.9 21.9 5.10 at
 
avg.
 
Minimum 10.5 19.4 pulse
 
width of
 
59 msec
 
NOTE: The above data were obtained from appendix B.
 
This table indicates about a 1 msec change in ignition delay and time to
 
75 percent Pc per each 3 to 4 volt change in injector valve voltage. The
 
quality of the valve traces did not permit an accurate measurement of valve
 
opening and closing traces; however, it is assumed that the valve opening
 
times were similarly affected. Average integrated Pc for the average pulse
 
width of 59 msee decreased slightly as the voltage decreased. A more accurate
 
determination of the effects at various pulse widths may be obtained by exami­
nation of the data in appendix B. It should be noted that the values in the
 
above table may have been affected by changes in tank ullage and system hy­
draulics.
 
Effects of short pulses on injector temperature.- The programmed duty
 
cycles were insufficient for establishing the worst case injector head cooling
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duty cycle. The fifty 17-msec pulses fired in each run did not provide suf­
ficient time for the minimum temperature to be reached or for indentification
 
of the maximum overall cooling rate. The following limited data were recorded:
 
Duty cycle Initial injector Final injector
 
(time in sec.) No. pulses temperature, temperature, Cooling rate
 
OF OF
 
0.017 on/0.183 off 50 130 130 0' Ff10 see.
 
0.017 on/0.283 off 50 130 130 0' F/15 sec.
 
0.017 on/0.383 off 50 130 130 00 F/20 sec.
 
0.017 on/0.483 off 50 132 127 50 F/25 sec.
 
0.017 on/0.983 off 50 131 121 i0 F/50 sec.
 
0.017 on/2.500 off 50 131 121 100 F/125 sec.
 
In order to obtain more conclusive data, the injector head temperature
 
behavior during the propellant consumption duty cycles (runs IV-E-1 through
 
IV-8-13) was plotted. Figure 62 illustrates the injector head temperature
 
as a function of time and duty cycle for a typical uninsulated engine. A
 
minimum of 980 F was obtained with a duty cycle of 0.014 seconds on and 1.000
 
seconds off. Figure 63 illustrates the injector head temperature as a function
 
of time and duty cycle for the insulated engine. This figure indicates that
 
the 0.014 seconds on/0.500 seconds off duty cycle produced the highest initial
 
cooling rate (curves 1 through 5). In general, a comparison of curves 1
 
through 5 indicates that the initial cooling rate increases as the off time
 
decreases for the off times tested; however, a comparison of curves 4 and 5
 
illustrates that the trend would not have continued since 5 appears to be
 
crossing 4. Curve 6 indicates that the 0.014 seconds on/1.000 seconds off
 
duty cycle produced the minimum injector head temperature of 1020 F.
 
It should be noted that the above discussion relates only to the test
 
configuration and may not be representative of flight since only one heater
 
was installed per engine, the cluster blanket and shield assembly was installed
 
on only one engine, and the thermal environment of space was not simulated.
 
Cluster insulation evaluation.- The results of runs IV-M-l-1 and IV-M-2-2
 
were surprising. The engine with the thermal shield ran slightly cooler than
 
the exposed engine; maximum chamber temperatures recorded between the chamber
 
ribs, 180 degrees apart, were 11000 and 1240' F on the covered engine, and 
1200' and 13250 F on the exposed chamber. Peak flange temperatures during the 
firings were 1550 and 1630 F on the covered and exposed engine, respectively, 
and 2900 and 3120 F at maximum soakback. The heater thermostat temperature 
on the shielded engine was 1350 F during the firing and 2400 F at maximum soak­
back. The heater thermostat temperature on the exposed engine was erratic 
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because of improper attachment of the thermocouple. The test was repeated with
 
similar results. -The instrumentation setup for this test was as shown in
 
figure D3, appendix D. The above data suggest that the extension of the thermal
 
blanket and shield assembly over the combustion chamber had little effect on
 
the engine's thermal characteristics.
 
Figures 64 and 65 illustrate the effects of engine firings on the partial
 
blanket and shield assembly. Some charring and degradation were observed in
 
the vicinity of the combustion chamber on the H-film, aluminized H-film tape,
 
and SiO-Al thermal control coating. It is probable that minor charring and
 
degradation will occur in actual IM missions; however, design changes effective
 
on 1M3 and subsequent vehicles should minimize these effects.
 
Phase V - Post-test Checkout and Decontamination
 
During the period following the decontamination as described in the test
 
procedure section of this report, a columbium chamber evaluation test (ref. 20)
 
and a LM1 anomalies investigation test (ref. 21) were performed on the system.
 
Ail system components, with the exception of some Pc transducers, performed
 
adequately on these tests. Consequently, it may be stated that the system
 
components functioned properly after a 4 1/2 months exposure to an uncontrolled
 
and unknown concentration of propellant. It should be noted that a complete
 
checkout of the components was not performed before or after the referenced
 
tests; therefore, the preceding statement was based only on the fact that sys­
tem performance was adequate for completion of the tests.
 
Special Analyses
 
Propellant consumption.- Table XIII is a summary of the propellant con­
sumption and engine firing distribution for the mission duty cycles performed
 
and for the total test program. This table illustrates that the downfiring
 
engines experienced the most pulses and total on time in MDC operation. The
 
O/F ratios were slightly lower than were experienced in engine qualification
 
testing. This can be partially attributed to the injector valve voltage which
 
was 27 V de during qualification testing and 23-24 V dc in this test. The
 
mission duty cycle O/F ratios shown in table XIII were slightly lower than the
 
single engine data shown in figure 53 for engine IV D/2, using average pulse
 
widths. The total test program O/F ratio falls about midway between the single
 
engine curves shown in figure 53.
 
Propellant quantity measurement technique.- Figures 66, 67, and 68 illus­
trate PQMD operation for the test program. Figure 66 is a comparison of
 
actual PQMD output with theoretical output based on measured helium tank temp­
eratures and pressures. In general, the system A PQMD output was slightly
 
higher than theoretical while the system B PQMD output was almost identical to
 
theoretical. In all cases, the PQMD's operated within the four percent ac­
ceptable limit.
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Figures 67 and 68 include propellant consumption histories as measured
 
by both the load cell technique (fig. 5) and the PQMD's. Figure 67 indicates
 
an almost constant bias of 5 to 7 lbs on the system A PQMD with PQMD readings
 
higher than the corresponding load cell readings. This bias developed during
 
the initial firings and was maintained for the remainder of the test program.
 
The maximum difference between the system A PQMD and the system A-load cells
 
was about 12 lbs which was less than four percent of the total available pro­
pellants in system A. Figure 68 indicates close agreement between the system
 
B PQMD and the system B load cell readings. The system B PQM indicated
 
higher than the load cells in the early portions of the test program but
 
crossed over and became lower in the latter portions. The maximum difference
 
observed was again about 12 lbs but most of the differences were less than
 
5 lbs. It should be noted that the differences discussed above could have
 
resulted from inaccuracies in the load cells and/or the PQMD's. Appendix A
 
may 	be used to correlate real time with test duty cycles.
 
Compatibility of CWS monitored operating limits with CWS operation.- The
 
helium tank and regulator output pressures experienced during the test pro­
gram appeared to be compatible with the CWS limits. A caution light illu­
minates in flight when the helium tank pressure falls below 1696 psia. The
 
steady state regulator outlet pressures recorded during the test program were 
all well within the CWS limits of 164.4 to 204.3 psia. 
Since no attempt was made to simulate the thermal environment of an ac­
tual mission, the cluster temperature limits could not be realistically eval­
uated; however, under the test conditions, the temperature limits of ll9' to
 
190 F were compatible with CWS operation.
 
Several possible areas of incompatibility between the RCS and CWS were
 
observed it the TCA failure detection system. These areas included the
 
following:
 
a. 	Four pressure switch failures occurred during the program.
 
b. 	Short engine off times did not permit the pressure switches to open
 
between pulses.
 
c. 	Pressure switch oscillations were often observed during a pulse as
 
the result of chamber pressure fluctuations during buildup and
 
decay periods.
 
d. 	Oxidizer cold flows (fuel injector valve inhibited) sometimes pro­
duced pressure switch signals; therefore, a fuel injector valve
 
failed closed or an oxidizer injector valve failed open could occur
 
without immediate detection.
 
e. 	Seven short pulses of 17 msec subsequent to a simulated fuel cluster
 
isolation valve closure produced ignition indications on the pres­
sure switches; consequently, a fuel cluster isolation valve could
 
inadvertently close without being immediately detected.
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f. 	Many engine commands of less than minimum impulse (13 msec) occurred
 
during the simulated lunar mission duty cycles. This condition
 
could result in an erroneous TCA failure indication since only seven
 
consecutive engine commands of less than 80 msec with no correspond­
ing indication of ignition are required to signal a failure. As pre-.
 
viously noted, pulses of less than 7 msec will not normally produce
 
ignition.
 
Heater system evaluation.- Heater system performance appeared to be
 
satisfactory with the exception of the short pulse cooling effects mentioned
 
earlier in the results and discussion section of this report. The cooling
 
problem could not be properly evaluated with the test setup which utilized
 
only one heater per engine, incomplete thermal insulation, and no simulation
 
of space thermal environment.
 
In general, injector head temperatures were maintained at 1260 to 1320 F
 
with the thermostat cycling off for about 2 minutes every 6 or so minutes,
 
depending on ambient conditions. Cluster temperatures were generally 30 to
 
50 F warmer than the injector heads. Valve temperatures, measured near the
 
seat, were in the 110' to 1200 F range, with the fuel valve normally a few
 
degrees warmer than the oxidizer valve. Combustion chamber temperatures
 
were about 1270 F.
 
The manual lead on one heater (engine II F/lI) was accidentally
 
grounded to the test stand during pretest operations. Consequently, the
 
thermostat was bypassed, resulting in a continuously on situation. The
 
heater remained on for the entire test program and maintained the engine II
 
F/ll injector head between 145' and 1550 F.
 
Figure 69 is a representative temperature profile for cluster III during
 
the lunar mission duty cycle transfer point initiation simulation.
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CONCLUSIONS
 
Phase 1 - Pretest Operations 
1. 	A reddish-brown deposit, which was analyzed in earlier testing
 
(ref. 19) to consist primarily of iron, was discovered in the LM RCS
 
oxidizer tubing in.the vicinity of the brazed joints during pretest
 
cleaning. The tubing had been previously exposed to design verifi­
cation testing at TMC.
 
2. 	In general, the HR-3 DVT subsystem components performed within speci­
fication limits after testing at Marquardt and several months storage
 
at MSC. Exceptions were as follows:
 
a. The propellant ground half couplings (GAEC specification
 
number LSC 310-401) were subject to leakage in the stem
 
area.
 
b. 	The system A oxidizer relief valve produced anomalous results
 
in three areas during system checkout; however, the anomalous
 
conditions were not severe enough to require replacement for
 
test operations.
 
c. 	Numerous anomalies were observed during propellant latch valve
 
(GAEC specification number LSO 310-403) checkouts. These in­
cluded two position indicator switch failures, excessive leak­
age on 50 percent of the valves, and nonrepeatability of leak­
age rates.
 
3. 	Flight-type arc suppression circuitry delayed the fuel and oxidizer
 
valve closing times by about 1.5 and 2.0 msec, respectively.
 
4. 	Both the LM1 and 1M3 priming techniques were found to be acceptable.
 
Phase II - Baseline Performance Duty Cycles
 
1. 	Pressure waves of varying amplitudes were transmitted across closed
 
crossfeed valves from the propellant system in which an engine was
 
firing to the other propellant system. These waves were not accom­
panied by any detectable propellant transfer.
 
2. 	Baseline engine performance was comparable to single engine qualifi­
cation data.
 
Phase III - Mission Duty Cycles
 
1. 	The IM RCS test article successfully completed portions of simulated
 
L1 and'lunar abort from hover mission duty cycles which had been gen­
erated in the GAEC FCI laboratory.
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2. 	The simulated mission duty cycles were found to contain numerous engine
 
commands of less than minimum impulse (13 msec) and short off times on
 
the order of 0 to 10 msec.
 
3. 	Engine performance during the mission duty cycles firings was slightly
 
less than baseline performance.
 
Phase IV - Special Duty Cycles 
1. 	The EM RCS test article successfully completed the programmed "worst 
case" duty cycles. Hydraulic pressure transients created in the pro­
pellant system during these duty cycles produced significant effects
 
on engine performance and feed pressure amplitudes; however, no engine
 
or feed system damage was observed. Engine performance was reduced dur­
ing "worst case" hydraulic duty cycles with the crossfeed mode experi­
encing a greater reduction than the normal mode.
 
2. 	Four of the 15 pressure switches (LSC 310-651-3) utilized in this test
 
experienced failure. One switch failed with the contacts open and the
 
other three failed with the contacts closed. The pressure switches did
 
not include various design modifications which have been added to the
 
flight switches.
 
3. 	The fuel and oxidizer hydraulic transients became progressively smaller
 
in amplitude and frequency as the test program progressed. The oxid­
izer was affected to a greater extent than the fuel.
 
4. 	The O/F ratio and the propellant consumption for engines operating
 
in the LM ECS were comparable to single engine qualification data
 
for pulse widths of greater than 20 msec. The relatively "soft"
 
(little reaction to valve motion) condition of the oxidizer manifold
 
at the time of the O/F ratio testing apparently caused the O/F ratio
 
to increase with decreasing pulse width at pulse widths of less than
 
approximately 20 msec.
 
5. 	The LM RCS test article successfully completed a simulated mission
 
duty cycle in the crossfeed mode with no significant reduction in
 
engine performance.
 
6. 	The LM RCS test article successfully completed the following simulated
 
failure modes:
 
a. 	Cluster isolation valve closure to isolate a failed "on"
 
engine
 
b. 	Inadvertent fuel cluster isolation valve closure
 
7. 	IM4RCS engines produced ignition at electrical pulse widths as low as
 
7 msec with 23-2h V dc injector valve voltage.
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8. 	The LM RCS test article successfully completed the manual or direct
 
coil baseline firings and simulated maneuvers. Manual coil perform­
ance was less than automatic coil performance by a constant amount
 
which was independent of the pulse duration.
 
9. 	Engine performance increased as injector valve voltage was increased.
 
10. 	 For the test article configuration and test environment, certain duty
 
cycles cooled the engine injector heads from 1300 to about 1000 F.
 
11. 	 For the conditions tested, the extension of the thermal blanket and
 
shield assembly over the combustion chamber had little effect on the
 
engine thermal characteristics.
 
Phase V - Post-test Checkout and Decontamination 
1. 	The system performance was adequate for completion of subsequent test­
ing (see refs. 20 and 21) after a 4-1/2 month exposure to an unknown
 
and uncontrolled concentration of propellants.
 
Special Analyses
 
1. 	The oxidizer to fuel mixture ratios during mission duty cycle opera­
tion were slightly less than comparable single engine system data;
 
however, the total test program oxidizer to fuel mixture ratio was
 
identical to single engine system data. Average pulse widths were
 
used for the mission duty cycles and total test program in order to
 
obtain these comparisons.
 
2. 	The system A and system B PQMD's operated within a four percent
 
acceptance band throughout the test program. Load cells were utilized
 
as the reference for calculating PQMD errors.
 
3. 	All the RCS operating limits which will be monitored by the CWS in LM
 
flight appeared to be compatible with RCS operation except in the
 
thrust chamber assembly failure detection system. Possible incompat­
ibilities are listed in the results and discussion section of this
 
report.
 
4. 	Heater system performance appeared to be satisfactory with the excep­
tion of the cooling effects mentioned in conclusion 10 above.
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ABBREVIATIONS 
amps amperes 
AGS Abort Guidance System 
ABS Ascent Propulsion System 
avg average 
chan channel 
CRT cathode ray tube 
XFV crossfeed valve 
CV check valve 
CWS Caution and Warning Subsystem 
DAS Data Acquisition System 
dia diameter 
DPS Descent Propulsion System 
D down engine 
DVT design verification test 
EA Esterline Angus 
EI Electro-Instruments 
eng engine 
fig. figure 
fm frequency modulation 
FCI Flight Controls Integration (GAEC, Bethpage, N.Y.) 
FITH fire-in-the-hole 
F forward engine, fahrenheit 
galvo galvanometer 
GAEC Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation 
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G gage 
gpm gallons per minute 
hr hours 
inj injector 
ICV ascent interconnect valve 
IPA isopropyl alcohol 
TPIV thruster pin isolation valve 
lbs pounds 
LM Lunar Module 
max maximum 
min minute, minimum 
mm millimeter 
msec millisecond 
MSOV main shutoff valve 
misc miscellaneous 
no. number 
01F oxidizer/fuel 
oxid oxidizer 
PGNCS Primary Guidance Navigation and Control System 
P/N part number 
pph pounds per hour 
ppm pounds per minute 
PQMD propellant quantity measuring device 
press pressure 
psia pounds per square inch absolute 
psid pounds per square inch differential 
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psig pounds per square inch gage
 
ref reference
 
RCS Reaction Control Subsystem
 
RV relief valve
 
S/C strip chart
 
sc standard cubic centimeter
 
see second
 
SEL System Engineering Laboratory
 
S/N serial number
 
S.S. steady state
 
SSC subsystems chamber
 
sym symbol
 
S side engine
 
temp temperature
 
TCA thrust chamber assembly
 
TMC The Marquardt Corporation
 
TP test procedure
 
TTA Thermochemical Test Area
 
U up engine
 
V dc volts direct current
 
VLD volumetric leak detector
 
WSTF White Sands Test Facility
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SYMBOLS 
AT area of throat 
A-50 Aerozine-50 
CF coefficient of thrust 
F farenheit 
GHe gaseous helium 
GN2 gaseous nitrogen 
Hg mercury 
H20 water 
Hz Hertz 
IT total impulse 
N204 nitrogen tetroxide 
Pc chamber pressure 
< 
- p 
less than or equal to 
> greater than or equal to 
> greater than 
< less than 
:nearly equal to 
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TABLE I.- MISSION DUTY CYCLES RUN TIMES
 
(See references 17 and 18 for a description of the mission simulations.]
 
Simulation Simulation Test run Test run 
Run description start time stop time start time stop time 
r­
-4 
hrs. min. sec. hrs. min. sec. hrs. min. see. hrs. min. sec. M 
-4 
M1 --Mission phase 7 20 49 3.66 20 57 04 20 54 38 20 56 51 
(separation) M 
GAEC run no. 266 
LMI --Mission phase 9 4 55 16 5 3 6 4 55 30 5 2 0 
(first DPS burn) 
GAEC run no. 103 -
141- Mission phase 11 8 33 7 8 49 56 8 33 50 8 49 50 z 
(second DPS burn- ' . 
FITH - first APS 
burn) 
GAEC run no. 103 
LMl -Mission phase 13 6 8 42 6 19 43 6 9 l0 6 16 59.5 M 
(second APS burn) 
GAEC run no. 115 
Lunar Mission Simulation 0 10 1 0 19 0 0 10 1 0 11 3.5 
(abort from hover) 
GAEC run no. 514 A 
Lunar Mission Simulation 0 44 50 0 50 20 0 44 55 0 48 9.1 M 
(coelliptic sequence 
initiation) 
GAEC run no. 514 B 
TABLE I.- MISSION DUTY CYCLES RUN TIMES -Concluded 
[See reference 17 and 18 for a description of the mission simulations.] 
0 
Run description 
Simulation 
start time 
Simulation 
stop time 
Test run 
start time 
Test run 
stop time 
Lunar Mission Simulation 
(coelliptic delta height) 
GAEC run no. 514 C 
hrs. min. see. 
1 36 52 
hrs. rain. 
1 41 
see. 
35 
hrs. min. see. 
1 36 52 
hrs. min. sec. 
1 39 57.7 M 
Lunar Mission Simulation 
(transfer point initi-
ation) 
GAEC run no. 514 D* 
1 52 52 2 10 32 1 56 43 2 5 11i 
co 0 
Lunar Mission Simulation 
(midcourse corrections) 
GAEC run no. 514 E 
2 16 14 2 24 48 2 19 39 2 23 57 0 
NOTE: Times based on simulation time reference. Long ullage 
burns removed because of facility limitations. 
0 
,,> 
__ 
CI 
TABLE II.- PROPELLANT LATCH VALVE CHECKOUT DATA
 
[Leakage specification limits: 45 scc/15 min at 200 psid]m
 
CD 
Acceptance test Leak rate in Latch M 
leakage rate, test stand, current, 
Valve no. Valve S/N Valve location scc/15 min sce/15 min amps C 
Forward Reverse Forward Reverse Open Closed 
117 0059 A MSOV-Fuel 0 
119 0026 A ICV-Fuel 0m 
121 0054 XrV-Fuel 0 1.10 1.30 
123 214 A-VI TPIV-Fuel New valve (not checked) 0 
125 0038 A-III ICV-Fuel 3 213 5 250 1.25 1.22 m 
127 0061 A-II ICV-Fuel 0 0 4 125 .82 1.18 
129 0028 A-I ICV-Fuel 75 28 615 1.30 1.30 
217 oo64 B-ICV-Fuel 0 
219 0051 B-ICV-Fuel 60 
221 0062 B-IV TPIV-Fuel 2 043 90 000 1.00 1.22 
223 0041 B-III TPIV-Fuel 10 000 3 270 1.12 1.68 0 
225 0049 B-II TPIV-Fuel 276 7 500 1.10 1.42 0 
227 0039 B-1 TPIV-Fuel 11 250 30 000 .68 1.22 
118 0032 A-MSOV-Oxid 0 .90 1.45 I 
120 0021 A-TCV-Oxid 0 22 1.30 1.4o 
122 0057 XFV-Oxid 0 1.30 1.25 
124 0030 A-IV TPIV-Oxid 0 0 0 1.00 1.4o 
126 0069 A-III TPIV-Oxid Less than 1 0 25 1.41 1.20 M 
128 0033 A-II TPIV-Oxid 26 0 2 130 1.20 1.36 
130 0062 A-I TPIV-Oxid 5 040 120 1.30 1.55,0 
218 0043 B-MSOV-Oxid 0 
220 0058 B-ICV-Oxid 0 10 340 1.10 1.42 
222 0032 B-IV TPIV-Oxid 46 0 15 .90 1.45 
224 0065 B-III TPIV-Oxid (a) 7 875 1.42 1.62 o 
226 0036 B-II TPIV-Oxid 3 465 0 .70 1.28 
228 0063 B-I TPIV-Oxid 3 465 130 1.25 1.50 
aToo large to measure
 
W a
 
TABLE III.- REGULATOR CIECKOUT DATA
 
Measurement 

Primary lockup pressure

before flow 

Primary flow pressure 

at 0.20 lb/min 

Primary flow pressure 

at 0.038 lb/min
 
Primary lockup after 

flow
 
Primary leakage rate 

Secondary flow pressure 

at 0.20 lb/min
 
Secondary flow pressure 

at 0.038 lb/min
 
Secondary lockup after 

flow
 
Secondary leakage rate 

Specification 

limits 

178 to 184 psig 

178 to 184 psig 

5188 psig 

<1.5 psig/15 min 

182 to 188 psig 

182 to 188 psig 

-192 psig 

-1.35 psig/15 min 

egulator inlet pressures maintained at 1500 ± 
No. 108 

System A regulator 

180 psig 

176.5 psig 

178.6 psig 

179.5 psig 

-0.3 psig/15 mint 

181.2 psig 

181.3 psig 

183 psig 

1.4 psig/15 min 

Repeated: 0.3 psig/15 min
 
50 psig throughout test. 

No. 208
 
System B regulator o
 
181 psig
 
C3 
Oscillated between
 
178.4 - 179.3 psig M
 
179.6 psig
 
181.5 psig
 
0.2 rsig/15 rin
 
oCQo
 
182.0 psig
 
182.3 psig
 
185 psig
 
-0.3 psig/15 minb
 
>
b
 
b'Negative pressure change was 
probably the result of temperature stabilization.
 
TABLE IV.- RELIEF VALVE CHECKOUT DATA
 
0 M 
MIdentification 
d 
zM 
limit 
No. 111System A fuel 
side RV 
go. 112System A oxid 
Noo 
side RV 
No. 211System B fuel 
side RV 
No. 212System B oxid 
side RV 
Burst disc leakage 
at 180 psig inlet, 
soe/30 min 
0 scc/30 min 0 0 0 0 
-­q 
Pressure at bleed 
valve closure, psig 
<150 Psig 30 a4 0  31 37 
Pressure at bleed 
valve opening, psig 
>20 psig 26 26 26 24 
RV relieving pressure, 
psig 
Check No. 1 
Check No. 2 
Check No. 3 
Check No. 4 
Check No. 5 
224-240 psig 228 
228 
229 
220 
231 
229 
229 
232.5 
228 
229 
232 
229 
929 
o 
I 
1 
RV reseating pressure, 
psigM 
Check No. I 
Check No. 2 
Check No. 3 
Check No. 4 
212 psig 216 
216 
205 
210 
216 
219 
219 
219 
219 
223 
223z 
223 
0 
Check No. 5 b223 o 
aLeaked at about 6 scc/min until 170 psig was reached. 
b 
Leakage rate at reseat pressure was 7 sce/min and leakage ceased when pressure decreased to approxi­
mately 203-206 psig.
 
TABLE IV.- RELIEF VALVE CHECKOUT DATA - Concluded 
S 
-m 
C 
Measurement Specification No. 112 No. 211 No. 212 
idenification limit System A fuel 
side RV 
System A oxid 
side RV 
System B fuel 
side RV 
System B oxid 
side RV 
m 
RV leakage rate 5 scc/15 min 0 0 0 0 
at 200 psid 
scc/15 min M 
M 
m 
z 
OD 
x 
m 
cn 
-n>G) 
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TABLE V.- PRESSURE SWITCH CHECKOUT DATAa
 
Switch no. Switch location 

b s151 Engine #2 

S152 Engine #4 

S153 Engine #5 

S154 Engine #8 

S155 Engine #11 

S156 Engine #10 

S157 Engine #13 

S158 Engine #15 

S253 Engine #1 

S254 Engine #3 

S255 Engine #7 

S256 Engine #6 

8257 Engine #9 

S258 Engine #12 

S259 Engine #14 

S26o Engine #16 

a 
Opening pressure, 

psia 

21.15 

3.85 

4.90 

2.45 

4.05 

Switch failed closed
 
4.30 

4.55 

4.60 

4.90 

4.25 

4.55 

4.75 

4.25 

3.27 

3.25 

Closing pressure,
 
psia 
21.65
 
5.90
 
7.45
 
6.05
 
7.75
 
8.05
 
7.55
 
9.60
 
8.75
 
7.30
 
9.25
 
7.35
 
8.25
 
7.35
 
8.25
 
Specification limits: The pressure switch must open before 3.0 psia
 
is reached while decreasing pressure and must close before 10.5 psia is
 
reached while increasing pressure.
 
bBackup switch manufactured by Electro-Optical Systems..
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oTA3LE 
oM 
o 
cPropellant 
> 
system Engine no. 
System A Fuel 15 
13 
10 
11 
8 
5 
4 
2 
System B Fuel 16 
14 
12 
9 
6 
7 
3 
1 
System A Oxidizer 15 
13 
10 
11 
8 
5 
4 
2 
VI.- ENGINE GAS FLOW DATA
 
G-r, regulated G-2, system 
pressure, psig inlet pressure, psia 
190 43.16 

190 43.57 

190 43.09 

190 43.52 

190 42.95 

190 43.25 

43.02
190 

190 43.65 

191 43.53 

191 43.32 

191 43.58 

191 43.48 

191 43.63 

191 43.44 

191 43.28 

191 42.75 

172 45.98 

172 46.79 

172 46.25 

172 47.55 

172 46.19 

172 46.07 

172 45.95 

172 46.74 

G-3, manifold
 
pressure, psia
 
39.99 

40.45
 
39.88
 
40.39
 
39.75
 
40.07
39.77
 
40.53
 
40.23
 
4o.oo
 
4o.28
 
40.15 

40.32 

40.10
 
39.95
 
39.35
 
40.04
 
40.96
 
40.32
 
41.87 
40.24 
40.09
 
39.95
 
4o.88
 
5 
E 
r--­
0 0 
03 
(D z 
0T
 
>7
 
M. 
TABLE VI.- ENGINE GAS FLOW DATA - Concluded 
oM 
Propellant system 

System B Oxidizer 

Engine no 

16" 

14 

12 

9 

6 

7 

3 

1 

-, regulated
pressure, psig 

171 

171 

171 

171 

171 

171 

171 

171 

G-2, system
inlet pressure, psia 

45.97 

46.42 

45.76 

46.03 

46.07 

45.61 

46.29 

46.42 

G-3, manifold 
pressure, psia 
40.00 
40.52 
39.67 
40.05 
4o.o9 
39.53 
4o.35 
40.50 
ca 
I-
0 
M 
M 
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TABLE VII.- BASELINE SYSTEM PERFOBMANCEa 
1
lb msec 17 mc 50 asee IN ruce 150 mse Ovrlll baseline,
Perl'o, net, pulse pulse pulac ul-e pulse 01 ,uf. width, 
crietei width, v.8th, width, width, width, 
average average average average average hn. Avg. Ma.X 
Ignition Er. 2. 11.1 11.7 12.2 11.0 10.6 11.5 13.0 
Igna Ent, 10.8 11.2 10.5 10.6 10.5 9.0 10.8 12.1 
def Eng. 11 11.3 11.3 11.2 11.2 10.7 10.1 11.1 12.2 
Eng. '3 11.8 12.2 12.1 11.6 12.4 10.6 12.0 12.8
 
Ties to Eg. 2 20.7 22.2 20.6 P2.9 2l. 20.4 21.7 24.? 
75% of ES..L 21.0 21.1 20.7 20.5rng. 19.8 20.4 18.9 22.4
chsber Eng. 11 19.1 19.A 19.9 20.4 20.2 18.2 19.7 20.8 
pressure, Eng. 13 20.6 20.3 20.2 19.8 20.4 21.1 
msec 
Integrated Eng. 2 0.90 1.10 4.43 9.46 14.24 
oh~ber Eg. 4 1.03 1.41 4.71 9.6 114.77 
pressure, Eng. 11 0.94 1.23 4.56 9.59 14.89 
psia/see Eg. 13 0.84 1.18 4.47 9.61 14.hl 
Minimum 
fuel inlet Erg. 2 96 98 92 110 95 92 98 110 
pressure Eng. 4 90 93 94 gh 117 86 95 137 
at valve Eng. 11 110 118 103 127 155 
opening, Eng. 13 110 122 94 123 18 92 118 143 
Minimum 
oxidizer Eng. 2 92 90 90 114 90 84 94 119 
inlet pres- Eng. h 84 88 90 72 76 71 83 93 
sure at Eng. 11 
valve open- Erg. 13 130 117 116 11 122 137 
ing, psia 
Maximurs
 
fuel inlet Eng. 2 271 300 265 253 262 251 272 302 
pressure Eng; 4 273 305 265 255 257 253 275 310 
at valve Eng. 11 252 263 233 233 249 266 
closure, Eng. 13 237 266 274 267 254 230 260 276 
psia
 
Maximum
 
oxidizer Eng. 2 298 306 271 255 286 254 285 312
 
inlet pres- Eng. 4 299 313 262 268 273 260 285 324
 
sure at Eng. 11
 
valve clo- E K. 13 252 271 265 246 261 274
 
sure, psia
 
Minimumfeel man Eg. 2 148 147 148 146 i5 143 14T 150
 
fuld mrl- Eng. 4 141 142 148 146 114 139 14h 149
 
sdrefr Eng. 11 135 
 136 136 139 137
139 134 139
 
En
 pulse, psi g. 13 154 154 158 155 155 153 155 166
 
Minimum
 
oxidizer Eng. 2 121 120 126 124 124 113 123 133
 
manifold Erg. 4 115 108 127 119 118 102 117 131
 
pressure Eng. 11 143 142 145 114 130 121 141 150
 
for pulse, Eng. 13 151 123 152 122 143 154
 
psia
 
Maximum Eng. 2 242 243 221 209 209 207 226 246 
fuel man Erg. 4 236 239 217 210 207 204 224 241 
fold p"'s Eng: 11 218 204
225 187 187 186 207 227
pulse, psi Eng. 13 207 219 205 203
205 205 209 219
 
oxidizer Eng. 2 254 272 218 223 231 216 241 275
 
manifold Erg.,4 249 262 217 210 210 207 233 266
 
pressure Eng. 11 241 253 208 195 201 192 223 261
 
for pulse, Eng. 13 211 194 193 191 201 213
 
psia
 
aData obtained from appendix B,runs II-A-2-33 through 37, 11-A-2-55 through 59, II-A-2-132 
through 136, and II-A-2-154 through 158. Test conditi-ns shown in appendices A and B.
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TABLE VIII.- ENGINE PERFORMANCE DURING SIMULATED MISSION DUTY CYCLES
 
M 
m 
(4 ni 
Combination of 
Test title Engine IV D/2 Engine IV S/4 Engine II F/11 Engine I U/13 engines 2, 4, "
 
b2X 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 - 1 3 
Maximum 11.8 2h.6 18.7 ii.7 21.1 -11.3 10.7 20.0 -12.5 10.9 20.5 -22.C 11.8 24.6 -22.0 m 
-I
IMo mission 
l2h 19.7 E.n 18.7 / E 202 0
duty cycle Average 10.8 21.3 10.7 6.9 3 10.7 gins 2, 4, 

Minimum 10.0 19.2 - 10.3 18.5 10.0 17.6 10.6 19.9 3 _io. 17.6 
Lunar abort Maximum 1.8 23.9 6.8 11.8 26.1 -37.9 10.3 21.0 -12. 1p 0 20.7 -13.0 12.3 26.1 -37.9 
duty ocer Average 1i.0 21.0 2.1 10.9 20.2 -64.7 11.5 18.8 - 3. 10.5 20.0 - 0. 10.7 20.3 3.9
 
duty cycle Minimum 10.3 19.2 - 9,7 15 - 10.0 17.6 - 11.2 18. - 9.7 17.9 ­
sThis table is based on data recorded in appendix B for sample pulses from the mission duty cycle runs. ID 
pulse widths analyzed were less than 150 msec duration. 1 1 
tmColumnhital is g tondre prdednt appsendi Bostcampe puesrom te) miso uyCcefS 2
e baed dely (mse_).co
bx 0
 
dcouumn 3 is deviation of MDC integrated Fc fro, baseline integrated Pc (percentage). H 
CD 
'1 
TABLE IX.- SUMMARY OF LN RCS PROPELLANT FEED SYSTEM HYDRAULIC cHARACTERISTICS 
0 
o 
z Test title 
Min. fueline 
inlet 
pressure
at valve 
opening, 
0,r 
psia 
Min. oxid.inet 
inlet 
pressure 
at valve 
opening, 
psia 
Max. fuelinet 
inlet 
pressure
at valve 
closing, 
psia 
Max. oxid.ine 
inlet 
pressure
at valve 
closing, 
Dsia 
Min. fufuel 
manifold 
pressure, 
system A, 
psia 
Min. oxid. 
manifold 
pressure, 
system A, 
psia 
Max. fuel 
manifold 
pressure, 
system A, 
psia 
Max. oxid. 
manifold 
pressure, 
system A, 
psia 
_, 
m 
CD, 
Maximum 155 13T 310 324 166 154 2h6 275 -
Baseline 
duty cycles 
Average 108 96 265 280 146 129 216 2a8 m 
Minimum 86 71 230 2,6 134 102 186 191 
LMl mission 
simulation 
Maximum 
Average 
145 
136 
140 
120 
314 
238 
329 
253 
m 
Minimum 118 86 205 221 
Lunar abort 
from hover 
mission 
simulation 
Maximum 
Average 
Ar 
Minimum 
151 
139 
122 
145 
117 
9h 
246 
224 
209 
277 
24o 
206 
0 
P 
z 
Normal mode 
hydraulic 
transient 
effects 
duty cycles 
Maximum 
Average 
Minimm 
137 
70 
2 
144 
86 
16 
462 
331 
241 
418 
301 
227 
145 
113 
68 
136 
109 
62 
335 
258 
216 
328 
269 
208 
05 
-
Crossfeed 
mode hydrau­
lic trans-
lent effects 
duty cycles 
Maximum 
Average 
Minimum 
123 
50 
0 
150 
69 
6 
445 
320 
230 
379 
289 
202 
142 
115 
82 
108 
103 
98 
314 
246 
205 
328 
305 
276 
(D 
Manual coil 
baseline 
duty cycles 
Maximum 
Average 
Minimum 
124 
113 
105 
158 
145 
128 
302 
255 
230 
265 
227 
206 
0 M 
aData extracted from appendix B H 
-4 
TABLE X.- ENGINE PERFORMANCE FOR HYDRAULIC TRANSIENT DUTY CYCLES 
0M
 
Position Engine IV D/2 Engine Xv D/4 Englnc 1 U/13 Total of engines 2, 4, & 13 r 
itle =rss-
Tes  of I4
 t ti l
Te fe d v aves Time to Percent Time to Pe c nt .0im
t o Percent Ti't ercent 
Ignition 75% of deviation Ignition 75% of 0Z'I. o til'75 of seviition Ignitior T55%Hof viation M+ 
•clay, S..P'foae-dly .. P from base- delay, Is S. pC from base. delay, 3.S. Pe' j rom bass:-­
mss line into- 11ec ase line into- msec ids late­lleint.- c 

oce rated PC see grated P C mse grated PC .se rated Pc
 
O.
 
Max. closed 16.3 33.6 -36.o 14.o 33.6 -1,7.o 1 14.0 34.6 1- 16.a 16.3 34.6 -47.o 
1 --

By r Avg, 22.6 -5.5 11.5 23.0 -14.h 11.9 21.6 -4.9 1 . 2 4- .ultransient .12.2 
efeti,8.7 1b.0 7.7 18.3 8.9 iM. 7.7 18.8 
Hydraulic flax. Open 13.8 26.8 -35.0 14.2 25.0 -48.o 13.0 23.5 -18.0 14.2 26.8 -48.0o C 
transient
 
effects z 
Avg. 12.2 22.4 -8.a 12,9 21.3 -16.6 11.6 20.7 -6.5 ll.9 21.5 -10.6 0 
Mi.10.0 18. 9 10.3 19.0 9.8 17.9 9.8 17-9 0I­
lae- rseelineoc ota
 
Max. Mlosed 13.0 24.2 12.i 22.h i2.8 2l.. 13.0 24.2
 
aseclin ino- ineint- mcc lne CD
 
Baseline­
.
ii. 21.7 10.8 20.5 12.0 20.1. lu.4 21.0si6e Avg, 
M n10 6 2o.4 9.0 18.9 1 9o6.  18.9 
NOTE: Thene data are based on data recorded in appendix B for sample pulses nrgne2, L, / 13 for TrunsldIV-B-2-1 t 
.
through IV-B-IO-9 and IV-C-2-1 through IV-C-IO-9. Pulse wsdtha were fro", 17 to 150 =see and identical pulses and 
dTt cycles were sed for the normal nd crosfeed mode hydraulic trarss---- iut; c 'se Baseline single engine
y 

eerformance ryres36, 37, and 39.data a e from fi 
O VU
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MSC-EP-R-68-1 New oF 131 
SWITCH PERFORMANCEaTABLE XI.- PRESSURE 
Pressure swotch closing time, Pressure switch opening time, Pressure at switch opening, 
mass psiaTest title mss 

Eng. 2 Eng. 4 Eng. 11 Eng.13 Eng. 2 Eng. 4 Eng.1l Eog.13 ng. 2 Eng. 4 En .11 Ea. I 
Baseline Max. 16.6 11.5 12.0 12.9 20.7 74.2 61.9 62.5 39-7 5.2 5.7 5.4 
Avg. 14.3 10.5 10.7 11.8 17.1 51.1 h 5 .7 49.0 20.0 4.1 4.6 4.6 
Min. 10.6 9.0 9.2 10.1 11.8 40.0 29.7 36.o 12.5 2.4 0 3.6 
125 smu. Max. 16.3 12.0 10.9 11.3 20.2 67.6 38.0 56.7 23.8 7,1 5.7 4.7 
lated
 
duty Avg. 15.7 11.1 10.5 10.9 17.3 47.9 35.8 49.8 17.2 5.2 5.3 4.5 
cycle Min. 15.1 10.3 10.0 10.6 11.5 38.2 32.T 4o.6 14.9 3.8 4.8 3.8 
Lu ar Max. 15.9 12.3 12.5 12.5 20.8 51.2 42.3 54.9 26.3 7.0 6.6 6.1 
abort 
from Avg. 15.3 11.4 11.7 11.9 18.3 43.2 36.6 47.2 18.3 5.3 5. 
8 4.9 
hover
 
simulated Mi.. 14.4 10.0 10.9 11.1 16.4 30.0 34.2 39.2 15.4 4.7 4.5 3.8 
mission
 
duty
 
cycle 
Hydraulic Max. 19.3 13.0 13.3 14.9 20.5 62.5 54.9 6o.o 33.9 6.2 5.7 6.o 
traisient 
effects Avg. 15.6 11.4 12.1 12.0 17.7 48.6 45.1 45.3 18.7 4.9 4.8 4.9 
(normal 
mode) 1iin. 11.2 9.7 9.9 9.2 12.5 31.3 33.4 34.6 13.3 3-3 4.0 3.3 
Hydraulic Max. 18.9 16.0 18.2 20.0 61.3 57.7 29.1 6.6 6.1 
transient
 
44.9 4.7 
(crossfeed 
mode) Min. 11.9 10.3 9.2 12.8 35.9 32.8 13.7 3.8 3.3 
effects Avg. 15.7 11.9 12.0 47.4 417.5 18.7 4.8 
Baseline Max. 27.7 26.9 63.8 62.1 4.8 6.4 
mamual 
coils Avg. 26.0 26.6 53.6 49.8 4.1 4.4 
Min. 25.3 26.3 46.1 39.9 2.7 2.9 
aData extracted from appendix B. The engine 2 pressure switch va a special backup
 
switch with a higher pressure actuation level.
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o TABLE XII.- CROSSFEED EFFECTS ON MDC PERFORMANCE 
[Data based on sample pulses from LMI mission II simulated duty cycles] en 
C) 
rro 
Run no. 
Eadgne IV D/2 
Ignition TiIe to nte-
delay, 75% p, grated P, 
Mliee (pala-seC) 
Engine no. and lo.tion 
Engine IV S/4 Engine II P/li 
Ignition Time to Inte- Ignition Tine to Inte-
delay, 75% P., grated P delay, 75% P,, grated P 
e. msec psS-. Ma pCa-seC 
Engine I U/13 
Ignition Time to Inte-
delay, 75% P grated P, 
peses sia-sec 
Ignition 
delay, 
Summary 
Time to 
75% Pc" 
Ceamseo 
into-
grated P 
psca-ee 
-4 
Ran I1-A-3-1 
(NAvg. 
tIsx. 
in. 
1L.0 
I.6 
10.0 
21.6 
21.7 
19.2 
a2.56  
10.3 
10.3 
10.3 
18.6 
18.6 
18.5 
bl.O8 
10.4 
10.2 
10.0 
20.0 
19.4 
18.8 
C3.35 
io.6 
io.6 
io.6 
20.5 
20.4 
20.2 
d5.99 
11.0 
1.A 
10.0 
24.6 
2O.2 
18.5 
3.17 
Run IVF-A Max. 11.0 22.5 11.3 19.2 
(Crosofeed Avg. 10.9 21.5 a2.64 11.1 18.7 
mode) 
min. 10.6 19.7 10.9 18.2 
aAverage integrated P. for average pulse duration of 32 msee. 
bAvermg integrated Ic for average pulse duration of 16 .s. 
dAverage integrated P. for average pulse duration of 43 msee. 
0
Average integrated P, for average pulse duration of 77 msec. CNUerge,& integrated Pa for average pulse duration of 72 Mace. 
b1.20 
fl.1 
10.7 
10.3 
20.1 
19.2 
18.2 
03.75 
1.1.2 
11.0 
10.8 
20.6 
20.6 
20.5 
d6.17 
11.3 
10.9 
10.3 
22.7 
20.0 
18.2 
e335 
[O
C) 
o 
Z 
< 
Averge nterate42 aGc 
Ca 
P or verge plsedurtionof 
t4 
> 
0 
IlutrI 
Syystemtankage B = 
C23 
Cluster I 
r 
-4 
CO 
CO WI• 
-4 
0 
ez z 
CI) M 
--
A, 
Figure l.- Complete U4 RCS assembly in building 36 cleanroom. I 1
 
TABLE XIII.- PROPELLAT C0NSIWPTION ENGINE FIRING SuMARY FOR )ISSION DUTY CYCLES AID) TOTAL TESTPRGAAMID 
3 4 5 6 7 a 5 1 
T o t al tul .e . 
A nE. p la. .~ p dt h" b, 
.stntian, lb 
Tota Wopellmo, 1lb 
SOoT 
l v x e b 
W.~I/ec.13 
1 9 7 
.099 
1 S T 
.1 3 k 
3 4 
. 0% 
N0 
. 0 .8 
19 
.A V 
O R 
6 
28 
.0 2 5 
35 172 
9mC .1 0 6 
I T$ 
.1 %6 
33 
D 6 2 
2 9 
. 160 
34 
.1 7 8 
2T3 
. 2 2 
253 
. 024. .0 9 T 
3 
. 1 3 7 
9.9 
18.6 
28.5 
1.88 
-1e 
I W 
16. 9 
W0.4 
4T.3 
1.80 
,Iah 
m 
26.8 
4.0 
75.8 
1.83 
.119 
An. 
O 
T 
Tn a 
n. 
s. vld, .e-
mud ion, M 
laot~11, lb 
i e .0 
5 
9 9 0 5 A 
V i 
-GT87O .O44 
.2 
m 
.043 
.039 
5 
.038 
5h.h3l 
6 
.131 
5.765 
119 
.045 
5.422 
1" 
.O45 
k,11 
91 
.045 
6.060 
501 
.m9 
5.19 
11 
D47 
5.51h 
11 
.049 
6.135 
as 
OT"2 
20.1w 
235 
.12 
5. M~ 
X1 
.1h5 
5.557 
a"0 
95.4m 
1 34,3 
.O1 
." 
MO." 
U3.051 
1 W0 
,89. 
. 
26.w0 
S-16 
2 63 
. 
4T.00 
tloatu, l /fe " .T6 1.81 1. 'a 
TWoat l/ee*" -219.e .238 m22 
%~ta on tLme, 
Total pulses 
a vl ls tah, e 
I onsmoti, lb 
4T.761 
518 
.09z 
n3.707 
60 5 
.05 
14.756 
V29 
.045 
46.T31 
9 8 
.051 
4576 
370 
. h 
35,6 
63 5 
.056 
2.h 
hr 
.052 
3.o6 
65 3 
.051 
7 
303 
,ON 
"41 
1030 
.ID5 
M204 
6 2 
_D36 
30.24 
16 
.059 
46.9u1 IT2,4, 
62 12M 
.OT3' .14 
18.185 
T 
.046 
1B.9i 
3 8 
.061 
6.86T 
a 
113 4e & 
.059 
85 
W .130e 
569a 
.06T85 
I 0. 
1M 
o6 
17006 
Total -roILant, lb 
al flowate, ib/gec 
Oxd lo..te, lb/.n 
Ihe.. 
G~e al O r 
onLSerehethe total . t ~ftota 
n39 
1 81 
0.I8 
0.3y 
249 
1 93 
0.1V:10 
.8 
S 
1.8T 
.2 3 
tbefore the tatals a e not snntjon of then~ ¢lean 
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Figure 7.- Typical heater installation. 
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NOTE: = 
1. 
2. 
Break sharp edges
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zs 3. Tolerances unless otherwise specified: 
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C Angles - j0 30" 
4. Handle with extreme care. No chips or 
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Combined fuel and oxidizer valve opening traces.
 
Inlet pressure 181 psig static; 27 V de; 5 msec/cm.
 
Comabined -fuel and oxidi'zer valve closing tcraces.-

Inlet pressure 72 psig dynamic; 27 V dc; 5 msec/cm.
 
(Trace 1 is inducedvoltage on direct coils. Trace 2 is 
current through automatic coils. Arc suppression installed.) 
Figure 22.- Effects of arc suppression network
 
on automatic coil response.
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Oxidizer valve opening and closing trace. Inlet
 
presste 181 psig static; 27 V d; 5 msec/cm.
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Pigure 22.-	 Effects of arc suppression network on
 
automatic coil response - continued.
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Vigure 22.- Effects of arc suppression network on 
automatic coil response - concluded. 
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pulsing simultaneously. 
MSC FORM 360B (JAN 67) 
THERMOCHEMICAL TEST AREA DOC No. - REVISION PG 0 
MSO-BP-B-68-1or 131 
15 
U' 
w-
U, 
tz. 
1. THESE DATA ARE AVERAGES OF DATA 
RECORDED IN APPENDIX B FOR SAMPLE 
PULSES FROM ENGINE IV D/2 FOR RUNS 
IV-B-2-1 THROUGH IV-B-1O-9 AND 
IV-C-2-1 THROUGH IV-C-D-9. BASELINE 
DATA ARE FROm TABLE VII. 
2. TEST CONDITIONS SHOrWN IN APPENDIX B 
3. LEGENDIBASELINE DUTY CCE Y9.9 
-0.519)03 HYDRAULIC TRANSIENT DUTY CYCLES,, 
NORMAL MODE 
L HYDRAULIC TRANSIENT DUTY CYCLES, 
CROSSFEED MODE 
2 
10 
LL
-
Cr 
aA 
C-
I- 1S-- E -.­ , .j 
Do'",0 ..... .. 05 0.1O . . .. 0.15 = 
Figure 41.- Comparsion of engine IV D/2 performance for baseline,
 
hydraulic transient effects in normal mode, and hydraulic
 
transient effects in crossfeed mode duty cycles.
 
MSC FORMI 360B (JAN 67)
 
THERMOCHEMICAL TEST AREA D REISO 
104
IPAGE 
MSC .- 68-1 Ne OF 131 
il. THESE DATA ARE AVERAGES OF DATA 
RECORDED IN APPENDIX B FOR SAMPLE 
PULSES FROM ENGINE IV 5/4 FOR RUNS 
IV-B-2-1 THROUGH IV-8-10-9 AND 
IV-C-2-1 THROUGH IV-C-1O-9. BASELINE 
DATA ARE FROM TABLE VII. 
15 -2. TEST CONDITIONS ARE SHOWN IN APPENDIX B 
r,_ 3. LEGEND-
S- BASELINE DATA (Y=Ioo.48X-0.337) 
0 HYDRAULIC TRANSIENT DUTY CYCLES, 
NORMAL MODE 
A HYDRAULIC TRANSIENT DUTY CYCLES,---
CROSSFEED MODE 
. . 
1G 
U-i 
L...fi F.f.­
0.100 0.95 OD01 
. . ( In • L. _L A r. ...._ -SECONDS x 
Figure 42.- Comparsion of engine IV SI performance for baseline, 
hydraulic transient effects in normal mode, and hydraulic 
transient effects in crossfeed mode duty cycles.
 
MSC FOMA 360B (JAN 67)
 
THEROCHENICAL TEST AREA DOt. NO. IREVISION PAGE 105
 
msc-EP-R-68-17 New oF 131 
.-.... 

jLj 
1 THESE DATA ARE AVERAGES OF DATA -_ 
- RECORDED IN APPENDIX B FOR SAMPLE 
PULSES FROM ENGINE I U/13 FOR RUNS 
i IV-8-2-1 THROUGH IV-B-IO-9 AND 
-- IV-C-2-1 THROUGH IV-C-1O-9. BASELINE 
DATA ARE FROM TABLE VII. 
2. TEST CONDITIONS SHOWN IN APPENDIX 8 
.3. LEGEND: 
BASELINE DATA (Y=100.7X-O.529)
 
- 0] HYDRAULIC TRANSIENT DUTY CYCLES, 
NORMAL MODE 
. HYDRAULIC. TRANSIENT DUTY CYCLES,' 
CROSSFEED MODE 
-
10 .. . . .
 
-j 
 71 
5K 
ddo 0.05 0.10 0.15 
-ELECTRICAL -- . ON-TIME.. SECONDS(x) 
Figure 43.- Comparsion of engine I U/13 performance for baseline, 
hydraulic transient effects ini normal.mode, and hydraulic 
transient effects in crossfeed mode duty cycles. 
MSC FOF04 3608 1(JAN 671 
I AGE 106THERMOCHEMICAL TEST AREA DC NO. REVISION 
1-P--3-7 New OF 131 
TIMING 
100 msec 
1-2, Eng. 2 valve volt. 
S-152, Eng. 4 press. switch 
-151, Eng. 2 press. switch 
P-36, Eng. 4 pc
 
TIM
 
Fuel tank outlet 
two engines
Figure 44,-Run IV-B-3-1 (first three pulses) ­
pulsing and two steady state.
 
MSC FORh 360B (JAN 67)
 
THERMOCHEMICAL TEST AREA o. NO. REVISION IPAGE 107 
6SCEP New 1318-17 OF 
TIMING 
100
 
-hE ave vol­
-2, Eng. 2 valve Vol
 
S-152, Eng. press. switch
 
S-151, Eng. 2 press. switc
 
-3 Eng. 2p 
P-51 Fuel tank outlet A
 
xid tank outlet 
Figure 45.- Run IV-B-4-9 (first three pulses) - four engine
 
operation, pulsing out of phase.
 
MSC FOfA 3608 (JAN 67)
 
THERMOCHEMICAL TEST AREA IDC NO. 1REVISION PAGE 108 
ILc-E-R-68-1I New OF 
TIIG 
ns ec 
1-2, Eng. valve vo 
I- , Eng. vlev 
S-152, Eng. 4press. swic 
Figure 46,- Run Iv-B-8-1 (first three pulses) - eight engines 
pulsing simultaneously. 
MSC FORM 3601 (JAN 67) 
THERMOCHEMICAL TEST AREA 	 DOC. NO. REVISION PAGE 109 
IC-EP-R-6-171 New oF 131 
TIMING 
100 
msec
 
I- , Eng. valve vol 
1-2, Eng. 2 valve vol
 
S-152, En . press. swit 
S-15I1E . 2pres 
P- En.- c
 
[-51, Fuel tank
 
outlet A
 
P-50, Oxid tank
 
outletA 
igure 47.- Run IV-B-8-2 (first three pulses) - eight engines
 
pulsing simultaneously.
 
MSC FORM 3608 (JAN 67)
 
THERMOCHEMICAL TEST AREA IDOC NO. IREVISION AGE 110 
4C-PB68-17 New PAG 11I 

I or 413 
1-2,Eng.2 valve volt. 
2Z ~~20 
* 
Eng. 2 and 4fe ne 
lielect"glitch", 
poblem 
- engine IV D/2 pressure switchFigure h8.- Run IV-D-3-1 (first pulse) 
performance at minimum pulse width (12 msec).
 
MSC FORM 36OB (JAN 67)
 
THERMOCHEMICAL TEST AREA DC. NO. REVISION PGE H1
New OF 131
IMSC-EP-R-68-17 
i r 
.. . 
MSC+FORA 
. .( 
+• 
Fiur 
360++++(JAN 67) 
Figuehg-
-
49. 
Eampls opressuswitch 
E g. 3 valve 
11-A-2-441 PULSE 4 
Exaple of pesrswthoclain 
osiltn t 
.. . 
.......... Eng ..3 p . .. 
THERMOCHEMICAL TEST AREA DOC. NO. REVISION PAGE 112 
1CE-B-68-1T New O 
Eng. 11prss
 
S-155, iipEg.~ 1stc-44, pe
 
.... E
 
Figure 50.- Oxidizer cold flow - Run IV-D-5-6 (engine II F/li). 
MSC FORM 3609 (JAN 67)
 
THERMOCHEMICAL TEST AREA DOC. NO. REVISION AGE 13 
ISC__N68_7 ew OF 131 
TIMING100
 
m~ec
 
I- , ng 8valve volt
 
1-, Eng. 4 	valve volt 
S-154, Eng. 	( press. switch
 
P-35, Eng. 4P 
P5,Fuel tank outlet A 
P50, Oxid tank outlet
 
Figure 51.-	 Oxidizer cold flow - Run iV-D-5-6 (engines IV S/4 and III S/8). 
(NOTE: Engine 8 Pc transducer was inoperative). 
MSC FORM 3608 	(JAN 67) 
THERMOC.ENICAL TEST AREA DOC. O., 
MRC-E-R-68-17 
REVSION 
New 
I 
OF 
11 
1 sec 
TIMING 
I-,Eng. ~4valve volt 
S-5,En es witch 
P>-35 , Eng. 4p 
P-20, Engs. 2 and 4 oxid inlet
 
-1,Engs. 2 and 4fuel inlet 
Fulcluster isolation
 
valve closed
 
P-50, Oxid tank outlet A
 
TIME
 
Figure 52.- Simulation of inadvertent fuel cluster isolation valve clos­
ure. (NOTE: System A fuel cluster isolation valve closed on cluster IV
 
2 seconds after start of Run IV-G-6-6).
 
MSC FORMI3608 (JAN 67) 
0 
r I
 
C C 
2 6 
C-, 
r 
-4-4 
'EIi 
4ENGINE 1I11 D/6 -SYS T'tff 
4-OE -
-. I...NJECTOR VALVE VOLTAGE 23-24 VDC Lt 
H INJECTOR HEAD TEMP. 1500F 
STIULATED ALTITUDE ,
PROPELLANT TEMP. 
100,000 - 130,000 ft.II70-8OF 
bl 
SYSTEM A MANIFOLD PRESSURE w 177SYSTEM 8 MANIFOLD PRESSURE w 180 
,LEGEND -
PSIAFPSIAT17 
A--IN NE III D/6 - SYSTEMB 
0OENGINE IV 0/2 - SYSTEM A z 
200 .. 400 600 80 1000 
FuELLSCT R ICoA aaEfunctInofENgn e e o 
Figre 53.- U1RCS mixture ratio as a fuction of engine electrical on-time.
 
II
 
o;in 
*z 
m 
m 
PROPELLANTTEP K7080Ff i 
tto 
Maa 
- -
INJECTOR VALVE VOLTAGE = 23-24 VOC 
SIMULATED ALTITUDE = 100..00-.30,0 FT, 
SYSTEm A mANIFOLD PRESSURE 177 PSIPASYSTEM I mANIFOLD PRESSURE - 180 PSIA 
400 600 800 100 
Figure 52t.- 11 BCS pronellant consumption as a function of' engine electrical on-time. J 
1 THERMOCHEMICAL TEST AREA DOC. NO. REVISION PG 
MSC-E?--68-i7 New O -131 
1111W - 7 TIMING 
Afl ' I, 1i f ~ to oti ,II , I JI . i,. ti i ... 
l-4, Eg. valve volt 
:,S-152, n 4 press. switch­
-- , - 'ITX ?1 1 
4T -!III III111 I- ---1- !-111p~ 
seline cil cp enin --Figu 55.a i- maua 30 l on 6 /4(uiv-iP-35, Eng. pcf
 
SP-0, gs. 2 and 4 oxid inlet 
SP-19, Engs. 2 and 4fuel inlet 
....... -51,- Fueltank outlet A
 
_ . -4.' ' P-50, Oxid tank outlet A ---
Figure 55.- Baseline manual coil 30 msee pulse on engine IV S/4 
(Run IV-I-16, first pulse). 
WISC FRM,360 (JAN ,67)
 
THERMOCHEMICAL TEST AREA DOC. NO. 
SC-E D -R-6 
REVISION 
-l7 l New 
PAGE 
OF 
118 
131 
ii, 114 
liidii 
1 
PtIIIWIIfPU ilil 
11 
iii w 
-10 
Eng. 
i 
TIMING 
f)+rtpip if ,4 
10,-4 
3%! 
~e 
valve volt 
tIf41 
14 
f ii 
i4 
P-20,Enns . d oi =nl 
P1,Engs. 2 and 4 fuel inlet 
-: -- i 1 4P-51, Fuel ta..k outlet A i 7­
P-50, Oxid tank outlet -
Figure 56.- Baseline manual coil 50 msee pulse on engine IV S/4 
(Run IV-I-16, first pulse). 
nsc Fo4 so (JAN 67) 
THERMOCHEMICAL TEST AREA DOC. NO. REVISION PG 1 
ISC-E?-R--6B-l7 New oF 131 
TIMING 
1-4, Eng. 4 valve volt 
S-152, Eng. 4 ress. switch 
P-35, En .
 
P2,Eg.2 and 4 oxid inlet 
P-19, Eng,,. 2 and 4 fuel inlet 
Pl5 Fuel tank outlet A 
P-50, Oxid tank outlet A 
Figure 57.- Baseline manual coil 100 msec pulse on engine iv S/4
 
(Run IV-I-17, first pulse).
 
MSC FORM 3608 (JAN 67) 
THERMOCHEMICAL TEST AREA REVN,SIO A E  I 120
 
I~7 EPE68-17 New PAG 120 
1-2, Eng. 2 valve volt 
S-151, Eng. 2 press. switch 
1 sec 
P-36, Eng. 2 pc 
Isolation 
valves l-e 
20En.2 and 4 oxid inlet 
P-19, En.2 and 4 fuel inlet 
P-51, Fuel tank outlet A 
P-5 O , Oxid tak outlet A 
Figure 58.- Simulated engine "on" failure resulting in cluster isolation 
valve closure (NOTE: System A cluster isolation valves closed on clus­
ter IV 2 seconds after start of 4 second firing on engine IV D/2, Run 
iv-G-4-4). 
MSC FORM 3606 (JAN 67)
 
THERMOCHEMI CAL TEST AREA NO. 7REVISION 
______ 
New PAGE 12168-1 New or 131 
Run no. IV-H-l-l, 4 Run no. IV-H-1-2, 6 Run no. IV-H-l-3, 7 
msee pulse on engine 4 msee pulse on engine 4 msec pulse on engine 4 
IlkIII-ilia 2 k 1V411il 
... .... ...
 
I-4, Engine 4 valve voltage
 
------ _ S-152, Engine 4 pressure switch
 
P-35, Engine 4 pc
 
P-20, Engine 2 and 4 oxid inlet
 
P-19, Engine 2 and 4 fuel inlet 
......... ................
 
P-51, Fuel tank outlet A
 
P-50, Oxid tank outlet A 
TIME -'T -TIME 
Figure 59.- Short pulse ignition characteristics (engine IV S/4).
 
MSC FORM 3609 (JAN 67) 
THERMOCHEIICAL TEST AREA 
 DOC. NOR EVISION PAE 122 
NSC-TEP-H-68-al New OAG 122 
- •--
- F-----... ..
 
NOTE;:'_ 
DATA OBTAINED FROM FOLLOWING RUNS
 
- WITH CONDITIONS LISTED: ..-
L ... 

AUTO COILS-RUNS II-A-2-55,56,57,

58,59. ".. .- '
 
=. ..... MANUAL COILS-RUNS IU-I-16,17,18. ..

• 	 ~CONDITIONS!
 
VALVE VOLTAGE*23-24 VDC.
 
MANIFOLD PRESSURE=176-170 PSIA
 
AMBIENT PRESSURE=2.2 mm. Hg.
 
-15 , INJECTOR TEMP.=I34*F 
* PROPELLANT TEfIP.=63-6BOF 	 -­
£ -..LEGEND: 	 ­
-------- AUTOIMATIC COIL (Y=lOO.48X-0.337) /

" 1 	 -- MANUAL COIL -
I. .4
 -. 

in -- .. ''----- . ..------- : -.Figure-6-.- . ....... m C=-l performance
Comparison O ad .~ ,
 
~:-P WI ULSTI- ;7_C - ( )t - z -I* 
.'.. I .. . . "/'! 4.4>-. 
for baseline firings (engine ivs/4).
 
MSC FORM 360B O AN 67) 
THERMOCHEMICAL TEST AREA 1DOC. NO. REVISION AE 123 
9C-EP-R-68-17 New OF 131 
Tm ­
....oTE
 
DATA OBTAINED FROM FOLLOWING RUNS, 
I.....WITH CONDITIONS LISTD .. : ->P' ":.... AUTO COILS-RUNS II-A-2-154,155,:' L. ... 
.... 

t'; " .... 156,157,158 ": "
 
is MANUAL COILS-RUNS 1,-,-61,62,63-..L
 
CONDITIONS:
 
VALVE VOLTAGE=23-24 VOC
 
MANIFOLD PRESSURE=175-178 PSIA
 
AMBIENT PRESSURE=2.2 mm. Hg.
 
- INJECTOR TEMP.=129-1330 F i 
PROPELLANT TEMP.=67-T1o // 
LECEND: 
ta,t ..... AUTOMATIC COIL (Y=100.O?X . 
-0.529)
 
" fiI1 !!ANUAL ..
COIL .
 
5. ... ... ..... .

__7 
•L UIb I •b ......
 
.0 -A --. 15­
1 ­... .. 1 - .L 
F-- ei - ­
.g . ;. - =.PULSE WIDTH C-"--"SECOND/xj(-4 -- : .. -"-'- -'L ..'-  

Figure 61.- Comparison of automatic and manual coil performance
 
for baseline firings (engine I U/13).
 
MSC FORM 360B (JAN 67)
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_ _ _ _-4 _ _ 
=
 
PIr- 7- ca-­o -,---
F[h -4
10 
I~M 
S VE 5 .. .........
 
..:it l..-1; .iO CURVE . i - " - . : : , " /= 
190 
.==~~~~~O ; :i:,, .CURVE 
t.,1 : 1 
S.CURVE 
:+ I~t 0 /...... .. . - :F: " '- ' ­
. 
. . . 
TY CYCLE IDENTIFICATI[ON,( IME IN SECO DS) 
,CURVE 1 0 01o4, on/1.ooo offl 
2 0025 on1000 off 
. CURVE 3 ­ 0.050 an/1.000 off"" 
° '... i 3 
C-UR VE -2 
" 
'CURVE 5 0.200 on/l.100 off 
J:DATA FROM IV-E-1 THROUGH 6 
" 
-
--
o 
10 20 
U.R 
URV 
I 
30 F~ 
0.0M 
M~ 
(. ... ...7ME 0 . ..... : (TIME. :EC--.-­
1
Figure 62.- Injector head temperature as a function of time for 

various duty cycles - engine IV D/2 (uninsulated). 
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Figure 63.- Injector head temperature as a function of time for
 
various duty cycles - engine IV D/6 (insulated).
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Figure 64t.- Effects of engine firing on "H-film" inner layers of cluster outboard thermal blanket. 
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Figure 66.- Comparison of'PQJ.D output with theoretical output.
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Figure 69. Temperature profile for cluster III during the lunar mission 
duty cycle transfer point initiation simulation Cruna III-B-h 1). 
THERMOCHEMICAL TEST AREA IDOC. NO. REVISION IPAGE A­
SCE?-R-68-17 New OF A-49 
APPENDIX A 
ENGINE FIRING RECORD AND RUN CHRONOLOGY
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Cluntor 
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poiLtion 
nter-
t, 
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Croon 
f ed 
c 
arkM 
C 
IhA 
1bA 
15 
12-2-67 
12-2-67 
12-2-67 
1650 
1710 
1940 
I0/14 
ID/lI 
ID/16 
IF/15 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
3 
3. 
I. 
.1.000 
1 000 
2 607 
1.020 
1.000 2.000 23-2' 3 
1000 3.000 2-ooI 11 x 
2 607 2 607 3-2x 
1 00 1 00 3i 3 0 
Phone II - bane line erformance duty cycles 
Block A-2 - bane lineaingle ane. 
0 
X 
x 
x 
Inadvertnet firing 
Engino 16 fired Inadvertontly 
rs 
m 
31 
17B 12-2-67 2202 
18 12-2-67 2215 
19 12-2-67 2230 
20 12-2-6T 22h3 
P1 12-2-67 2256 
22 12-2-67 2332 
k3 12-2-67 2351 
24 12-3-67 0005 
25 12-3-67 003a 
26 12-3-6T 0101 
27 12-3-67 0122 
39 12-3-67 Oi4 
1o 12-3-67 0234 
4I 12-3-67 0326 
42 12-3-67 0341 
13 12-3-67 0357 
11/1 
vaiJ1 
IW/V/i 
IW/ 
IWU/I 
IVU/I 
IVU/i 
I1/1 
I/i 
IW/1 
IU/1 
10/ /3 
IVF/3 
IV/3 
IV/3 
VF/I3 
1 
2 
5 
5 
5 
3 
2 
1 
5 
5 
3 
6 
11 
16 
19 
21 
26 
31 
36 
39 
lI 
42 
11 
16 
19 
21 
00o14 
00all 
0 050 
0 100 
0 150 
0.014 
0 017 
0.050 
0.100 
0 150 
1 000 
0 nth 
0,01( 
0 050 
0.100 
6 150 
0 186 
0.183 
0,150 
0 10 
0 050 
0.500 
0.500 
0 500 
0.500 
0.500 
0,1 
0 ,3 
0,15 
0 100 
0.050 
0 070 
0 085 
0 250 
0.300 
0.300 
0.070 
0,085 
0 250 
0 300 
0 300 
1.000 
0070 
0 005 
0 250 
0 300 
0 300 
1.070 23-26 
1 155 23.2h 
1 105 ?3-21 
1.705 23-2b 
2.005 23-2A 
2.075 23-2 
2.160 23-9 
2.410 3-21 
2 710 23-2b 
3 010 Z3-2b 
4.OlO 23.Pb 
1.070 '4.h 
1.155 "-AL 
1 105 
1.705 23-24 
2 005 -3-P4 
3 
x 
Y 
x 
3 
x 
x 
. 
0 
3 
3 
x3-2h 
3 
X 
x 
0x 
x 
x3 
X 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
X 
x 
x 
x 
X 
x 
X3 
x 
x 
% 
y 
y 
x 
x3 
x 
x 
x 
3 
y 
.6 
1 
x 
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0 C( 
"0 
O D 
0 
z 
, 
t 
ePrmature firlmon -on time in oatimate tirnee data were not recorded. 
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0 C 0 C 
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ed 
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Remark. 
14 
45 
h6 
47 
48 
49 
2a 
29 
30 
3X 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
30 
50 
88,-i 
51 
51A 
52 
53 
51 
12-3-67 040 
12-3-67 0425 
12-3-67 043 
12-3-67 048 
12-3-67 0502 
12-3-67 0515 
12-3-67 0551 
12-3-67 078 
12-3-67 0720 
12-3-67 0739 
12-3-67 0750 
12.1-67 0603. 
12-3-67 0852 
12-3-67 a003 
12-3-67 0915 
12-3-67 0925 
12-3-67 0935 
12-l-67 1104. 
12-l-67 11148 
12-3-67 1158 
12-3-67 1203 
12-3-67 12LO 
12-3-67 1255 
12-3-67 1308 
IVM/3 
IVF/3 
IMT/3 
IVF/3 
M/3 
1/3 
IVM/2 
M00/2 
M00/2 
M02/2 
IMD/2 
100/2 -
10/2 
2 
M0/2 
Ms/2 
100/2 
10014 
Ivr/3 
lOS/4 
105/I 
Ivs/4 
IS/4 
'/14 
5 26 
$ 31 
5 36 
3 39 
2 41 
1 42 
5 6 
5 11 
5 16 
3 19 
2 21 
5 26 
31 
53 
3 39 
2 41 
1 142 
5 8 
. 43 
5 13 
$ 18 
5 23 
3 26 
2 28 
c , 
0.017 
0,050 
0.100 
0.150 
1 000 
0.014 
0 017 
0.050 
0.100 
0.150 
0 0114 
0.017 
0050 
0100 
0.150 
1.000 
0 0114 
0.012 
0.017 
0.017 
0.050 
0.10 
0150 
0.500 
0.500 
0.500 
0 500 
0 500 
0.186 
0.133 
0.150 
0.100 
0.050 
0.500 
0.500 
0.500 
0.500 
0.500 
0.1m6 
0.183 
0.183 
0 150 
0.100 
0.050 
0.070 
0 085 
0.250 
0 300 
0.300 
1.000 
0 070 
0.065 
0.250 
0 300 
0 300 
0.070 
0 085 
0 250 
0.300 
0.300 
1 000 
0.070 
0 012 
0.085 
0.085 
0.250 
0.300 
0.300 
2.075 23m2' 
2.160 23-2L 
21410 232 
2.710 23-2A 
3.010 23-24 
4.010 23-24 
1.070 23-2 
1.255 23.-4 
1 105 23-24 
1.705 23-2 
2.005 22-24 
2.075 23-24 
2 160 23-24 
2.hla 2-24 
2.710 23.21 
3 010 23-2L 
4.010 23-2h4 
3.070 23-2-
4.022 23-2L 
3 155 23--L 
3.240 23-2L 
3.,90 23-7L 
3.790 23-21 
4 090 23-2L 
x 
% 
y 
1 
x 
x 
x 
x5 
/ 
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A 
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-X 
A 
A 
V 
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x 
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x 
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Data TRan~line 
Eni. . 
No. cf le On ti., Off tim 
On tim 
tL l 
e e 
£e 
val"V32­
l Clusei n~r ¢ras flraka 
55 o2-1-6T 1320 IVS/4 5 33 0.014 0 500 0 070 4 x6o e3=2I x I 
56 12-3-67 1335 Ivs/h 5 38 0.017 0.500 0.085 I42L5 23-2 y I -­
5T 12=3-67 1349 VS/4 5 43 0.050 0.500 0.250 11495 23-2 A I I 
ID 112-l-67 1427 IV314 3 46 0.100 0,500 0,300 4,795 23-24 4 y / I 
59 112-l-67 1440 IVS/4 2 48 0.250 0 500 0,300 5,095 2- 4 4 A 7 
6D 12-l-67 14, mV/4 1 49 1.000 1.000 6.09 23-24 X A X y 
61 12-3-67 1535 I[110/5 5 7 oo14 0.1w6 0 070 2 070 23-24 X 7 1 7 
62 12-3-67 1547 711U/5 5 12 0 017 0.183 0.085 2 155 23-24 A i y 
63 12-3-6T 1559 IIU/5 5 17 0.017 0.183 0 085 2.2h0 23-24 x y I Fing programnot updated 
6M 12-3-671612 TIM/, 5 22 0 050 0.150 0 250 2 4so 23-24 x 1 7 y 
64 12-3-67 1625 TTIU/5 3 25 0 100 0.100 0 3No 2 790 23-24 X X I 
" C3 
65 12-3-6T 1639 HIMO/ 2 27 0 150 0,050 0.300 3 090 23-2L x y I co r__ 
66 ZZ-3-671702 ITIU/5 5 32 0.014 0,500 0 070 3 16o 23-24 y 7 
6T 12-3-67 1716 Iriu/ 5 37 0 017 0.500 0.085 3 2L5 23-2L r y r 
68 12-3-6T 1T30 IIIU/5 5 42 0.050 0 500 0.250 3 495 23-2h f X y , 
69 12-3.67 1T43 lIfo/5 3 45 0.200 0 500 0 300 3.795 23-2t 4 / 1 
70 12-3-67 1852 XIMl/5 2 47 0.150 0.500 0.300 4 o95 23-2L x y I 
71 12-3-67 190h IIIM/5 I hS 1 O00 1.000 5 095 23.24 0 0 
Ph 12-3-67 2045 1115/8 5 6 0.014 o.286 a 070 1 070 23-2h I L 
95 12-3-67 2108 IIIS/8 5 11 0 017 0.183 O.085 1 155 23-24 / I -
96 12=-67 2119 I115/8 5 16 0.050 0 150 0.250 i has 23-2L x t, 
9T 12-3-67 2X30 Ill$/O 3 19 0.20D 0 loo 0.300 1.705 23-24 4 
98 12-3-67 2141 ZIs/8 2 21 0.150 0.050 0 500 2,005 23-24 1 
99 12-3-67 2204 Ills/8 26 0.014 0.500 0 070 2.075 23-24 y (I 
i00 12-3-67 2215 ills/ 1 a.017 0,500 0 085 2 160 23=24 A (D z 
0" 
r
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101 12-3-67 2226 
102 12-3-67 2238 
1118/ 
IIS/8 
5 
3 
36 
39 
0 050 
0.100 
0.500 
0 500 
0.250 
0,300 
2 Ld 
2.710 
23-24 
23-2 
h 
x 
x x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
103 22-3-67 2307 IIS/8 0 41 0.150 0.500 0 300 3 010 23-2L, x x x x 
10h 12-3-67 2318 
72 12 0h-67126 
IIIS/8 
I1I0/6 
1 
5 
L2 
6 
1.000 
0 01 0.186 
1.000 
0 070 
4 010 
1.070 
23-2h. 1 
2-2 7 
x 
X 
x 
x 
x 
x33 
73 12_.67 014L IIID/6 5 11 0.017 0.183 O.85 1.155 23-24 x x x X 
14 12-L-67 0135 2IID/6 5 16 0.050 0 150 0.250 1 %05 23-2l x 1 0 x 
75 12-h-67 0206 I1D/6 3 19 0.00 0 100 0,300 1.705 23-24 x x x x 
76 12-4-67 0224 IID/6 2 21 0 150 0.050 0 300 2.005 23-2h X x x x 
77 12-4-67 0236 10ID/6 5 26 O.O11 0 500 0,070 2 075 -4 x x I0 x 
78 12-h-67 021.6 10/6 5 31 0.017 0 500 0.085 2.160 23-2 x x x1 xC0 
79 12-h-6T 0303 XID/6 5 36 0.050 0.500 0.050 a.1.o 23-24 x x x -, _ 
80 
81 
12-L-67 
12-4-67 
0320 
0336 
IIID/6 
IID/6 
3 
2 
39 
h1 
0.100 
0.150 
0.500 
0.500 
0.300 
0.300 
2 710 23-2h4 
3.010 23-24 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x x 
x t 
82 
63 
12-1-67 03h 
12-L-67 0439 
r11D/6 
I[IF/7 
1 
$ 
h2 
6 
1.000 
0.01h 0 106 
1.000 
0.070 
h 010 
1.070 
23-24 
23"24 
x1 
X 
x 
1 
x 
x 
x 
x0I 
x 
• 
M4112-1C 0145 TT10/0 5 11 0 017 01803 0.085 1.15, 23-24 0 10 10 1 
85 
86 
12-4-67 01458 
12-1-6T 0508 
IIF/T 
II7/7 
5 
3 
16 
19 
0,050 
0 100 
0.150 
0.100 
0.250 
0.300 
1.1.0 
1 705 
23-2h 
23-24 
X 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
X Anlos tape B did not start 
(O 
86A 12-14-67 0517 110/7 3 22 0.100 0.100 0.300 2.005 23-21 x x x x, 
87 12-4-67 0530 IIIF/7 2 24 0.150 0 050 0.300 2.305 23-24 X X x x1 l's 
88 12-4-67 0538 IIF/7 5 29 0.014 0.500 0 070 2.375 23-2 X x X X < 
89 
90 
12-1-67 051.7 
12--67 0715 
17IF/7 
IIIp/7 
5 
5 
34 
39 
0.017 
0.050 
0.500 
0.500 
0.085 
0.250 
2.160 
2.710 
23-24 
23-2 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
l 
X 
X 
x (1 
91 12-4-67 0723 IIIF/T 3 12 0.100 0.500 0.300 3.010 23-22P X X X X z 
0 
'in 
VP 
no 
mto 
mz 
conn 
ne	 On tine Cu Volvo02no Dte Tine, £Eni c n, ho, or Ouu" on tine, ot tine, thi n latiYCvo (10amH~ ClUmter Inter- Ores, 	 iearho 
oltonh u isltion -onnect, teedr-­shotorro8OM TeRunhr ond p0 = lc n 	 on i v hnebeetlesnlo e V	 0 0 c 0 con~n0 c 
m92 12-4-67 0733 	 III/I 2 14 0.150 0 500 0 300 3.310 23-24 I X X 
93 12-4-67 07l IIIF/7 1 45 1.000 1 o00 h 310 23-24 xI X x --I 
105 12-h-67 037 l1U/9 5 6 0.014 0.186 0.070 1.070 23-2h x x x x 
106 12-4-67 0902 IIV/9 . 11 0 017 0.183 0.085 1.155 23-24 X x x X 
107 12-4-67 0920 IIU/9 5 16 0 050 0.150 0 250 I.405 23-24 X x x x m 
108 12-h-67 0929 i/9 3 19 0.100 0 100 0.300 1 705 23-24 x x x 3 
109 12-4-67 0938 111/9 2 21 0.150 0.050 0.300 2.005 23-2 X x x I. 
110 12-4-67 0948 119 5 26 0.014 0.5o 0.070 2.075 23-2h x x X x 
1II 12-1-67 0958 l1/9 5 31 0.017 0.500 0.085 2.160 23-24 X x 	 x . 
X S-257tailed closed0.500 0.250 2.110 23-24 X x x 
113 12-h-67 1112 111/9 3 39 0.100 0 500 0 300 2.710 23-2h x x x x 
114 12-4-67 1124 I1/9 2 h 0.150 0 500 0 300 3,010 23-2h4 I C 2 
112 12-h-67 1020 	 II/9 5 36 0 050 

115 12-4-6T 1136 IU/9 I h2 1 000 1 000 4.010 23-24 xI X X rD 
138 12-4-67 1238 IIS/12 5 8 0.o14 O.186 0.070 3.070 23-2L x X I z 
139 12-I-67 1IJ0 IIS/12 5 13 0.017 0.183 0.085 3.155 23-24 x x Ix X 0 
140 12-4-67 1326 11/12 5 18 0.050 0.150 0 250 3,401 23-24 x x x x
 
L 12-4-67 1339 110/12 3 2L 0.100 0.100 0.300 3,705 23-2- X x X X
 
3.02 12-h4-61 1351 	 115/12 a 23 0 150 0.050 0.300 L4.005 23-20. IC IC IC x 
143 	12-h-67 I02 115/12 5 20 0.014 0.500 0.070 L.075 23-A x I I x
 
-
x x x 

i5 12-1-67 1433 IIS/12 5 38 0.050 0.500 0.250 14.io 23-24 x r x x
 
146 12-A-67 A446 1is/12 3 41 0.100 0.500 0.300 4.710 23-2h x x x x 

I11 12-1-67 1420 	 N11/2 5 33 0.017 0.500 0.085 4.160 23-2h 
m 
147 12-4-67 1457 	 11S/12 2 13 0.150 0.500 0.300 5,010 23-2h x X x xm 
x x C I f 
116 12-14-67 1556 413/10 5 6 0.011, 0 186 0 070 1.070 23-2L I C x X P-43 erratic 
117 12-4-67 1616 1ID/10 5 1L 0.017 0.183 0.085 1.155 23-24 x I x x 
14.5 12-"l.6 1508 	 11112 1 144 1.005 I'0m 6.010 23-A 
o 'D 
>7I, 
cnC 
m 
C-
I-
CaM 
Latch valve, poition 
nn oN oain ts n latve Cluster Inter- Oross Recarks I. 
no taI aee oro 
hr non pulss 
lan 
ace 
Tllce, 
nn 
do, b utoftt 
0 C 
Isolation 
0 C 
connects 
0 C 
fCedo 
0 C0m 
118 12-L-67 1628 110/10 16 0.050 0.150 0 250 I.05 23-P4 x X X x 
119 12-h-67 1603 IID/10 3 19 0.00 0.100 0.300 1.705 23-2h X X x x 
120 12-4-67 1655 X10/10 0 21 0 150 0.050 0.300 2.005 P3-24 C 
221 12-4-67 1709 IID/10 5 26 0,01h 0 500 0.070 2.075 25-2h x x x X m 
122 12-67 1722 I1D/10 5 31 0.011 0.500 0.085 2.160 23-204 x x X x 
123 12-4-67 1734 IXD/1O 5 36 0 050 0.500 0.250 2.410 23,24 x x x 
1211 12-4-67 1747 ID/10 3 39 O.00 0 500 0.300 0 710 21-2h x X x x 
125 12-h-.6 1900 110/10 2 ki 0.150 0,50 0.300 3.010 23-2 X x % 1 
126 12-4-67 19P!i 1XD/1O 1 42 1 000 1 000 4.010 23.21 X x x x 
10AA12-4-67 2032 IID/10 3 45 0 300 0.503 0.300 4.310 23-24 x x x Repeated to oheck P-43. 
P-52 cal.e 
Foud error- in 
117 12-4-67 2110 M/I 5 6 0.Ol 0.186 0.070 1.070 23-2h x x X x 
120 12-4-01 233 11FA11 5 11 0.017 0.103 0.005 1 155 fl-at 1 x 1 
129 12-4-67 2344 IIF/11 5 16 0.050 0 150 0,250 l.05 23-24, x x x x I z 
130 12-h-6? 
131 12-5-67 
2356 
O024 
117/11 
IF/21 
3 
1 
19 
21 
0 100 
0.150 
0.100 
0.050 
0.300 
0.250 
1.705 
2.005 
21-A4 
23-,4 
x 
X 
x 
X 
N 
X 
x 
132 12-5-67 0038 iI7/11 5 26 0 034 0.500 0 070 2.075 23-24 x X x x 
133 12-5-67 009 IIF/11 5 31 0 017 0.500 0.085 2.160 23-24 X x x x C'co 
134 12-5-67 0113 IIF/11 5 36 0.050 0 500 0.250 2,410 23-2h X X X x 
135 12-5-67 0123 137/11 3 39 0,00 0.500 0.300 2.710 23-2L x % x 
136 12-5-67 
137 12-5-6T 
0134 
0213 
ITF/Il 
rxF/ii 
p 
1 
41 
42 
0.150 
1.000 
0 50D 0.300 
1.000 
3.010 23-24 
3.960 23-04 
x 
X 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 01-C 
149 12-5-67 0314 ItU/13 5 9 0.014 0.186 0 070 h.580 23-P 4 x x x 
150 12-5-67 0333 
151 12-5-67 0342 
IU/13 
I/13 
5 
5 
14 
19 
0.017 
0.050 
0.183 
0.150 
0.085 
0.250 
4 665 23-A 
4.915 23-24 
X 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x RD 
152 12-5-67 0352 M/13 3 22 .O100 0.100 0.300 5 215 23-24 x X X x 
it
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153 L2-5-67 Olho0 
151, 12-5-6701,09 
4 12-5-67 0418 
156 12-5-67 0440 
155A 12-5-67t 0453 
15T 12-5-67 0501 
zi 
IU/13 
Iu/13 
IU/).3 
IuJ13 
lU/13 
IU/33 
2 
5 
5 
5 
3 
24 
29 
36 
39 
NI 
47 
0 150 
o 0oh 
0 017 
0.050 
a 01o7 
0.100 
0,00 
o.5o 
0.500 
0,0 
0.50o 
0 500 
0.300 
0.oTo 
0.085 
0 250 
O.O85 
0.300 
5 515 23-2h x 
5585 23-21 x 
5 670 2 -1 x 
5 920 23-2k
, 
x 
'40 5 23-2h X 
6.305 23-24 x 
X 
x 
ix 
]X 
X 
x 
x 
x 
x 
X 
X 
x 
x 
x 
x' 
x 
r 
X 
X. dial datarecorded 
M 
Z 
m 
159 12-5-6T 0524 
17L 12-5-6T 0702 
IU/)13 
IF/15 
1 
5 
50 
6 
1.000 
o.o01h 0.186 
1 000 
0,070 
7.605 23-21 
1.070 23-2h 
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X 
iX 
x 
X 
xX 
X 
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17 1-5-67 07/22 
174 12-5-67 0729 
175 12-5-67 0758 
17o1--601 
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17T 12-5-67 0756 
17a 12-5-67 081B 
179 082680 12-5-67 03 
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IF/15 
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XF/15 
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o.014 0.500 
0.017 0.5w 
0.o 0o.500 
0.100 0.500 150 w 
-
07 .1 0 
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0 300 
0.300 
o 07'0 
0.034 
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0.05D 
1.405 23-2b x 
1.703 23-2L x 
2.005 23-2h x 
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16 1- T 141 ID113 
I00/13 
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0,01 0,183 
001 0.50 
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0.070 
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0.0050 
521*00 
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3155 23-2430 "23-2h 
1013 1 507.05 3.2* 
3 xx 
1000132 
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x 
32 
x32 2 
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163 12-5-6T 1*0 
167 12-5-67 050 
165 12-5-67 1054 
XD/1 
10/13
10/13 
, 3 
3 
1 
3 
7 
T 
0.100 
0.100 
0.0 
0.100 
0,00 
0.500 
0.30 
0.300 
0.0T0 1 
3 705 23-2h4 
6.005 23-24 
.W5 23-2h 
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166 12-5-67 1104 ID'/14 5 32 0,o17 0.500 O,065 4 160 23-24 x I 
167 112-5-67 m15 ID/14 5 37 0.050 0.500 0.250 6.10 23-24 x x x 
169 [12-5-67 1153 TD/il 2 h3 0 150 0.500 0.300 5 010 23-2h x Ix 
170 112-5-67 1203 ID/14 I 4 1 000 1 000 6.010 23-24 
182 [12-5-6T 13t5183 I12-5-67 1337 IS116ISJ16 55 611 0 0140.O0 0.1860.183 0.o700.085 2.67T 23-242.762 23-24 x 
183 J12-5-67 1337 15/16 5 16 0.010 0180 0250 32 R 3-24 x x 
185 [12-5-67 13A7 IG/16 3 19 0.100 0.i1O 0.300 3. 312 23-24 1 
186 [12-5-6T 135T 18116 2 21 0.150 o 050 0.300 3.612 23-24 
187 ]12-5-67 140a 15116 5 26 0.014 0,500 0.070 3,602 23-24 x xx o"u 
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189 12567 129 15/16 5-4m 36 0 050 0.500 0.250 4.017 23-24 '1 O 
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h.317 23-24 
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192 12-5-67 153 16/16 1 2 1-.00D 1.000 5 61 32 
nk 12-5-61 1619 IVD/2 5 47 0 017 0.133 0.085 4 095 23-24 Firra, pmro= tfspatohedi 
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M'I/2 11 56 2 003 .00613t 
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45 
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0 033 
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003 4o5t4 
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-
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IID/10 7 52 
lItI l 2 44 
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IU/13 0 50 
ID/14 26 TO 
IF112 6 
10/16 5 47 
-
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-7 :,3 ,02 , -2 
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0.030 0.030 3 990 
.791.759 T.769 
0,000 0.00 7.603 
1.422 1.422 7.h32 
00360,036 4,080 
1.802 1,602 7.419 
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1 12-5-67 22T IM/IEI/3 
X17/11 
C.P 107 
2 541 
1.9690-.. 
0.033 
1.9690 
0.0303 
9 756UP 
990D 
a x I/3 [ 
IIIU/5 
IIID/6 
IIIF/7IIS/8
IIU 9 
IID/10 
10 
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22 
37 
a 
73 
128 
4949 
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3,h91 
5.262 
0.0330.033 
1.47e 
.060 
3.A91 
5.261 
(GAU0.033 
1.78 
0.000 
lU/il~~ 
9.718O' 
11.3P7 
4 111531 
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5.373 
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shutofft .. ti 
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Cvc-eronfeds 
0 _ _ _ _ _ 
Bnan 
_ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ 
1.2-54T 2152 
ID1/14 
IF/15 
zs/1C 
TII/2 
7IP 
lIP/3 
1VIA/ 
7I2u/5 
1120/6 
IIF/7 
1I/6 
li/9 
11D/10 
lIF/1I 
Z1s/12 
7U/13 
IVA4 
IF/15 
0/16 
a 
29 
33 
8 
I. 
0 
i 
44 
0 
1 
I2. 
I 
0 
2 
9 
0 
1 
78 
ha 
0 
140 
77 
ha 
57 
82 
170 
49 
50 
119 
54 
4T 
5Z 
61 
8T 
h8 
50 
2.81h1 
0.036 
035 
2.106 
1 hl 
a 017 
000 
2.263 
a 53k0 
0.000 
0 085 
1.668 
o 263 
0.016 
o 
0.143 
1 891 
0 000 
0 087 
Blek 
2 644 10.276 
0.036 h.116 
0.035 7.454 
2.106 11.864 
1.k91 8 686 
0 Oil 4.10%1 
0.000 7 88M 
2.263 11.981 
2.534 13.93 
0 0o0 b.375 
0.085 5.871 
i 668 9.300 
0.263 5.636 
0 016 h.038 
0 000 7.802 
0.143 10.039 
1 894 12.170 
0.000 4,116 
0 087 7,541 
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2-5-67 2236 I%/1 
M10/2 
M173 
h 
67 
55 
17 
1I 
20T 
132 
65 
7/1 
10 746 
7.168 
0.62? 
0.123 
20.7h6 
T.168 
0 627 
0.423 
22 
15 4 
4.731 
0.307 
3-2h X X 
I4 
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(D 
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01 > 
1 1 
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IMcbr f~ Util.g on DinseOf his I.,v oaUathl. time Date i s lutrolation -crsnectm rsfee" r. 
IIIF/ 15c2O 64 0.391 0.391 766 I 
TII/8 IT 67 1.138 1.13B 7 009 ; 
IIUl9 78oc 197 22 2461246 156 
110/20 8 62 1.764 1.76a 7 401, 
IIS/12 1h 66 a 1,29 0.429 8 231 
IU/13 21 6, S.P19 3.219 13 ,$a8 
ID11h 6, Ito 10.1191019 2 9 
IFl15 15 63 0 bpa 0 423 4 539 
Isl16 17 67 1 146 1 166 8.707 J ' 0 
Phone III M-issionduty LycICSJ 
IVm/2 102 23L 13. 308 13.308 29162 
IVS/4 8 79 0.185 0.185 8 h92 
IlIU/5 -7 W6 1.1 9 1.109 20.779 
J IIIF17 9 73 0.268 0.268 503h III 
I IIU/9 17 21h 0.613 0.613 22 159 
IXF/I1I 
IIC/018 
t1 75 
2950929.5D9 
o.2"1 0.271 
36 913 
1,935 .. < Z 
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a 0 C 0 I C 0 -­0 4 
m 
118/12 7 73 0.187 0.17 8.418 
"4 
TU/O3 2 8k 0 300 0.388 13.646 
ID/lh 169 317 45 064 15.064 67.353 
F/15 69 & 116 0.116 4.655 
1816 10 T 0,232 Q.232 8 93931 
Phone IV - special dutyCycle 1 
blockB-1 - To englne operaton-tmeultaneou pulning 
1 12-6-67 03h6 Ivs/h I 89 0 017 0.183 0.170 8.662 23-24 X x 
119/12 20 83 0.017 0.183 0 170 8 588 
2 12-667 0449 ViS/4 10 99 0.050 0.150 0.500 9.162 23-24 % X 
. C 
lS/12 10 93 0.050 0.150 0.500 9.088 CO " 
3 12-6-61 009 ivS/h 1.3 109 0 150 0.050 2.500 10 662 23-2h x H " 
11s/12 10 103 0 150 0.M5 1.500 10.58 
h 12-6-67 0522 IVS/o 1 110 0.200 0.200 10.862 23-2h x x I 
IIS/12 I 1o 0.200 0 200 10.788 
5 12-6-67 0820 1116/8 10 87 0 017 0 183 0.170 7.391 23-24 x x H, 
31/16 30 87 0.017 0.183 0 170 9 109 0) 
12-6-67 084 I111/8 10 97 0 050 0.10 0.500 7-891 23-24 X 
:6/16 10 97 0.050 0.150 0.500 9.09" 
7 12-6-67 0854 IIIS/a10/16 1010 107107 0.1500.150 0.0500.050 1 500 1.5o 9.391, 23-2411 109l x x x 
B 12-6.67 0907 1116/8 1 1o o.oo o.2oo 9.591 23-24 x y 
10/6 1 08 0.200 ___ 0.200 11.30 On 
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Phs VecinI duty recipeI 
Biock B-2- our engineoperotlon-lmutaltOncouo Pulin 
1 12-6-61 l05 	 lyS/h 10 120 0.017 0 383 0.170 11.032 23-Ph x x x X
 
IIIs/8 13 118 0.017 0.183 bi170 9.161 
 m 
IVD/2 13 244 0.01"7 0.103 0.170 29.332 
IU/13 10 94 0.017 0 a83 0.170 13.816 
2 12-6-6T 1023 lvs/b 10 130 0.050 0 150 0.500 11.52 23-24 x x x
 
1S/8 10 128 0,050 0 150 0.500 10.261
 
ID/2 10 254 0.050 0 150 0.500 29.832
 
lU/13 10 1o4 0.050 0 150 0.500 1,4.316
 
3 12-6-671032 IV/4 5 135 0 150 0.050 0.750 12282 23m2h X x x x C 0 
lts 5 133 0.150 0.050 0.750 ,11.11 
100/2 5 259 0.150 0.050 0.750 30.582z 
1U/13 5 109 0,150 0.050 0.750 15.066i 0 
4 [12-6-67 0o4i Vs/4 1 136 0.200 0.200 12 482 23-2 x x 3X 
IllS/8 1 13' 0.200 0 200 11.211 0> 
IMD/2 1 260 0.200 0 200 30.782 CO 
XU/13 1 110 0.200 0.200 15.266 1 
noe IV dut putyt sycles 
Block D-3 - fouregine operation-twoe e pulsing, two Steady state 
1 12-6-67 1107 	 IvS/4 1 137 08 -< o 13.2 23-2o 
T11lo 135 0.817 0.81? 12 028 
IyV/2 5 265 0.017 0 183 0 085 30.867 I 0 
1U/13 5 115 	 0.01T 0.183 0.085. 15.351 
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]ace IV -s pecial duty cYcles 
030011 D-1 .­ pow switch ovh1 toi, sato-tim.. 
1 1--7 2123 IVD/2 50 315 0.011. 0186 0 700 31 567 23-24 0 x x 
lts/8 50 185 O.Ok 0.106 0.700 12.720 M 
IVS/ 50 187 0.014 0.186 OB0 M1,999 
1IF/1, 50 125 0.01. 0 186 0 700 5.635 
2 12-4-67 2236 IM/2 50 365 6.011, 0.186 0.70 32.267 20-21 x x x x 
1IIS/8 50 235 O.Dl 0.186 0.700 13.428 
IVS/ 50 237 0.014 0 186 0.700 14.699 
IXF/II 50 175 0.Ol 0.186 0.700 6,335 o 
" 
,Mas IV - epecial duty cyoles i 
Block D-2 - pressure oiltch evatiston, off-lmltp 
2 12-6-6T 2250 M9/2 50 4*5 0 011. 0,036 0.700 32.967 20-21 X IX 8x Cz 
I 11/8 50 285 O.014 0.036 0.700 31,128 
IVS/6 50 28 o.01 0,.036 0.700 15.399 r 
MAL/11 50 225 0 031 0 036 0,700 1.035 
Phase IV ­ apoelnal duty, cleIs I 
Block D-3 - pros sure switch esalsotion , start on-times 
1 12--67 2302 Itt/2unXZ/8 
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435 0305 
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0 012.0012 
0,022 
2.5002.500 
2.00 
0.21002.0 
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33.207114,365 
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20-21 2 
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Mill O 2145 012 250 2 75 
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CIO.Remark. 
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0 C 
Rostanccna 
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12-6-67 2346 
12-7-67 0101 
IVS/k 
aIr/Ia 
IVD/2 
IIlS/8 
IVS/I 
Iill 
IM0/2 
50 357 
so 295 
20 505 
20 375 
20 377 
20 315 
1 06 
0.014 
0.01h 
0.012 
0.012 
0.012 
0.012 
0.100 
0.036 
0.036 
2.500 
2.5W 
2.500 
2.500 
locl 
0.700 16.339 
0.70o 7.975 
Block B-3 - continued 
0.240 34.147 23-24 X 2x 
0 40 15.30P 
0.240 16 579 
0.240 8.215 
Phase IV special duty cycles 
D-5 - pressure switch evaluation, oXidixer cold 
0.100 31.247 b12 X I 
flows 
x1S 
X 0 
2 
3 
12-7-67 025; 
12-7-67 0301 
IIIS/8 1 
215/4 1 
lIP/II 1 
5IIS/8 10 
1IS/4 10 
376 
370 
316 
386 
388 
0.100 
o.1oo 
0.I00 
0.075 
0.075 
0 10O 15. o 
0.100 16.679 
0 100 8 315 
0.125 0 750 16 158 B12 x x x 
0.1,5 0 075 a,(p942 12 x x x 
Pneed IV - apeelal duty cycle.nC 
BlOck t-1- pulse width of les thenmini=um Impulse, engineIII S/B 
x 
X 
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I 
C 
2 12--67 0553 
3 112-7-67 011U 
'be d t coil only. 
0VS/4 
TV0/4 
1 
11 
1 
1 
1 
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351392 
3M 
394 
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0.06 
0.020
o.oo6 
0,oo6 
0.020 
00.07 
2.500 
2.500 
2.500 
2.500 
0.00h 
0.020 
.006 
0.oo6 
0.020 
0.007 
17 J37 
17.457 
17 46323-24 
27.469 
27.489 
17.496 23-24 
X 
x 
x 
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X X 
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Latch valve position 
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-
h 12.7-67 0733 
5 12-7-67 07T.7 
6 12-7-67 0806 
IVS(L 
VIA(1 
200/4 
1 396 
a 397 
I. 390 
1 399 
1 400 
1 ha03 
1 102 
a W3 
a 101 
1 145 
1 
.... 06 1 
0.007 2 500 o.0o7 17.503 
0 020 0.020 17.523 
0.oo 2.500 0.005 WB531 23.21. X 30 
0,08 2.500 0.008 17.539 
0.020 0.020 17.559 
0.00 2.500 0 M0 17.56$ 23-lI. x x 
0.009 2 500 0.009 17.577 
0 020 0 020 17.597 
0.010 2.500 6,G 17 607 23-24 x 
000 2.500 0.010 17 617 
44056001-0 002017.637 
0,01 .00 I eIV ­ spocluldutycycle. 
Block H-2 - pulse vidth of lens then minim impule, 
30 
engine 3I F/ I 
X 
C1 
T 12-7-67 
8 12-7-67 
9 12--67 
10 112-7-67 
09145 
0914o 
0958 
.13 
11Il 
II/11 
IIF/I 
IpF/I1 
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1 
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3ml 
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323 
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U5 
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0.oo6 
0.0o6 
0.020 
0 007 
0.007 
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0.008 
0.008 
DIM2 
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2.500 
2.50 
2.500 
2.500 
2.500 
2.500 
0 0014 
D.001 
0.020 
o.o 
0.006 
0.020 
0.007 
0.007 
0,020 
D.008 
0.008 
0.020 
8.319 23.24. 
8.3 
8.343 
8.349 23-1. 
8.355 
8,375 
8.382 232 
8.389 
8.409 
8.117 23-24 
8,A25 
8 4h5 
X0 
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x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
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0 
x 
x 
3 
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-
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:uo~sioal:hr leatl io I uI~c. see th nt °t~ rnC 0 C coelL0 ' f LC 
1 2-7-67 1023 IIF/11 1 	 329 0 o1 2 ',00 0.009 8. 511 23-44 x x I x
 
330 2 500 0 009 B.b63
11 106 00.0000,9 .. 5 .00 000 InA
 
1 331 0 D20 0.020 8.18B3
 
= 
1 106 0.002 0 0b.020 10,828
 
BloIOL- obhrt pplse width goling. effets, Insouted enginel
2 12-7-67 1656 r im/6 50 431 0.017 0.283 0.,50 33.692 23-2h x x x x 
3 12-7-67 1713 IIID/6 ,50 481 0,OlT 0.383 D.850 34.542 23-2* x x x x c010 
4 12-T-67 1727 IIID16 50 531 0.017 0.483 0.850 35.392 23-24 X x x x 
5 12-T-67 17h2 IIID/6 50 581 0.017 10.963 G.850 36.242 23-24 x x x x 0 
6 12-7-67 1853 IIID/6 50 631 0.O17 2 500 0,A50 37 qz 23-24 x x x x 3-256fai 
Bloch M-1 -eluwterIsuaio lt insulatd engine (0 
1 12-7-67 1911X mDZ/6 1 632 200o0D d 'l10.000 7..91 1 23-1h I X , x X X 
10 642 0.8 5T262 	 -'
0.o17 ,7. 

Block 1-2 - IhOrt pulse width cooling effects, uninsulated edgind " 
1 IZ-7-67 1948 114 5v 367 u.017 0.6 b. 23 -2' X. X x X m 
3 1-7-6T 2025 ID/14 5o 46T 0.017 0.e3 080 6,5 23-2, X X X X ( 
h 112-7-671 2037 ID/14 1 0 517 1 ,017 0 , 3 22- XX 
af)
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0 c 0 C 0 C 0 C 
m 
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APPENDIX C
 
EQUIPMENT LIST
 
MSC FORM 360B (JAN 67)
 
SI
 
Item Description Manufacturer Specification no. Serial no.
0 
1 Engine - cluster IV, up Marquardt LSC310-2 1013(P/N227895)
 
2 Engine - cluster IV, down Marquardt LSC310-2 1045(P/N227895)
 
3 Engine - cluster IV, forward Marquardt LSC310-2 1036(P/N227895)

4 Engine - cluster IV, side Marquardt LSC310-2' 1004(P/N227895)
5 Engine - cluster III, up Marquardt LSC310-2 al003(P/N228795) 
6 Engine - cluster III, down Marquardt LSC310-2 1038(P/N227895)
 
7 Engine - cluster III, forward Marquardt LSC310-2 1035(P/N227895)
 
8 Engine - cluster III, side Marquardt LSC310-2 1009(P/N227895)
 
9 Engine - cluster II, up Marquardt LSC310-2 1042(P/N227895)
 
10 Engine - cluster II, down Marquardt LSC310-2 1037(P/N227895)
 
11 Engine - cluster II, forward Marquardt LSC310-2 1004(P/N228795) 
12 Engine - cluster II, side Marquardt LSC310-2 1043(P/N227895) r 
13 Engine - cluster I, up Marquardt LSC310-2 0324(P/N228685) 
14 Engine - cluster I, down Marquardt LSC310-2 lo4l4(P/N227895) 
15 Engine - cluster I, forward Marquardt LSC310-2 1039(P/N227895) 
16 Engine - cluster I, side Marquardt LSC310-2 1046(P/N227895) n 
100 RCS tankage module assembly "A" GAEC LPT-25003-1 0001 0 
101 Helium tank Airite LSC310-301-1 0036 o 
102 Helium initiation valve Pelmec LSC310-302-1 NA " 
103 Helium initiation valve Pelmec LSC310-302-1 NA 0 
00 
104 Helium filter Vacco LSC310-303-3 NA 
108 Helium regulator Fairchild LSC310-305-3 03825B640216 
109 Check valve (fuel) Accessory Products LSC310-306-4 100200001025 c 
110 Check valve (oxid) Accessory Products LSC310-306-3 100200001009 
111 Relief valve (fuel) Calmec LSC310-307-4 021220266352 'P z 
112 Relief valve (oxid) Calmec LSC310-307-3 021220266308 
115 Fuel tank Bell LSC3l0-405-12 9 
116 Oxid tank Bell LSC310-405-11 8 0 ­
117 Main shutoff valve Parker LSC31o-403-2C4 0059 0-fuel 

118 Main shutoff valve -oxid Parker LSC3lo-403-303 0032 M
 
loi
aInjector head iras replaced with injector head from T'IC 
P/N228687, S/N0007.
 
Item Description Manufacturer Specification no. Serial no. 
g 
19 
119120 
A 
Ascent Interconnect valve Ascent Interconnect valve ParkerBarker LSC31o-403-303LSCS10-403-303 00260021 = 
z 
121 
122 
123 
Fuel crossfeed valve 
Oxid crossfeed valve 
Cluster isolation valve 
Parker 
Parker 
Parker 
LSC310-403-204 
LSC31o-403-303 
LSC310-403-206 
0054 
0052 
214 
n 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
Cluster isolation valve 
Cluster isolation valve 
Cluster isolation valve 
Cluster isolation valve 
Cluster isolation valve 
Parker 
Parker 
Parker 
Parker 
Parker 
LSC31o-403-103 
LSC31o-403-404 
LSC31o-403-303 
LSC31o-403-204 
LSC31o-403-103 
0030V 
0038 
0069 
0061 
0033 
m 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
Cluster isolation valve 
Cluster isolation valve 
Propellant filter 
Propellant filter 
Propellant filter 
Parker 
Parker 
Wintec 
Wintec 
Wintec 
LSC31o-403-404 
LSC310-403-303 
LSC310-125-2-C 
LSC310-125-l-C 
LSC310-125-2-C 
0028 
0062 
146 
114 
147 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
Propellant filter 
Propellant filter 
Propellant filter 
Propellant filter 
Propellant filter 
Wintec 
Wintec 
Wintec 
Wintec 
Wintec 
LSC310-125-l-C 
LSC310-125-2-C 
LSC310-125-l-C 
LSC310-125-2-C 
LSC310-125-1-C 
147 
153 
146 
152 
ll 
2 
139 
140 
141 
142 
147 
Thruster heater 
Thruster heater 
Thruster heater' 
Thruster heater 
Thruster heater 
Cox 
Cox 
Cox 
Cox 
Cox 
LSC31o-601-l1 
LSC31-601-11 
LSC31O-60-11 
LSC31o-601-11 
LSC31-601-11 
403 
404 
406 
313 
405 
20 
148 
149 
150 
151 
152 
Thruster heater 
Thruster heater 
Thruster heater 
Press. switch 
Press. switch 
Cox 
Cox 
Cox 
EOS 
Fairchild 
LSC31-601-l1 
LSC31-601-l1 
LSC31Q-60-11 
EQS Model No. 
101038-0003 
L8C310-651-3 
402 
401 
309 
3 
141 
0 
W Item Description Manufacturer Specification no. Serial no. 
1531r154 
C 155>15158 
Press. switch 
Press. switch 
Press. switchPress. switchPress. switch 
Fairchild 
Fairchild 
FairchildFairchildFairchild 
LSC31o-651-3 
LSC31o-651-3 
LSC310-651-3LSC31O-651-3LSC3!o-651-3 
156 
0158 
o16417157 
rn 
158 Press. switch Fairchild LSC310-651-3 155 
200 
201 
202 
203 
ECS tankage module assembly 
Helium tank 
Helium initiation valve 
Helium initiation valve 
GAEC 
Airite 
Pelmec 
Pelmec 
LPT310-25003-1 
LSC310-301-1 
LSC310-302-1 
LSC310-302-1 
0002 
0035 
NA 
NA 
204 
208 
209 
210 
211 
Helium filter 
Helium regulator 
Check valve (fuel) 
Check valve (oxid) 
Relief valve (fuel) 
Vacco 
Fairchild 
Accessory Products 
Accessory Products 
Calmec 
LSC310-303-3 
LSC310-305-3 
LSC310-306-4 
LSC310-306-3 
LSC310-307-4 
NA 
03825J640400 
100200001021 
100200001023 
021220266342 
M 
212 
215 
216 
217 
218 
Belief valve (oxid) 
Fuel tank 
Oxid tank 
Main shutoff valve -
Main shutoff valve ­
fuel 
oxid 
Calmec 
Bell 
Bell 
Parker 
Parker 
LSC310-307-3 
LSC310-405-12 
LSC31o-405-II 
LSC310-403-204 
LSC31O-403-303 
021220266318 
10 
11 
0054 
0043 
IN 
W 
H 
z 
z 
219 
220 
221 
222 
223 
Ascent interconnect valve 
Ascent interconnect valve 
Cluster isolation valve 
Cluster isolation valve 
Cluster isolation valve 
Parker 
Parker 
Parker 
Parker 
Parker 
LSC3lo-403-204 
LSC31o-403-303 
LSC31o-403-204 
LSC310-403-103 
LSC31o-403-404 
0051 
0058 
0062 
0032 
oo41 
.z 
! 
224 
225 
226 
227 
228 
Cluster isolation valve 
Cluster isolation valve 
Cluster isolation valve 
Cluster isolation valve 
Cluster isolation valve 
Parker 
Parker 
Parker 
Parker 
Parker 
LSO31o-403-303 
LSC3lo-403-204 
LSC31o-403-103 
LSC310-403-404 
LSC31o-403-303 
0065 
00149 
0036 
0039 
0063 j 
> 
Item Description Manufacturer Specification no. Serial no.
 I 
~M Wintec LSC310-125-2-C 113
229 Propellant filter 

0230 Propellant filter Wintec LSC310-125-1- 1012
 
231 Propellant filter Wintec LSC310-125-2-C lo1 
M 232 Propellant filter Wintec LSC310-125-1-C 152m 
Z 233 Propellant filter Wintec LSC310-125-2-C 104 
C> 
234 Propellant filter Wintec LSC310-125-1-C 110
 
235 Propellant filter Wintec LSC310-125-2-C 108
 
236 Propellant filter Wintec LSC310-125-1-C 148
 
237 Thruster heater Cox LSC31o-601-12 396
 
238 Thruster heater Cox LSC31o-601-12 389
 
23 Thruster heater Cox LSC310-601-12 389
243 Thruster heater Cox LSC310-601-12 390
 
245 Thruster heater Cox LSC31O-601-12 4lO
 
245 Thruster heater Cox LSC31o-601-12 412
 
246 Thruster heater Cox LSC310-601-12 408
 
251 Thruster heater Cox LSC310-60a-12 409
 
252 Thruster heater Cox LSC310-601-12 411 2 
253 Press. switch Fairchild LSC31o-651-3 0181 
254 Press. switch Fairchild LSC310-651-3 161 
255 Press. switch Fairchild LSC31o-651-3 Ol49256 Press, switch Fairchild LSC310-651-3 0168
 
256 Press. switch Fairchild 'LSC310-651-3 168
 
257 Press, switch Fairchild 171.Lsc3lo-651-3 
258 Press. switch Fairchild LsCs10-651-3 0165 
259 Press. switch Fairchild tSC3l0-651-3 176 a 
260 Press. switch Fairchild LSC310-651-3 178 
Pl Helium tank "A" press. Whittaker Wiancko LSC360-601-103-1 50003
 
P2 Helium tank "B" press. Microsystems LSC360-624-103 60729'
 
P7 Helium regulator outlet press. "A" Microsystems LS0360-624-105-1 61708 0o
P8 Helium regulator outlet press. "B" Whittaker Wiancko LSC360-601-105 50018 1 
P13 Propellant tank outlet press. "A" - fuel Kistler 6olA 22932 
P14 Propellant tank outlet press. "A" - oxid Kistler 6lA 25322 1It 
Item Description Manufacturer Specification no. Serial no. 
*nl 
z 
P15 
P16 
P17 
P18 
Propellant tank outlet press. "B" 
Propellant tank outlet press. "B" 
Engine 1-3 inlet press. -3fuel 
Engine 1-3 inlet press. ­ oxid 
-
-
fuel 
oxid 
Kistler 
Kistler 
Microsystems
Microsystems 
601A 
6oA 
LSO310-121-4 
LSC310-121-3 
25320 
1795859350 L­
59695 L 
O 
P19 Engine 2-4 inlet press. - fuel Kistler 601A 55638 C., 
P20 
P21 
P22 
P23 
P24 
Engine 2-4 inlet press. -
Engine 5-8 inlet press. -
Engine 5-8 inlet press. -
Engine 6-7 inlet press. -
Engine 6-7 inlet press. ­
oxid 
fuel 
oxid 
fuel 
oxid 
Kistler 
Kistler 
Kistler 
Microsystems 
Microsystems 
601A 
601A 
601A 
LSC310-121-4 
LSC310-121-3 
17948 
7950 
25321 
59356 L 
59674 L m 
P25 
P26 
P27 
P28 
P29 
Engine 9-12 inlet press. -
Engine 9-12 inlet press. -
Engine 10-11 inlet press. -
Engine 10-11 inlet press. -
Engine 13-15 inlet press. ­
fuel 
oxid 
fuel 
oxid 
fuel 
Microsystems 
Microsystems 
Kistler 
Kistler 
Kistler 
LSC310-121-4 
LSC310-121-3 
601A 
601A 
601A 
59331 L 
59697 L 
17954 
25319 
25323 z 
CO 
P30 
P31 
P32 
Engine 13-15 inlet press. -
Engine 14-16 inlet press. -
Engine 14-16 inlet press. ­
oxid 
fuel 
oxid 
Kistler 
Microsystems
Microsystems 
601A 
LSC3io-121-4 
LSC3i0-121-3 
25324 
59342 L 
59677 IL 
L 
P33 
P34 
P35 
P36 
P37 
P38 
P39 
Engine 3 chamber press. 
Engine 1 chamber press. 
Engine 4 chamber press. 
Engine 2 chamber press. 
Engine 8 chamber press. 
Engine 5 chamber press. 
Engine 6 chamber press. 
Taber 
Taber 
Microsystems 
Microsystems 
Microsystems 
Microsystems 
Taber 
Model 185-5A 
Model 185-5A 
Marquardt 228658 
Marquardt 228658 
Marquarat 228658 
Marquardt 228658 
Model 185-5A 
671259 
661059 
59210 L 
59254 L 
59237 L 
59209 L 
671263 
H 
1 
P40 
P41 
P42 
P43 
P44 
Engine 7 chamber press. 
Engine 12 chamber press. 
Engine 9 chamber press. 
Engine 90 chamber press. 
Engine 10 chamber press. 
Taber 
Taber 
Taber 
Microsystems 
Microsystems 
Model 185-5A 
Model 185-5A 
Model 185-5A 
Marquardt 228658 
Marquardt 228658 
671264 
671269 
671267 
59255 L 
59263 L 
M 
p4)4Engne 1 cambe prss.MicosytemsMaruar~t 2865 5963 L jjcr 
0 
Item Description Manufacturer Specification no. Serial no. 
= 
o 
M 
-
P45 
P46 
P47 
Ph8 
P50 
Engine 15 chamber press. 
Engine 13 chamber press. 
Engine 16 chamber press. 
Engine 14 chamber press. 
Propellant tank outlet press. "A" - oxid 
Microsystems 
Microsystems 
Taber 
Taber 
Whittaker Wiancko 
Marquardt 228658 
Marquardt 228658 
Model 185-5A 
Model 185-5A 
LSC36o-601-105-I 
59203 L 
58730 L 
671272o 
671271 
50013 
P51 
P52 
P53 
Qi 
Q2 
Propellant tank outlet press. "A" -
Propellant tank outlet press. "B" -
Propellant tank outlet press. "B" -
A system PQMD (EOS P/N 880817-1) 
B system PQMD (EOS P/N 880817-1) 
fuel 
oxid 
fuel 
Microsystems 
Microsystems 
Microsystems 
EOS 
BOS 
LSC360-624-105-l 
LSC360-624-105 
LSC360-624-105-1 
LSC360-628-1-I 
LSC360-628-1-1 
61711 
60737 
61709 
1001 
1002 
M 
Dl 
D2 
D9 
Helium fill coupling -
High press. coupling -
Low press. coupling ­
"A" - flight half 
ground half 
"A" - flight half 
ground half 
"A" - flight half 
ground half 
On Mark 
On Mark 
On Mark 
LSC310-308-3 
LSC310-308-2E 
LSC310-308-3 
LSC310-308-2E 
LSC310-308-3 
LSC310-308-2E 
114 
124 
123 
D0 Oxid check valve port cou-
pling ­ "A" - flight half On Mark LSC310-308-3 
z 
D12 Oxid check valve port cou­
pling - "A" - flight half On Mark LSC310-308-3 
Dll Fuel check valve port cou­
pling - "A" - flight half On Mark LSC310-308-3 
D13 
D14 
D15 
D16 
Fuel check valvd Port cou­
pling ­ "A" - flight half 
Oxid relief valve port cou-
pling ­ "A" - flight half 
Fuel relief valve port cou­
pling - "A" - flight half 
Helium vent coupling ­ oxid 
"A" - flight half 
On Mark 
On Mark 
On Mark 
J. C. Carter 
LSC310-308-3 
LSC310-308-3 
LSC310-308-3 
LSC31o-401-703 8098123 
. s 
o 
T 
ground half LSC31o-401-751 8605118 
"II 
Item Description Manufacturer Specification no. Serial no. 
0 D17 Helium vent coupling 
­ fuel 
­
z 
D18 
D19 
D20 
D21 
"A" - flight half 
ground half 
Oxid bleed coupling -
Fuel bleed coupling -
Oxid fill coupling -
Fuel fill coupling ­
"A" - flight half 
ground half 
"A" - flight half 
ground half 
"A" - flight half 
ground half 
"A" - flight half 
ground half 
J. C. Carter 
'J. C. Carter 
J. C. Carter 
J. C. Carter 
J. C. Carter 
LSC31o-401-804 
LSC31o-401-852 
LSC31o-401-303 
LSC310-401-351 
LSC31o-401-404 
LSC310-4o1-452 
LSC31o-401-103 
LSC31o-401-151 
LSC31o-401-204 
LSC31o-401-252 
7057112 
5925108 
7509121 
5920105 
8433135 
4892101 
8092127 
5918104 
7508122 
6960111 
D22 
D23 
D34 
D35 
D42 
Oxid service coupling ­ "A" - flight half 
ground half 
Fuel service coupling ­ "A" - flight half 
ground half 
Helium fill coupling - "B" - flight half 
ground half 
High press. coupling - "B" - flight half 
ground half 
Low press, coupling "B" - flight half 
ground half 
J. C. Carter 
J. C. Carter 
On Mark 
On Mark 
On Mark 
LSC310-401-503 
LSC310-401-551 
LSC31o-40l-604 
LtC310-401-652 
LSC310-308-3 
LSC310-308-2E 
LSC310-308-3 
ME273-OlO0-oo B 
LSC310-308-3 
LSC310-308-2E 
8434133 
8542117 
7055116 
8516118 
121 
064810000013 
117 
M 
0 
0 
" 
0 
D43 
D45 
D44 
D46 
D47 
Fuel check valve port cou­
pling ­ "B" flight half 
Fuel check valve port cou­
pling - "B" - flight half 
Oxid check valve port cou­
pling - "B" - flight half 
Oxid check valve port cou­
pling ­ "B" - flight half 
Fuel relief valve port cou-
pling - "B" - flight half 
On Mark 
On Mark 
On Mark 
On Mark 
On Mark 
LSC310-308-3 
LSC310-308-3 
LSC310-308-3 
LSC310-308-3 
LSC310-308-3 
zD 
> 
0 |1 
Item Description Manufacturer Specification no. Serial no. 
D48 
D49 
D50 
D51 
D52 
Oxid relief valve port cou­
pling - "B" - flight half 
Helium vent coupling ­ fuel -
"B" - flight half 
ground half 
Helium vent coupling ­ oxid -
"B" - flight half 
ground half 
Fuel bleed coupling - "B" - flight half 
ground half 
Oxid bleed coupling ­ "B" - flight half 
ground half 
On Mark 
J. C. Carter 
J, C. Carter 
J, C. Carter 
J. C. Carter 
LSC310-308-3 
LSC310-401-804 
LSC31o-401-852 
LSC31o-401-203 
LSC310-401-751 
LSC3lo-401-404 
L5C310-401-452 
LSC31o-40l-303 
LSC31O-401-351 
7057110 
5925111 
8098124 
8544117 
8433134 
5398103 
8015125 
8397111 
-4 
D53 
D54 
D55 
D56 
T13 
Fuel fill coupling ­ "B" - flight half 
ground half 
Oxid fill coupling ­ "B" - flight half 
ground half 
Fuel service coupling - "B" - flight half 
ground half 
Oxid service coupling ­ "B" - flight half 
ground half 
Engine 1-3 fuel feed temp. 
J. C. Carter 
J. C. Carter 
J. C. Carter 
J. C. Carter 
Winsco 
LSC310-401-204 
LSC31o-401-252 
LSC310-401-103 
LSC31-401-151 
LSC310-40l-604 
LSC3lo-401-652 
LSC31o-401-503 
LSc310-401-551 
LSC310-122-2 
7508120 
6960120 
8430131 
5918107 
8097126 
8400114 
8552143i 
8404112 
009 
7=g 
0 
T14 
T15 
T16 
T17 
T18 
Engine 1-3 oxid feed temp. 
Engine 2-4 fuel feed temp. 
Engine 2-4 oxid feed temp. 
Engine 5-8 fuel feed temp. 
Engine 5-8 oxid feed temp. 
Winsco 
Winsco 
Winsco 
Winsco 
Winsco 
LSC310-122-1 
LSC310-122-2 
LSC310-122-1 
LSC310-122-2 
LSC310-122-1 
013H 
025 
031 
026 
033 . 
f 
T19 
T20 
T21 
T22 
T23 
Engine 6-7 fuel feed temp. 
Engine 6-7 oxid feed temp. 
Engine 9-12 fuel feed temp. 
Engine 9-12 oxid feed temp. 
Engine 10-11 fuel feed temp. 
Winsco 
Winsco 
Winsco 
Winsco 
Winsco 
LSC310-122-2 
LSC310-122-1 
LSC310-122-2 
LSC310-122-2 
LSC30-122-2 
042 
036 
048 
038 
027 
0e10 M 
0 
o 
z 
Item 
T2 
T25 
T26 
T27 
T28 
Description 
Engine 10-11 oxid feed temp. 
Engine 13-15 fuel feed temp. 
Engine 13-15 oxid feed temp. 
Engine 14-16 fuel feed temp. 
Engine 14-16 oxid feed temp. 
Blanket and shield assy. - RCS 
aft cluster-partial (eng. III D/6) 
Manufacturer 
Winsco 
Winsco 
Winsco 
Winsco 
Winsco 
GAEC 
Specification no. 
LSC310-122-1 
LSC310-122-2 
LSC310-122-1 
LSC310-122-2 
LSC310-122-1 
LSK280-11127-1 
Serial no. 
039 
037 
ohl 
028 
043 
C 
-1 
-4 
m 
I 
M 
CO 
a> 
m 
G) 
1I 
M 
0|0 
PA _GE -lTEST AREA IDOC. NO. REVISIONTHERMOCHEMICAL 
OF D-17New
IMS-EP--681 
APPENDIX D
 
INSTRUMENTATION SETUP
 
MSC FORM 360B (JAN 67)
 
______ 
THERM CHEM I CAL TEST AREA DOC. NO. REVISION 
PAGE D-2
 
I4SCE h 168_17 New OF D-16 
DEVIATIONS FROM LM RCS INSTRUMENTATION SETUP
 
NOTE
 
Deviations from the normal strip chart recorder instrumentation setup as
 
shown on the subsequent instrumentation planning sheets were made at several
 
points during the test program.
 
The following table defines the strip chart locations for the various
 
portions of the test program. Setup A was used as the normal setup; Setup B
 
was used for Blocks IV-L and IV-M; Setup C was used for Blocks II-B, IV-F,
 
IV-K, and IV-E; and Setup D was used for Blocks IV-M(A), IV-I, and IV-J.
 
Block descriptions are included in appendix A.
 
Strip chart no. PARAMETER SYMBOL
 
Setup A Setup B Setup C Setup D
 
1 T67 T39 T67 T67 
2 T68 Tho T68 T65 
3 T95 T56 T70 T70 
4 T73 T55 T73 T66 
5 T74 T65 T74 T69 
6 T77 T69 T90 T90 
7 T78 T78 T78 T78 
8 T81 T91 T81 T89 
9 T82 T89 T82 T91
 
10 T85 T67 T85 T92
 
11 T86 T86 T86 T86
 
12 P10 P100 P100 P100
 
MSC FORM 360B (JAN 67)
 
o 	 -4 
m 
I N,1INF 'F .%1'TEST NUMSER DATF 	 'I .T R -01 
INSTRUMENTATION PLANNING SHEET el,
2Th~h 0ectober 4, 1967 	 Blevins iv C'3
 
Z FM CALM SEt El, S'C SCOPE MISC m 
m PARAMETE£R5m RANGE CHAN CIIIANHAN CHA CHA CHAI REMARS 
Eng. 3, valve voltage Ii _
 
Eng. 2 valve voltage 2 -B
 
Eng. 3 valve voltage 13 	 ­
m 
Eng. 4 Valve voltage Ih 	 b aV j 
Eng. 5 valve voltage 15 	 v 4 
Eng. 6 valve voltage I7 	 4 
Eng. 7 valve voltage I B 
Eng. 8 valve voltage 18 BV4 
Eng.l valve voltage 19 A _ 
Eng. 10 valve voltage 110 A 
Eng. 11 valve voltage Ill
 
Eng. 12 valve voltage 112 1 
Eng. 13 valve voltage 113 _ v o 
Eng. 14 valve voltage 114 A 4 
Bng. 15 valve voltage 115 	 .1. . . .. . .D\______ 
Eng. 16 valve voltage 116------------------------------------o______ 
Eng. 2 heater voltage H139 2 On-off signals m 
4 n-off signalsEng. 4 heater voltage H140 

EnRE. 5 heater voltge Hi 	 5 On-off signals 
8 on-off signals zD Eg. 8 heater voltage H142 
0 
C, 
In
 
2130FORS 375 (ROY lvi 8G) 
I 0~10 
m 
TTNUEROAT0. TI SI fNGINEER CELL NIMIUR 
2ThOh October h, 96 INSTRUMENTATION PLANNING SHEET ei"Blevins 116 ( 
FM SALVO EEL El S/C SCOPE MISC 
PARAMETER YM RANGE TRANSOUCER CHAR CHAN CHAR EHAN CHAR CHAR CHAR REMARKS P11 
Eng. 11 heater H14T 1l On-off,signals 
Eng. 10 heater H180 On-off signals 
Eng. 13 heater H149 13 On-off signals 
Eng. 15 heater H150 15 On-off signals 
m 
Eg. 1 heater H237 1 On-off signals -
Eng. 3 heater H238 3 On-off signals 
Eng. 7 heater H73 On-off signals P1 
Eng. 6 heater HP4 6 On-off signals 
Eng. 9 heater H245 9 On-off signals 
Eng. 12 heater H246 12 On-off signals 
Eng. 1h heater H251 i On-off signals 
Eng. 16 heater H252 16 On-off signals m p 
Eg. 2 pressure switchEng. 4 pressure switch S1518152 EOSFairchild - wtch e]zo,,rewitch closure I z 
Eng. 4 pressure switch S153 Fairchild -- Switch closure 
l i 
Eng. 8 pressure switch S153 Fairchild B b Switch closure 
i0Eng.Eng. 10 pressurepressure switchswitch 155S154 'FairchildFairchild SwitchSwitch closureclosure H 
Eng. 11 pressure Switch 
Eng. 13 pressure switch 
S155 
8157 
Fairchild 
Fairchild 
Switch closure 
Switch closure 
Eng. 15 pressure switch S158 Fairchild Switch closure 
Aerarks: : z 
MSC FORM 375 (Ray Jul 65) 
0 
o T-ST NUMBER 
2TlO 
f 
DATE 
October 4, 1967 INSTRUMENTATION PLANNING SHEET 
TEST ENGINEER 
Elvis 
CELL UMBL 
n6 
m 
PARAMETER SYM RANGE TRANSDUCER 
FM 
CHAN 
GALVO 
CHAN 
SEL 
CHAN 
El 
CHAN 
S/C
CHAN 
SCOPE 
CHAN 
MISC 
CHAN REMARKS tn 
Eng. I pressure switch 
Eng. 3 pressure switch 
$253 
S253 
Fairchild 
Fairchild 44 
S itch closure 
Switch closure f-
Eng. 3 pressure switch 
Eng. 6 pressure switch 
S255 
S256 
Fairchild 
Fairchild 6 
Switch closure 
Switch closure 
Eng. 9 pressure switch 
________________Switch 
S256 Fairchild S csclosure 
El, 
"C4 
Eng. 10 pressure swruch S258 Fairchild +4 Switch closure 
E.,lh pressure switch 8259 Fairchild A 0 Switch closure m 
Eng. 16 pressure switch 5260 Fairchild - Switch closure 
He tank pressure A p1 0 to 3500A Whittaer 28 75 SN 50003 
0 vto___ Wiancko 
He tank pressure B p2 0 to 3500A Microsysten 50 76 SN 60729 c, 
He reg. pressure A p7 0 to 350A Microsysten 9 77 SN 61708 CC 0 . 
He reg. pressure B p 8 0 to 350A 10 78 SN 50018 
FueltankoutltAistier 
Fuel tank outlet A p13 0 to 350D W A A I SN 22932 
Fuel tank outlet A p51 0 to 350A Microsysteuiv I Ii 79 SN 61711 
Oxnd tank outlet A plh 0 to 350D istler601 A AA 2 SN 25322 . --
Oxad tank outlet A pSO 0 to 350A Whittaker B 4 12 80 SN 50013 
Wianck V 1 12 80 - - m 
Fuel tank outlet B p15 0 to 350D Yutler A 1 S 
Fuel tank outlet B p53 0 to 350A Microsyst N 61709 
Remarks: 1 
MSG FORM 375 (RYe jul 60) 
~m
 I0'A]T7EST NUMBER DATE TEST ENGrNECR CELL NUMBER
 
2T0 Otbe , 97INSTRUMETATION PLANNING SHEET Blevns 16 C 
zFM 
'1 GALVD DEL ElI $/C SCOPE M1$c m 
PARAMETER $¥M RANGE TRANSDUCER CHAN CHAN GRAN ORAN CHAN CHAN CH REMARKS 
Oxid tank outlet B 1-6 () to 350D stler B 2 SN 17958 
Oxid tank outlet B P52 0 to 350A Miroyse AA l 82 SN (0737 r 
Regulator reference press. P1176 0 to 15A Taber 12 SN 671496-
Engines I to 3 fuel inlet p17 0 to 500A Microsysten -B-- SN 59350L 
Engines 1 o 3 oxid inlet 
Engines 2 to h fuel inlet 
Engne 10 to 1 fue inle 
p18 
P601A 
p27 
0 to 500A 
0t50D 
Mierosysten 
i1sier 
F, 
B 0 
B 10 
8N 5969-5L 
SN 55636 - 0 
: 
Engines 2 to 4 oxid inlet p20 0 to 500D Kistler B i1 SN ]19FIB 
Engines 5 to 8 fuel inlet p21 0 to 00D I'D~er B 12SN75 
Egines 5 to 8 oxd nlet p22 0 to 50OD Isler B1 S 52 
Engines 6 to 7 fuel inlet P23 0 to 500A Microsysten B3 0 SN 59356L 
Engines 6SS to 7 oxid inlet p24 0 to 500A Kicrosyo
t e b 92= SN 59674 L ' 
Engines 9 to 12 fuel inlet p25 0 to 0A -MicrosystenA N 931 t 
Engines 9 to 12 oxid inlet p 0to 500A Mie rosysteR + SN 59697L 
Engines 
gns iOt~e net 
0 to 1 oxid inlet 
p7 
p28 
0 to 500D 
0 to 500D 
Kistler 
PIstler 
A 10! 
A i 
SN 1795 
SN C3 
ngines 13 to 15 uel inlet p29 0 to 50r 
S RA 
12 
A 13 
ElA SSO 25323MICE. 
SN 2532 
gines 13 to 15 ox d inlet 
Engines 14 to 16 fuel inlet 
MSG FORM 375 (Rey3J 8) 
p30 
p3l 
0 to 500D EL r 
0 to 500A Microsyste A---Engies to7 ful ilet p23 toSOC Micosy e ~ - SN 59342LN 5356 02 2 
Engines 14 to 16 oxid inlet p32 0 to 500A Microsyste 2' SN 59677LEngies to7 oid nlet p~l 0 o 50A icroyst--------------------------------N 5670L C 
_____ ____ ___ __ S2____ ___ 
0 
o 
TEST NMDOER DATE INSTRUMENTATION PLANNING SHEET TEST £EGINEER CELL NUn11ER 
2T4 
PSRMETER 
October 4, 1967 
> 
SYV RAUGE TRA!SOUCES FM D". GALVO as SEL owlCUR El . 
Blevans
~C,
S/C SCOPE 
4 CAW 
M:SC 
CIKW 
116 
REMARKS 
SN.671259 
Engine 3 PC p33 0 to 300A Taber 185 V - 6 2 
1 _ginePC . ... .. p34 0 to 300A Taber 165 B SN 661o59 
Egine 4 PC p35 0 to 225A Microsyste SN 59210L 
gine 2 PC p3o 0 to 125A Microsysten , SN 5925hL 0 
Engine 8 PC p3T 0 to 125A Microsysten B - SN 59237 
Engine 5 PC p38 0 to 125A MicrosysteE .B SN 59209, 
Engine 6 PC p39 0 to 300A Taber 185 V 'SN 671263 
Engine 7 PC p40 0to 300A Taber 185 . v I SSN 671264 
Enme 9 PC p41 0 to 300A Taboer 185 A SN 671267 
Engine 12 PC p42 0 to 300A Taber 185 A 3 SN 61269 
Engine 10 PC 
Engine 11 PC 
Engine 11 PC 
p43 
I l 
ph 
0 to 125A 
0 to 125A 0 to 125A 
Microsysten 
Macrosystel
Microsysten 
-
1SN 
- SN 59255L 
SN 59263L 
59263L 2IO 
o 
Engine 15 PC p45 
-­__ 
0 to 125A 
_ a 
Microsysten A__ __ 
__ SN 59203L. 
CS 
z 
Engine 13 PC p46 0 to 125A Microsyste ? SN 58730L " 
Engine 16 PC ph7 0 to 300A Taber 185 A, 4 SN 671272 
Engine it PC p48 0 to 300A Taber 185 A - SN 671271 
Fuel tank A temp. TI _ _(a) C/A TC i.___Ii 
Oxid tank A temp. T2 (a) C/A TC 2 
Fuel tank B temp. T3 (a) C/A TO 3 
_ 
Oxid tank B tep. T4 (a) C/A TC 4 o 
Ramstk (D Z 
ao° to 250' F. 
MSC FORM37( (i. Jul 5) 
0 
TE7 NUM-wBER 
2ThO 
> T0 
PARAMETER 
D Tf 
Octoer ,1967INSTRUMENTATION PLANNING SHEET 
cobr4 WBlevins 
FM GALY9 SL 
SYR RANGE TRANSDUCER CHAN HAN CHAN 
El 
CIHAN 
Tl f NGIN( FR 
SIT SCOPE 
CHAN CHAN CHAN 
I LL NNIIIE R 
116 
REMARKS 
c 
t 
MfGT 
-I 
Eng, 1 to 3 fuel feed temp. 
Eng 
. 
1 to 3 oxid feed temp, 
Eng. 2 to 4 fuel feed temp. 
Eng. 2 to o1oxid feed temp, 
T13 
Tl 
T15 
T16 
(b) 
(b) 
(b) 
(b) 
CU/C TO 
CU/C TC 
C,/C TC 
CU/C T 
1r3 
14 
15 
16 
Winsco S11 009 
Winsco S14013 
Win... SN 025 
Winco SN 031-
D 
I 
EnW. 5 to 8 fuel feed temp. 
Eng. 5 to 8 oxid feed Temp, 
T17 
T18 
(b) 
(b) 
CU/C TO 
CU/C TO 
17 
18 
Winsco SI 026 
Winsco SCI033 
EngL 6 to 7 fuel feed emp. 
Eng. 6 to oxid feed temp. 
Eng. 9 to 12 fuel feed temp. 
TI9 
T20 
T21 
(b) 
E(b) 
(b) 
CU/C TO 
CU/C TO .20 
CU/C TO 
19 
21 
insco SIT 04S2C 
Wnsco SN 036 
Winsco SIR048 
M 
En. 9 to l2 oxd feed temp. T22 
Eng. 20 to 11 fuel feed temp. T23 
(b) 
(b) 
CU/C TO 
CU/C TO 
22 
23 
Winsco SN 038 
Winsco SN 025 
Eng. 20 to 11oxd feed temp T21 
Eng. 13 to 15 fuel feed temp. T25Fog. 14 to 1 fuel feed temp T27 
(b) 
(b)(b) 
CU/C TO 
TOCU/CCU/C TO 25217__ 
Winsco SN 039 
Winsco SI 017Wi nsc, SNT048 V 
_" 
&g. 1 to 1 oxid feed temp. T26 
Eng. 14 to 16 oxid feed temp. T28 
Eng. 1 fuel valvelseat temp. T29 
Eng. 1 1 odee temp. T30 
Eng. 1 t uel eed temp. T25 
(b) 
(b) 
(c) 
(c) 
(e) 
CU/C TO 
CU/C TO 
C/A TO 
C/A TO 
CIA TO 
_ 
20 
22 
2 
2 
_ 
_ 
ViWnsco SNg 046 
nsco SNT0381 
W S 
nc 
WnoI07 
d 
0 
R..rks. 
boo0to 2000 F. 
c.100 to +300 fe tM 
Fog.14 o i oxi fed tmp.t) U/C O 
Fog.1 fel alv set tep.c) /A O 
28-
29 
- - ____ 
___ 
28 
P? 
- - ____ 
____________ 
,,H 
Io 
MSC FRgM 375 ( ful e6e) t)-J 
o:S 
to 
..MBER 
2T404 
zFM 
PARAMETER 
DATE 
October 4, 1967 
SYM RANGE 
INSTRUMENTATION PLANNING SHEET 
OALVG SEt 
RANSOUCER CHA N C AN CHAN 
L 
CHAI 
TEST ENGINEER AELL 
Blevins 
SC SCOPE MISC 
S1AN CHAR CHAR 
NUMOE­
1u6 
REMARKS 
m 
Eng. 2 oxld valve seat ttm T3 (c) CA TO 32 
Eng. 3 fuel valve seat temp. 
Eng. 3 oxid valve seat temp. 
Eng. 4 fuel valve seat temp. 
Eng. 4 oxid valve .eat hempD. 
T33 
T3 
T35 
TV6 
(c) 
I (c) 
.(c 
, (C) 
CIA TO 
C/A TO 
C/A TO 
CIA TO 
-1 
33 
34 1 
'16 
On valve body 
m 
-
Eng. 5 fuel valve seat temp. T37 
Eng, 5 oxid valve seat temp. T38 
Eng. 6 fuel valve seat temp. T3 
Eng. 6 oxid valve seat temp. T40 
Eng. 7 fuel valve seat temp. T41 
Enp . 7 oxid valve seat temp).Th2 
(C) 
(e) 
(C) 
(c) 
,(c) 
(c) 
C/A TO 
C/A TO 
C/A TO 
CA TO 
C/A TO 
C/A TO 
37 
08 
39 
h0 
4! 
b2 
m 
Eng. 6 fuel valve seat temp. 
Eng. 8 oxid valve seat temy. 
T43 
T411; 
W 
(c) 
O/A TO 
C/A TO 
43 
in 
On valve body 
C 
Eng. 9 fuel valve seat temp, T45 (C) C/A TO 4­
En_.___oi__valv t._ _ T46 
Eng. 10 fuel valve seat temp. T47 
(1) 
C 
CIA T 
0/A TO - -
4 On valve body 
Oa valve hodyI-' 
Eng. 10 oxid valve-seat tem, 
Eng. 11 fuel valve seat temn 
En. 11oxd vave seat tem 
En . 12 fuel v 2aveset =em. 
Ramat",CATz 
-1000 to +3000 F. 
T48 
T4 
T50 
Q)I 
.c..L 
(e) 
/A TC 
/A Tcr 
C/ T 
h8. 
, 
.. 
-. 
On valve body­
( 
0-J 
ASO FORK 375 (A., j.l 56) 
0 
== 
z 
Ch 
TEST NUMBER 
2T40O 
PARAMETER 
DATE 
October It,1967 
SYM RANGE 
INSTRUMENTATION PLANNING SHEET 
FM GALVO SEL 
TRANSDUCER CHAN CLAN CHAN 
El 
CHAN 
TtSI FNrrrFR 
Blevins 
S'C SCOPE 
CHAN CAN 
MISC 
CHAN 
CELL NUM(EH 
116 
REMARKS 
m 
Eng. 12 oxid valve seat temp T52 
Eng. 13 fuel valve seat temp T53 
Eng. 13 oxid valve seat temp. Th 
Eng. 14 fuel valve seat temp. T55 
Eng. 14 oxid valve seat temp. T56 
Eng. 15 fuel valve seat temp T57 
En. 15 oxid valve seat temp T58 
Eng, 16 fuel valve seat temp T59 
Eng. 16 oxid valve seat temp T60 
(c) 
(c) 
(C) 
(c) 
(c) 
(c) 
(c) 
(c) 
(c) 
O/A T-
C/A TC 
C/A TC 
C/A TO 
C/A TO 
C/A TO 
C/A TC 
C/IA TO 
CIA TC 
- 2 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
5 
6o 
-K" 
On valve body 
_ _ _ 
On valve body 
m 
-4 
Quad I cltster temp. T61 
Quad II cluster temp. T62 
Quad III cluster temp. T63 
Quad IV cluster temp. T64 
Eng. 6 flange temp. no. 1 T65 
Eng
. 
6 flange temp. no. 2 T66 
Bng. 6 combustor temp. no. 2 T69 
Eng. 6 eombusator temp. no. 2, T70 
(d) 
(d) 
(d) 
(d) 
(e) 
(e) 
(f) 
(f) 
C/A TO 
C/A TC 
C/A TO 
C/A TO 
C/A TO 
C/A TO 
C/A TC 
C/A TC 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
,27 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
69 
70 
Heater temp, 
0 
2 
< 
Eng. 14 combustor temp. no. 
Eng. 14 combustor temp. no. 
Remarks­
C-1 0 0 0 to +3000 F. fo0 
T89 (C) 
Tp0 Cs) 
to 15000 F. 
0/A TO 
0/A TC 
29 82 ] 
90 
to 
z 
to 3000 F. to 20000 F. 0 0 
e00 to 5000 p. 
MSC FORM 375 (Rev j L EU)1. 6 
H'-0IH 
Co 
TEST NUMBLR 
2Tho4 
PARAMETER 
DATE 
l)ctober 4,1967 
SYM RANGE 
INSTRUMENTATION PLANNING SHEET 
F, ALVO SEL 
TRANSDUCER CHAN G'HAN CHAN 
E I 
CHAN 
T1 ST NJNEL4 
Blevins 
S/C SCOPE 
CKAN CHAN 
MISC 
CHAN 
C L. NU&i1H 
u16 
REMARA$ 
C:)
3 
Eng. 14 flange temp. no. 1 
Eng. 14 flange temp. no. 2 
Wire bundle no, I temp. 
Wire bundle no, 2 temp. 
Free air temp. no, 1 
Free air temp. no. 
Isolation valve no, 125 tenTTA 
He tank A temp. 
He tank B temp. 
Eng. I to 2 fie voltage 
Eng. 5 to 6 fire voltage 
-nh 
2TI4Otbr4 
T91 (e) C/A TC 
T92 (e) C/A TC 
T71 (e) G/A TC 
T72 (e) C/A TC 
T67 (e) C/A TC 
1,68 (Q) C/A TC 
T ( ) 1C/A TC 
T (h) C/A TC 
T98 (b) C/A TC 
Vi W 
V2 W1 
,-97ISRMNAINPANN<HE 
3 
31 
32 
33 
1 
2 
91C-3 
92 
71­
. 
67( 1 
68 P 
3rv 
97 
98 
1 
Heater temp. 
On vro-,.'Pvd sec. 
n " "module 
',kan 
Okin 
opposing hu-4d 
Opposing 3u-3d 
i 
:3 
I 
-
073 
: 
--
V, 
Eng. 13 to 14 fire voltage v4 h W1 . Opposing hs-ls Ti 
Eng. 8 to 12 fire voltage 
Eng. 3 to 7 fire voltageEng 
. 
11 to 15 fire voltage 
v6 
V7 
W1 
Wi 
W 
6 
7 
Opposing 3s-2sI 
Opposing 4f-3f 
2f-lf 
CD 
TOpposing;u 
A system PM 
B system PQM 
Q1 
Q2 
He () EOA 
(J) EOS 
tnk Btemp0A TO33 79804 15 
16 
9I-ki 
(D z 
W arseb  to 500 F. 
W i00 to +200 F. 
i to 28 V dc) 
JC to percent 
kAbove round weld bead on downstream side. 
/nd 
700 
MS FORM375 (Rav U 0 5) p /T 1CT:jC) 
etA m C)AO 
w 
O 
0 
TEST NUMBER 
2T02 DATE October 4, 1967 INSTRUMENTATION PLANNING SHEET 
TEST ENGINEER 
Blevins 
CELL NUMI)ER 
ni6 
I=' 
PARAMETER SYM -RANGE TRANSDUCER 
FM 
CHAN 
SALVO 
CHAN 
SEL 
CRAM 
CI 
CHAN 
S/C 
CHAN 
SCOPE 
CHAN 
MISC 
CHAN REMARKS r'1 
Load cell - A oxid tank 
Load cell -A fuel tank 
Load cell - B oxid tank 
Load cell - B fuel tank 
LC 
LC2 
LQ 
1QL 
0 to 300 
0 to 200 
10 to 900 
10 to O2 
Alinco 
Alinco 
Alinc 
Alino 
A IT 
-
-
17 
18 
10 
O240 
6 
7-­
8 
_" 
m 
SSC pressure plO0 Ci) (m) 12 
Eng. I 1njA head temp. 
Eng. 2 inJ.. head temp. 
Eng. 3 inj. head temp. 
Eng. 4 inj. head temp. 
Eng. 5 inj. head temp. 
Eng. 6 inj. head temp. 
Eng. 7 inj. head temp. 
Eng. 8 inj. head temp. 
Eng. 9 inJ. head temp. 
Eng. 10 inj. head temp. 
Eng. 11 inj. head temp. 
RHawki,: 
e0° to 5000 F. 
T73 
T74 
T75 
T76 
T77 
178 
T79 
T8o 
T81 
T82 
T83 
(e) 
(e) 
(e) 
(e) 
(e) 
(e) 
(e) 
(e) 
(e) 
(e) 
(e) 
C/A TO 
C/A TO 
C/A TO 
C/A TO 
C/A TO 
C/A TO 
C/A TO 
C/A TO 
0/A TO 
C/A TO 
C/A TO 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
4o 
41 
42 
13 
4 
5," 
6 
7 
8 
9 
o 
z 
-
0no 
lo. -to 10 n Hg 
-MKSbaratron 00 
KSC FORM375 (Rv JulI68) 
Fa% TIo 
2TWo4 
PARAMETER 
October 4, 1967 
SYN RANGE 
INSTRUMNTATION PLANNING SHEET 
FM OGALVO SEL
TRANSDUCER CHAN CAH CHAN 
E I 
CHAN 
Blevins 
S'C ISCOPE 
CHJAN CHAN 
MISC 
C An 
116 
REMARKS 
€ 
m 
Eng, 12 inj. head temp. 
Eng. 13 inJ. head temp. 
FEg 14 irlj,head tamp, 
Eng, 15 inJ. head temp. 
Eng. 16 inj. head temp. 
Eng. 2 fuel valve temp, 
Eng. 2 oxid valve temp. 
Eng, 10 f'ul valve temp, 
Eng. 10 0xid valve temp. 
oo 
2h 
T84 
T85 
T86 
T87 
T88 
T7 
T8 
T9 
T10 
() 
() 
(c) 
(e) 
(e) 
(n) 
(n) 
(n) 
(n) 
C/A TC 
C/A TC 
CIA TC 
CIA TC 
C/A TC 
CIA TC 
CIA TC 
O/A TC 
C/A TC 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
85 
86 
87 
88 
10r­
11--
C I 
3 
m 
0 
: 
-40 
= 
= 
Eng.13 nj.Ce eadtem.0/ TO TO 46 0 _________|_ 
Totals 
eO0° to 5000 F. 
n.. to 300- F. 
73 50 93 .12 1,6 
MSC FERM 375 (Rev Jul 6) 
THERMOCHEMICAL TEST-AREA DOC. NO. RVRSION 
I PAGE D-14 
bC-EP-R6817 New o D-16 
Oxid valve seat
 
thermocouple
 
Injetor head Fuel valve seat
 
thermoouplethermocouple
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Figure Dl.- Instrumentation setup typical for engines
 
1, 3, 4, 5,7, 8, 9,11, 12, 13, 15, and 16.
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Figure D2.- Instrumentation setup typical for engines 2 and 10.
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Figure D3.- Instrumentation setup typical for engines 6 and 14. 
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ENGINE III U/5 ANOMALY REPORT
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Anomaly Description
 
The engine III U/5 chamber pressure data indicated that the engine
 
operated at reduced performance during this test. The following chamber
 
pressure values were recorded at various stages of the program (see appen­
dix A for run descriptions).
 
Pulse duration, Steady state Pc,
 
Run no. sec psia
 
II-A-1-5 1.000 90
 
II-A-l-5A 1.000 89
 
II-A-2-63 0.050 78
 
II-A-2-64 0.100 79
 
II-A-2-65 0.150 78
 
II-A-l-73 1.000 75 
IV-K-1 75
 
Note: Nominal steady state Pc = 97 psia
 
Run II-A-1-5 was the first firing on engine III U/5, and run IV-K-1
 
occurred near the end of the test program.
 
Engine History
 
Engine III U/5 as received from The Marquardt Corporation after the
 
design verification testing was considered unsuitable for test operation.
 
The injector face was severely eroded as shown in figure 21. Therefore,
 
the injector head assembly (TMC P/N 228795, SIN 1003) was replaced with the
 
injector head assenbly from TMC P/N228687, S/N0007. The engine was then
 
acceptance tested before installation in the test subsystem. After instal­
lation, the engine was gas flow tested. The pretest water calibration
 
results were 439 and 686 pounds/hour for the fuel and oxidizer valves,
 
respectively. These values are well within acceptable limits. The engine
 
injector orifice flow test results and the engine gas flow test results
 
(see figures 24 and 26) were also acceptable.
 
Investigation Description and Discussion
 
An extensive investigation was conducted in an attempt to ascertain
 
the cause of the apparent low engine performance. The hot-firing portion
 
of the test was completed on December 11, 1967. On January 30, 1968, a
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static calibration check of the engine III U/5 chamber pressure transducer
 
was performed through the data acquisition system which had been recon­
structed to the hot-firing configuration. This test indicated that the
 
chamber pressure transducer was functioning properly. A post-test gas flow
 
test was then performed on system A with results almost identical to the
 
pretest data. The engine was then removed from the LM RCS test article
 
and subjected to a series of post-test checkouts. An inspection of the
 
engine inlet filters revealed no evidence of contamination or damage. In­
jector orifice flow test, water calibration, and leakage check results
 
were acceptable.
 
The engine and the original chamber pressure transducer were again
 
installed on the LM RCS test article. During the hot-firing tests des­
cribed in reference 21, the engine was fired with a resultant steady state
 
chamber pressure of 85 psia.
 
Cluster III was removed from the 114 RCS and mounted on another pro­
pellant feed system to accomplish the testing described in reference 22.
 
At this time the positions of the III U/5 and III S/8 engines were reversed,
 
making the questionable engine a side firing engine. In addition, the
 
original engine III U/5 chamber pressure transducer was installed in
 
engine III S/8, and a new transducer was installed in engine III U/5.
 
Steady state chamber pressure readings from both engines were nominal in
 
this test.
 
In view of the above results, it appears that both engine III U/5 and
 
the engine III U/5 chamber pressure transducer were capable of nominal
 
operation. The acceptable results of the pretest and post-test water
 
calibrations, injector orifice flow tests, and engine gas flow tests in­
dicate that the engine propellant flow rates should have been nominal during
 
the subsystem testing, The propellant inline filter/cluster isolation
 
valve assemblies are the only other possible flow restrictor in the sub­
system. A flow restriction in these assemblies of the magnitude required
 
to reduce the engine performance by 25 percent would have caused a drastic
 
reduction in the propellant inlet pressures, but inlet pressures for engine
 
III U/5 appeared to be nominal. In addition, the chamber pressure transient
 
characteristics appeared nominal.
 
Conclusion
 
From the above discussion, it appears that the anomalous performance
 
indication on engine III U/5 was the result of either an unknown data
 
acnuisition s',sten problem or shifts in the chamber pressure transducer
 
outrut.
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